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Introduction

The Eagle’s Nest

Set, in amongst cottonwood groves; beautiful, partially covered
hexagonal lifeceramic dwelling; which, had things only made by
hand; nothing, machined; ornament, small but very intricate; and,
medicine items; Cloud, was well on the way to becoming the
ceremonial chief at the time; and, had been given gifts from
originals all the way up in alaska; like, on the prince of wales island;
the, Tlingit;

Maybe, only some five hundred or less actually; such, a beloved
were decimated and exploited; and, harshly treated by fat takers;
that, came to kill animals and take their skins; the, beloved here
Cloud said; would, wear librets; a, piece that goes in the lower lip;
as, an ornament; when, the pacific became inundated over time;
as, Mu sunk; and, the pacific opened up and became larger; many,
beloved had settled more recently in the northwest of turtle island;
because, of such waters rising;

The, beloved wore ornament; and, began to put little bits of button
and things; acquired, from wasi’chu; and, mixed it with original shell
and pearl; and, gorgeous pieces of symbolic round shaped formed
animals as stones; that, had gorgeous little bundles tied to them;

The, outline of animals; and, eagles; images, covered medicine
items cloud had made; and, had been gifted; so, the interior of the
eagle’s nest was really decorative; it, was like an altar itself; and, it
was cloud had a story that would come from each item; and, it was
with listen-speech; that, that story came forward; it, was something
you needed to hear;
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The, earth used to be three quarters smaller than it is now; and, it
was easier to walk from turtle island to other continents; much,
ceramic material shard cloud had told a story; and, some was given
to her; that, was given to turtle; that, was given to two feathers; that,
was passed on to cloud two children; and, cloud would have a
tradition of a medicine blanket; where, such items were applied to
draw some medicine item out from you’; someone, who picked up a
stone ax; you’d, hear cloud say; “this, means i’m here to build this
family’s hoop”; if, you brought something like that with you;

Costume, was really highly decorative and bright; beading, was
often of the outline of an eagle or thunderbird; blankets, were
woven and the women were famous on turtle island here for their
quilting and blanketing; and, textiles; and, such wares was really
sought after; these, beloved had cargo;

Some, boxes were painted; and, gorgeous wooden bowls; and,
bowls that were made out of woven thatch; ceremonial rattle;
smudging bowls and sticks; wax candles, and masks and totem
poles; and, bonding sticks; dreamcatchers; yet, cloud had some
few things from the Tlingit; who, had a diet of sea vegetable and
succulents; and, ate enormous amounts of purslane and cattail
root; yet, as they became persecuted; slow, but sure there was also
a wasi’chu effect; of, being parentless; and, customs such as
having a potluck and giveaway; became, a booty to trade a slave;
a, child; an, animal;

Important, personages in the tribe and the family; were, no longer
really buried as they would’ve been; everything, became a bit more
makeshift; potlucks, started to include fish killed and animals killed;
which, wasn’t before this time; and, houses started to be more
squared up and put above the frostline; not, covered by earth as it
was;
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Yet, you can imagine being of no place to lay your head; and,
though everything else in nature; even, trees are given a spot; you,
this beloved; had, no spot; no, safe harbor; no, safe passage; you,
were just really fair game; you, could be shot; and, whatever you
had taken; a, bit like a brave today who put hands in the air and got
shot; you, got a real wasi’chu effect going on; and, no moral
compass whatsoever;

Today, some beloved you can find in the panhandle of alaska; up,
to the prince william sound; and, such a tribe of beloved are the
more northernmost of the great northwest coastal beloved tribes;
that, lived in such numerous villages at one point; before, the fat
taker came; and, had no regard really for life; no, feeling existed
when killing was; similar, to just picking an apple up off the ground;

Hearts, had been coded to be cold; and, get pleasure from a
causing of pain; yet, many times the bodies of beavers could be
just seen for instance skinned; and, just stacked in a pile for flies
and maggots; just, stinking; a, messed nest slowly came to be
evermore; and, as you can look today; it’s, absolutely evident;
you’ve, got straight lines everywhere just blocking view of nature;
you, can’t leave the mountains just to be; gotta, strip it bald over the
top; and, any good old growth; hey, let’s make a house out of that;
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And, it’s just real indiscriminate taking; and, you build a house and
it’s not fireproof; so, you bulldoze all the forest; cause, you know
you gotta have a firebreak; at, this moment there can be no regard
whatsoever; how could there be; you’ve got a fat taker
enslavement; and, a good bit of stockholm going;

happyface, heard from crow dog; about, legends dying; dreams,
dying with the dreamer; words, and language; and, plenty blood
boy; you’re, given language and ways to consider time and
beginning; and, there was language your grandfather; your father;
your grandmother; your mother; were, given words; but, what
happens when that just gets cut away from you?; how, do you feel
your children are taken over by someone else’s values?;

There, was an ancient way of languaging things; all, be integrated;
and, there was no such thing as anyone else thinking they owned
what you created; and, the herb peyote that gives vision; and, the
flute and the sound of the drum; it’s, out of the beloved these tales;
ancient, and old; of, knowledge; that, is triggered by such; as, the
water drum; and, the soundsong like “call spirit here now”; and,
much has been wasi’chuized; and, language used can not
sometimes have proper concept like it should or would have in the
past;

Thriving; increasing, life; the, beloved would celebrate with sing and
dance together; and, such energy it can be shown does make
grass grow more; and, that encourages the renewal more of life as
a celebration; and, from waywardness of having lost directedness;
of, being fatherless as wasi’chu is; you, can recover relatives;
one’s, not well; you, can assist now; you, can have an obedience to
have hollow bones; and, not violate your body;

To, live abundantly; that, you live simply that others can simply live;
and, that can you take yourself through trance dance and vision
questing; to, the edge of perception; where, you find the threshold
of your self?; the, beloved painted; yet, as the wasi’chu effect came
in; it, was fashionable like planking all of a sudden; to
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Self-torture; and, to treat yourself as an object at the bottom of
some ladder that you had to climb up; and, males especially would
torture themselves; and, violate their bodies; and, say that they
were doing that; that, everybody’s lust would be better afterward;
which, it never was; quite, the opposite matter of fact;

Rituals, involved fasting generally; and, going into trance by sun
gazing and things; and, often it was the four longest days of the
year was selected; yet, it slow but sure would get fat taker effected;
and, extreme forms of self-torture would come to occupy the men;
and, bravado of a trophy; and, trophy-huntedness took over from
the real reason you’d care to participate; mostly, that you’d be
humbled and learn to get along with everyone; not, get separated
out into the men and the women;

Elaborate, preparations were often taken; and, happyface
participated many times with cloud two children; who, was
ceremonial chief over such events; the, cheyenne had a name to
call this ceremony; which, is like a new life abode; happyface,
would experience many times over the application of peyote; that,
is introduced as a sacrament;

Crow dog’s, father had brought back this practice; to, assist the
lakota be able to go beyond the present crisis of things; to, be
observed to see and have a vision of a better day; and, such plant
happyface would see was applied; and, would clean beloved out of
worms and things; and, was a fantastic entheogenic inspiring
ceremony; that, would teach all about how the beloved lived a long
time ago; long, before wasi’chu effect happened;

Throughout, the beloved’s land; tribes all spread throughout; and,
entheogenic plant was applied to cause the beloved to be able to
vision; and, the comanche beloved had great mastery in this realm;
and, blessed brought having foreground children; and, an older
woman thanked curing occurred; of, the sick; themselves, inner
knowing; a, learning in this moment from cedar and water and fire;
and, the gourd and the drum; and, the soundsong that would come
forward from those participating;
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Such, herb entheogenically kneaded everything; beloved, had
things grew green; and, this spirit of peyote became visible in your
breath in the ceremony; a, sweet smelling fragrant fire; that, in the
center of the ceremony; cedar, green was sprinkled; beloved,
keeper of the rocks for the ceremony would apply to the four
directions; that, you would be inducted into; and, the fire would be
carefully sculpted to be in the shape of a scared waterbird; and, the
life and spirit of the button; consumed, often for; and, then spring
water blessed and stirred and drunk; had, you come light to the
altar;

Peyote, first caused the beloved in this way to become more of a
road beloved; who, would be called forward to assist with an
entheogenic ceremony; and, run things on this day; there, you
would find yourself softly surrounded by beloved that you could lay
down if you felt you’d be supported for care if anything was needed;
and, soundsong was used; and, the shaman would apply things
more from the heart; and, love;

You’d, be given the gift of wacankiyapi; it, means unconditional
love; the, beloved on the road would guide you; and, life on the
road would be more of unexpected travel; grass, would not grow
around any tomb; you’d, be rolling; and, with a finger i would see
happyface draw a groove around the top of a sheltered firebank;
half-moon, opened to the northwest; that, you would look upon a
lodge generally there; which, happyface was given the lodge more;
that, faced more southeast; when, you opened up the flaps you’d
be looking southeast; for, new beginnings and playfulness;

happyface, would follow the medicine path of the holy; here, on
turtle island; become, grandfather in the use of the waterbird; the,
waterbird is an outline that’s be made in the embers; fire, would be
shaped by a beloved that i saw happyface put in charge to manage
that; water, of the spirit and feeling and power;under, came away
for you; all, would drink from a gourd cool water; and, fresh;
kitchen, angels would bring such into you;
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Water, for asked you were told you were to do from a vision; you,
could’ve been one sitting opposite the door who had that vision;
and, the tipi; coming, into was the moon; of, the spirit and stars of
the night; of, such a power of transferred; you, could see into the
coals into the fire; glowing; all, such was shaped; and, the drum at
the bottom; formed, by rope and hide; you, could find hide just like
you could find a shell after beloved had left that for you; you, could
use that; but, life wasn’t taken just to make a drum; which, is a fat
taker effect;

Your, drum with a rhythm and a beat; the, beloved would all be able
to see more the heart shape; coming, out of the embers glowing;
formed, from a fire that was tended by a beloved; i, saw happyface
give directions to; one, roof; one, nation; one, family; holy; turtle
island, and all beloved; i, could feel a deep connection to; and,
longed to go deeper in my own insight; into, consciousness and the
past; and, in particular to learn from happyface; to, apply various
healing technique;

The, tree of the cottonwood in the fire burned a heart shaped leaf;
and, the flame looked on as one beloved looked; and, saw and had
this vision; power; peyote, guided; again, medicine partaking in the
tipi around the fire; made, the beloved; it, came the night and went;
you’d, hold onto what was gotten in spirit; there, was good sound in
the drum; the, beat of a heart; formed; and, a hide could’ve been
tied over a drum rim; around, knots made of pebbles used; and,
strips of various hide was tanned carefully; and, the drum covered;

Pebbles, that were round and smooth; were, picked up; i, saw when
happyface shared with a beloved; who, went and had a vision a
little later on; on, the way back to the camp; such, a beloved saw
how the water drum is made; llfewater, and fresh from a spring; is,
filled such that the bidding of such a beloved; that, can have been
down some rabbit hole;
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Where, the drum can come and a singer close by; can, call forward
a song from you; and, a hollowed out trunk of a tree; a, beat that
has syncopation come; you’d, ever be assisted more in your
visioning; you’d, be asked to let go of what was harmful and take
hold of what was new; be, more playful in your life; and, peyote a
beloved followed all that rose the sun; after, a tree of cottonwood; a,
looking telling spirit; felt, inside

The, drum and the water in the ceremony; would, first cause sound
to fill the heart and have a panoramic effect; if, the drumming was
good; the, rattle you could hear a voice inside this song; time, being
kept; and, the drum was picked up by another beloved; and, sound
came out that was a song all innerstood; sweet, and gorgeous;
afterward, i noted that the chief’s son had been healed of an ulcer;
that, ordinarily would’ve required an apparent surgery;
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The, voices of the rattle inside the stones that were small; shaken,
that was begun inside a rawhide rattle; that, i saw the beloved
happyface pick up; it, caused me to glance at the hands of a very
young child; a, looking that occurred; triggered, by song that caught
a formless sense of a power; that, you got entranced; that, i saw a
beloved that was sitting next to the tipi door; the, rattle and the
gourd were shook;

A, hand was brought up to the breast; to, provide milk to the little
one; and, through you this beloved; the, power of the peyote; and,
nursing; the, breast of this baby; a, medicine beloved; of, buttons;
for, having eaten; young, and old; women, men everyone; peeled,
carefully and had been fermented; and, some ground up and made
into a tea; yet, step by step a ceremony would be performed around
the medicine wheel;

Beloved, was guided; by, someone who had become more
knowledgeable; and, a fire made inside the tipi that had been put
up by beloved; under, happyface’s direction; and, within this would
dwell the power of your mind; that, would come from emptiness;
become, more i aware; and, through this knowledge you’d be given
intention; which, was the same word for medicine; and, such a
ceremony would show you spirit; a, plant such as this holy peyote;
beloved, have been shown how to use; you’re, assisted;

I, heard a story of how a woman said; “i, can assist you; you, have
some of this medicine”; and, the beloved was told by this older
woman; who, had brought this that the dying were many; and, sick
still was; everyone back then; would have a happiness where
relatives would arrive back at your dwelling; minded of the strong
and hearted; kept, such a medicine entheogenic; you’d, grow on
the night side of life;
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Many, times happyface would have me go for some many days with
little to no food; yet, lifefood; and, little to be not any water either;
and, fruits and things to assist clean the bowel out; and, you quickly
would turn back to your camp; the, way out pointed; happyface,
would be within you; and, the sun set against a silhouette of this
beloved spirit; you’d, observe more than once; at, nightfall;

A, beautiful medicine bag filled with herb picked by happyface;
amongst, chaparral and thorn; hidden, places; happyface, would
walk and such peyote plants would say; “pick me; pick me; come
over here”; more, found you could in this way; the, world of plant
could beloved be opened up; and, be of a vision; to, clear away
what’s old; to, make way for what’s new; and, thinking disappeared;
up, got this beloved in the dawning;

Entheogenic, application was for you to have said no to harmful
things; and, be more i aware and of hollow bones; and, you’d go
through night after night; some, four nights often in a row; things,
many came to me; and, i was surprised it came to me without a
mouth; the, herb was new for some; and, i saw grandparents and
their whole family; strongly, feeling the peyote with a bag; that had
come from the bag; from, a shining bright dawning light;

The, night all stayed awake; and, the family all experienced a new
power; and, visions had that caused your being to be changed;
which, then you could say is definitely sacred; and, a standing and
knowing was brought forward; and, a power entered into you more;
and, the younger ones were given some medicine; and, found you
time more to rise; as, the sun;

You, are living simply that others can simply live; yet, you can save
those around you by finding a better way; for, the beloved; that, in
the circumstance where you are; because, sometimes you could be
lost; and, what i heard happyface say; was, a voice i’d heard
before; that, was ancient; hovering, over me; and, again appearing
as a happyface inside me; that, was so deep that it started to
impact everything i did after this point;
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Can, you assist me; with, pity you have for the beloved; for, self
who is giving you can all have a better life; this, spirit was danced to
and signed to; and, by the time the second night had come; and,
the sun had gone down again; refreshed; quenched; the, older and
the younger; life, of this water; the, juice of the peyote; and,
moisture was partaken thereof; and, green was taken with a bone
knife;

happyface, took who knew what this is; segments, some sixteen;
with, this entheogenic plant peyote; a, large plant it was the peyote i
saw happyface looking at; sitting, was some older beloved; where,
about four steps away was ground; on, which there was a spot; a,
beloved arm’s was pointing to; i, saw this and i heard it said; that,
you could be assisted your medicine; you, have this i inside you
know you are; forever eternal now empty; and, you have a body
which is simply care; yet, you feel quenched; you, feel satisfied;
and, nothing has passed your lips;

All, began to see a sense that they were able to look down at
themselves; and, develop more omnipresence; and, toward the
morning it was; , power and a wisdom such; for, the eagle that was
sung to and danced to; arms, had been raised by the older beloved
present; and, rounds; before, the north came the west; before, the
west came the south; before, the south came the east;
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Suddenly, a flying eagle i could hear the wingbeats of; and, i could
feel the wind on my face; i, was laying down having a vision; of,
what to do; what, to know; and, some of the family members
huddled a little together as the night fell; and, some were a little
tired for having gone without; and, a younger one went outside and
started making a brush shelter; and, all saw grandmothers arriving
at the top of a lonely hill; lost, was everyone; as, they walked away
from the camp; that, first day a little bit; and, yet softly all were
guided back to sit;

The, herb could find you; evermore, learned are you quested to
vision; and, i saw grandchildren; little ones; yet, the frail and the old;
would be assisted in all ailment; that, for the root and the herb could
find; many, could’ve died but were saved by such a medicine;’ and,
such was seen how sickness it cleared; and, the suffering away;
and, in the mesas and deserts and land of the sioux; far, south was
a beloved tribe that lived; long, before wasi’chu came; the,
beloved’s came to peyote;

I, want you to know; life, is very mysterious; and, full of wonder;
and, overflowing; wonderful, mysteriousness came alive in me truly;
the, things that night triggered my dna; moments, that night caused
the hair to stand up on the back of my neck; i, want you to know i
hadn’t felt goosebumps on my skin quite like this before; i, had
become inducted into this tribe of originals; on, turtle island; a,
gatheredness of new and valuable insight; and, i’d take on this path
of hollow bones;

Quirks, characteristic of happyface; was, i saw of a medicine
beloved; similar, to the sioux; though, really are called the lakota; a,
solemness complete; would, give you a quest of visioning; that,
allows you to provide a path forward; that, can assist integrate
what’s lost; this, is in the year four thousand sixteen; and, we’re
looking back;
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You’re, reading this in the path of hollow bones; volume four;
entitled, communication wellness mastery; and, all need to know
how to integrate loss; and, how it was that stockholm syndrome got
resolved; because, you’ve got two parts that are separated; not,
really connecting to each other; then, you’ve got comprimisedness;
and, a fat taker effect of having fallen in love with a slave servant
monkey relation;

That, you have something in your life; you, can feel needs to be
integrated more; is, worth questing; then, life’s i aware state can
assist shape vision conferred and revealed; one, can lose their
sense of boundary; and, take upon themselves the eagle or even a
plant in front of them; and, can begin conversedness; that, even
you could become the eagle in flight; looking over the land; and,
even feel individual fingered feathers buffered by current;

For, the heart to guide the tongue; can, have not been easy before
this time; yet, the nights and days; sometimes, for as long as four;
water, and food one would go without; alone, inside a hole in the
ground; below, the frostline; you’d, be within a temperateness; and,
inside such a pit; in, the hilltop or bank; you’d, stay this way;
enlightenment, and knowledge questing; a, vision ongoing may
challenge individual and societal condition; to, provide you with an
answer; you, can find life; on, a road sought by such a beloved;

Happyface, would say that the plains beloved; amongst, such
tradition; is, a quest for visioning; happyface, would hear frank fool’s
crow give advice; where, it’s possible one really hadn’t learned
much; or, even had any vision; persistence, and perseverance;
wisdom, and humility is born; such, a gift comes of vision of power;
of, a sheer will and courage; to, cry for a vision; brings, alone
suffering; a, vision in a fat taker manner; could’ve, been owned;
and, a fat taker could’ve thought spirit fought you;
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Pleasure, got from flesh of a buffalo or a deer; having, suffered; a,
vision to have thought you would be able to kill some beloved; to,
have some pleasure afterward; a, vision quest could cause you to
be stopped dead in your tracks; you, could all of a sudden learn
how to feel again in your heart; and, it might not be the same as it
was; you, could’ve just apparently killed; and, it was just like picking
an apple up; you, do some vision questing and watch out; it’s, quite
possible you can learn how to feel again;

Mythology, of a womb of nurturedness; can, connect you; your, life
could ever be more still silent and transparent; all, be more indelible
around you; you, can be living in more original natural and cyclical
time; at, a pace that follows more the original of turtle island here;
a, vision could have within it; what, gives integration to what
could’ve seemed hopeless; and, between what is here and eclipse
movement; and, apocalypse and what’s in between;

Such, legend is supported of a mutual shared lived assistance; this,
universe the nature of what is more communional; and, an
inclination of what’s natural in this world can have been taken over
by the society of a chipped microsecond split; polarity, fragmented
machine clocked eyes; of, those who have had something dead put
above their dead; an

Environment fat taker made; and, technological indeed; a, pace
completely opposite what is natural; yet, in the rhythms of a flow of
happyface’s language; i, could feel a very deep and ancient and
embedded realm; integral, inside; that, related me to the animals
and the herbs and plants; all, have arisen up out of;

A, vision of a beloved; contemporary, out of a newly created
ever-changing need; of, perception having come to be to direct
currency again; and, the eclipse movement having occurred back
then; just, made sense to everyone; happyface, hadn’t really
minced any words; all, fitted and re-fitted and shaped; and, told and
retold; such, stories that i’m sharing here now have been told and
retold; over, the thousands of years since that time;
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Cloud, told happyface that all were living in a time right now; of, a
shirt mostly being ironed by a fish; and, that the fat taker effect was
full on; and, little to be not any rationality or logic was being applied
at all; yet, i know that what’s being said here is jiving with
something that you already have inside;

Whole, brain functioning happens as a result of interest and
pleasure being engaged; your, frontal cortex; which, is involving the
faculty to inspire creative influence of the future; has, grown out of
anatomy; implicating, interest; this, element in any system which
has the greatest flexibility; is, the controlling element in the system;

From, across turtle island; happyface, would travel for many years;
educating, all of tales of creation and love; and, of heroic acts under
adversity; and, of animals and the tricksters; including, coyote and
iktome; and, the rainbow prophecy; how, it is that the ways of the
beloved of turtle island again become adopted; and, all nations live
under the one roof again;

happyface, is a western trained neurobehavioral physiologist; and,
a master storyteller and artist; can, play some fifteen musical
instruments; and, some years ago in sedona; happyface, put all
monies that was given into making a thousand meals; and, giving
them away;

happyface, would be to go without food for some ten years; and,
would travel across other continents on the earth; to, end up with a
very comprehensive mastery; extremely, comprehensive and
authentic; the, fat taker effect; is, that children can’t have parents
first of all; and, you’re able to begin to create an armed prostitute;
and, to do such a lot of re-lie-gions have you as a subject; yet, not
so in the toltec tradition;
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Toltec’s, taught that there is nothing more powerful; than, your own
spontaneous creative intelligence; yet, Cloud told happyface that a
thousand years ago; a, zenith was of the toltecs; games, and play
were had; and, practiced rituals of theater; and, the symbol of the
rattlesnake that was plumed; with, feathers so flexibility and
mastery over the ether; was, this gentle culture; that, was spread
during that time; and, such was influenced by atlanteans; and,
trading ever beforehand; yet, quite a sophisticated city existed;

Toltec’s, had feathers; stone; obsidian; and, had cotton textiles and
beautiful ceramics; and, even metalworks; and, were very great
artisans and traders cloud said; and, centers where the population
were back then; had, beautiful ceremonial center points; back then,
the toltecs dominated the yucatan and chitzinitza; and, thirty miles
northeast of present day mexico city;

Such, a splendid civilization existed; of, a chiefdom; and, such it
was taught that you are creation; and, there, is no medium between
you and such; the, toltecs taught about awareness being a state
above the other three states; of, dreaming sleep and wakefulness;
and, such ideas and concepts spread; and, dominated ceremonial
centers and population centers further north; up, into the gulf of
turtle island; and, came to be the primary philosophy taught by
turtle; who, one apprentice of turtle’s was two feathers; and, one of
two feathers’ apprentices was cloud two children; and, one of cloud
two children’s apprentices; is, happyface;

I’d, often hear of seemingly miraculous healing; and, an allergy
completely stopped; and, all around just floored; i’d, seen those
seriously wheelchair bound even; be, rubbed down with some black
gold; and, begin to speak and walk again; i’d, hear those around
happyface say; “oh my god; this, is a miracle”; and, i’d hear
happyface say; “as, ten thousand beloved have healed up; that’s,
the miracle”;
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Now, i am red dog and i will speak; i, am very excited to begin to
share with you the technology behind whole brain functioning; and,
behavioral change work; that, you can innerstand what the
integrative element is in behavior; you, can know how to have
rapport; and, have a framework for behavioral change;

You, were part of those who assisted in getting this eclipse
movement under way back then; so, this volume of the path of
hollow bones; volume four; is, about communication wellness
mastery; i, hope you’re excited because you’re gonna be opened
up to evermore senses; than, you thought you have; you’re, gonna
learn how these are applied; to, track; which, is observing whole
body movement pattern; as, a literal metaphor; of, the deepest of
unconscious processing;

You, can observe body part movement; and, calibrate such to
internal neural processing; which, is called whole body calibration;
you, can have learned how to apply analog sculpting; to, have
accessed state specific behavior; and, you can have learned a
technology that allows you to unpackage and package behavior;
and, you’re becoming a mast; that, then you can move on as a
practitioner; to, eventually have a master track training;

Become, a fully functioning mast in your community; and, you’re
well on the way to being observed as an awakened one; in, this
tradition; learn, about what causes more whole brain functioning;
versus, limited mind function; learn, how to recognize this and
create this; whole,brain functioning training engages excellence;

Excellence, as the path in how you’re forwarded; you, learn how to
keep your outcome stamped in your head; such, is achieved;
you’re, more effective in your decision making strategy; and, you’re
having better health because you’re applying whole brain
functioning; and, you have a greater amplitude of magnicity
available; because, there is a hemi-synchronization happening;
between, your hemispheres; such, is cycling as one; now; and, your
mind has fallen quiet; the, multiplicity of thing disappeared; and,
spirit is moving in rhythmic silence; and, everything is near;
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Dakota, remains with those who’ve kidnapped him; happyface,
went to where dakota is; to, ask to see his son; and, was told by the
mother of the surrogate mother; “don’t, come connect with me; i’ll,
be cut off; if, they find out i’ve talked to you”; those, beloved in the
town where dakota was; were, frightened that a father could be
coming into town; and, asking about his son; if, beloved had seen
him; all, kept a bit of distance; kept, eyes low; made, like happyface
hadn’t said anything;

Happyface, is certainly not a combatant; no, claim exists against
happyface; a, man called mister devil; and, a black frocked wigged
magi-strate; had, a name like burns; all, traded dakota without
permission; all, rights were reserved; happyface, was not a party;
yet, by ba-rat-ry; dakota, would be legally battered; someone,
wicked was allowed to own him for herself; and, you can make
anything up you like; because, you’re in a law of fiction; because,
just a mere complaint is; and, no substance needs to be at all;

Others, can feel they own your child; it’s, what you made though;
not, others; yet, you live in a world right now; where, wickedness of
a fat taker effect is ongoing; you’re, living in a communistic country;
were, common law is been done away with apparently; you’ve, got
a service provide-whore; and, all voting for who would be the
president; of, one; not, working for you and i; not, at all;

At, the moment you better know that a lot of these magi-strates;
have, taken an oath to serve a foreign entity; they, themselves are
underneath a black box; of, no intellectual freedom; none; and, at
this moment; might, be considered amongst the biggest criminals of
society; for, it’s been okay for them; just, on fiction and

Presupposition; human, traffick; all, have got their pay; their bid
their performance their payment bond filled; and, just stole from the
general coffer to fleece their own pocket; you’re, living in a time
where it’s really easy for beloved to be trafficked like dakota is up to
this moment; if, you’re like happyface; i’m, sure you’d be longing for
a better day;
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Chapter One
Counting Coup; and, a Code of i Aware Ethics

I’d, been searching for moments where i could connect in with
happyface; and, had heard that happyface was in the mountains in
Colorado; had, an encampment high up in the mountains; around,
nine and half thousand feet; and, was alchemically extracting white
gold to put into lifehydrate; all, of us had gone out for many days
and brought samples of water back; that, was tested; maybe, some
couple hundred samples; to, find element; rhodium ruthenium
osmium; to, form the basis of lifehydrate;

happyface, had always told me that it’d be a good idea you could sit
under a waterfall for six months; maybe, something like thirty
gallons a minute pour on your head; and, that’s exactly where i
found happyface; gorgeous, beautiful warm spring from the earth;’
had, been situated with huge boulders; looked, like giants had
shifted; god only knows how happyface did that; as, per usual i was
guided into where happyface was;

I’d, connect with some apprentices in town; who, would escort me
up and guide me in; it, wouldn’t have been unusual for me; to,
come upon the encampment suddenly; it, wasn’t something you
could see; until, you were right upon everything; all, was carefully
done; that, you could only be a few feet away and all of a sudden
notice everything;

There, was nothing straight; nothing, square; and, nothing not from
nature; now, that surprised me; because, most beloved would use
string twine tape plastic; make, use of cardboard maybe; machine,
a bit of wood here and there; but, no; not, happyface; i, would that
night settle in; to, such the coziest night sleep i’ve gotta tell you i
ever had;
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happyface, had told me that i’d lay down on the ground; and, i’d first
tune into the earth; and, feel it’s movements; finally, you can even
feel where waves are coming from; i, lay down in a bed of long
grasses; that, had been collected in the fields; before, the winter
had come on; snow, was all around; and, had covered over
everything; yet, inside; was, gorgeous; the, air was under yellow
pine; and, stands of birch extended down into a gully from a vista
view; all, had when opening up the flap to go outside;

You’d, look across at the absolutely stunning vista; of, mountain
peaks; that, was as happyface said; Wakan’s backbone exposed;
moose, could be heard calling to each other; and, mule deer would
wander in and out close by the camp; because, it was so peaceful;
coyotes, at night could be heard in packs close by; but, otherwise it
was absolutely silent; the, air was full of ions; and, all of a sudden;
it, happened to me; and, perhaps it could’ve been the altitude; i,
could feel things suddenly pop; and, i could suddenly hear
everything panoramically;

I’d, come to get more information on doing training; in, state
preparation as an agent for change; this, as happyface said; is, you
being this mendicant; can, you see that from a lot of black hat white
hat; all, orchestrated; beloved, falling on both sides of the fence?;
happyface, teaches you to forgive; yet, remember and not forget;

Until, you’ve got all correct; you, stay on it; happyface, learned that
no contract nor gentlemaness existed; in, all being given by the
service provider; and, had accepted service; and, found out there
was no benefit whatsoever; none; opposite, as a matter of fact; the,
property you have to move your own arm; wasn’t, being protected
by the service provider’s system; not, at all; quite, the opposite
matter of fact; it, was given to caesar; let, caesar take all;

Now; is, it okay with you that pope boney put the dome over all?;
and, if you were found raking up some leaves; you’d, have to think
about paying boney for that; boney, owns those leaves; now, stupid
as that may seem; it’s, an example of being ghosted; you, just
accepted that the ghost; that, can’t own a damn thing;
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Certainly, doesn’t have any rights; we, might give a ghost a
privilege; we, could give a ghost a responsibility; we, could give a
ghost a duty; but, a ghost can’t have a right; it’s, obvious a ghost
can’t have a right; because, a ghost doesn’t exist; a, ghost can’t
take a poop bucket out; you, could though;

I’d, be meeting with some beloved braves; up, in the mountains;
there’s, a stand of birch; which, is seventy thousand years old;
came, from one seed; and, i’d be collecting some polypore and
birch bark from such; i’d, be traveling in and out of utah; that, was
close by; fort duchesne; a, reservation exists there; res, means
property of the bank; and, it means under military dictatorship;
where, an agency which has no central organized nervous system;
has, been put above the beloved Utes; that, i am related to;

The, Unitah and Ouray live on a million acres there now; it’s, maybe
only really a couple thousand beloved or less actually; i’d, travel
close by to colorado and visit with the northern Weminuche Utes
that maybe are three thousand or less beloved left; and, they’re
living on five hundred sixty thousand acres in the ute mountain
reservation in colorado; some

Beloved close by had taken to flesh farming; and, most all had
been affected by the fat taker effect; all, had stories of social
workers being the enemy; and, being engaged and involved in
ripping children away from families; and, busting couples up; and,
the elders had taken to doing what they could to be assisting and
resolving of things themselves; a

Well known ute chief; Ouray; did, everything this brave could to
cause a treaty of peace and friendship; with, daddy white long legs;
and, it was a time where silver was being mined in the area first up;
and, there was a bit of a toleratedness; yet, by the mid seventeen
hundreds;
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Beloved, had begun to be decimated and chased off the land; it,
was a time where if you were an original; you, didn’t really have any
right to be where you were; you, could be shot or trapped back
then; and, it was said that an animal didn’t feel anything really; no,
thought was that little ones might be there that needed to be looked
after; a, little bit similar to today still; you, got a

Bloke in england; under, civic confinement; whose, children are
injured and damaged; and, parental alienated; a, nice little armed
prostitute effect; done, to a bloke cause he blew the whistle; on,
eighteen innocents being gunned down; from, a gunship in the air;
a, young bloke who gave him the info; was, put into solitary
confinement; for, the longest time that anybody could perhaps;

Finally, when it seemed like maybe he was a bit insane; because,
he wasn’t allowed to sleep; he, could never be covered; he, had to
have his hands where they could be seen; and, he was tortured in
an insane manner; and, witched eventually by a black frocked and
white wigged brainless patsy; working, for the fat taker; with, a full
on fat taker effect in the head; blindly, just being concerned a little
bit about getting a bit of chinese takeout for lunch; you, know;
paperwork shuffled that’s all; can, an entity feel?; could, it think
about anything?: you’ve, gotta be daft if you thought it could; don’t,
tell me alphabet soup land said something to you; it, can’t;
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The, ute had taken to being more transient; for, they were being
shifted around; and, applied light structures as tipi; and, shared
many cultural ways with the plains tribes more northern of them;
and, it’s in eastern utah and western colorado; the, Shoshonean
beloved language is; and these beloved belong to a Uto-Aztecan
tongue; in, origins of their culture; now;

You, gotta have permission to heal; you, can’t just go ahead and
have acted on someone; you, can’t just think you can be moving a
snail off the path; cause, someone might’ve stomped on it; you, run
the risk of interrupting it’s personal power; you, are very schooled
and cared in what was moral; you, are instructed to keep other
beloved safe; and, find a way to reduce; mitigate, injury; that, you
didn’t or were not given safe harbor where you were; beloved, stole
from you like all did from happyface; in, new york city;

The, toltecs taught all about play and playful being; to, assist to
cause strategy to arise; that, would allow you to be resolved of
conflict peacefully; by, getting permission and informed consent; to,
have ended up with a constructive agreement between the parties;
no, controversy ever existed; everyone, just resolved things
themselves; and, you had the private ability to do that; on, turtle
island here;

Your, mother and father told you that ghosts were made up; didn’t
exist; they, didn’t tell you that a boogie man was out there in the
dark; no, such thing as two negatives to make a positive; what was
first was first; and, second second; interest, and pleasure needed to
be to have whole brain functioning; you, already needed to have
learned to have a framework for behavioral change;

happyface, said that cloud had said; that, despite absolute
unbelievable adversity; some, beloved as the navajo and apache;
who, were the southwestern desert beloved; were, so peaceful they
had no war myth; none; their, tales were stories that were about
your learning about common good; and, not based on acts of
immorality and depravity; which, is as cloud said; just, ironing a
shirt with a fish;
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Legend, of the great iroquois nation; except, with what’s been lost;
are, the stories of strategy involving dealing with adversity; and,
storytellers and collectors were without a prejudice corrupted by
collected tale; processed, by the fat taker; happyface,is giving you
your identity that is positive; you’re, able to have preserved crucial
valor and deed; in, such a time as this now; under, such a
communistic dictatorship; that, has absolutely peter principled itself
to the hilt; unquestionably, is the cause of african mothers not
feeding their babies from the breast anymore; but, out of a packet;
and,

You and i, having been okay to not have any common law; but, only
have laws written from a ghost to a ghost; from, an entity to an
entity in other words; and, to have only considered you to be an
entity; not, someone who can perceive; you’re, in a civilta mortus
condition; as, an atlatugus; as, a phillus nillus; the, title of your body
and your soul; are, regurgitated; re-gest-trated; you, could be easily
sold; barbie and ken’d; to, get a little gi joe trundled along; because,
ultimately what this story is about; is, being able to; via, enforced
ritualized learning; end, up with plenty blood boy; rabbit boy;

Now, everybody knows that everybody wants a fluffy bunny; and, if
you sexually mutilate at an early age; you, can get a fight going in
there where creativity is; exciting, then to see a cock fight; and, very
easy to start shooting bears by using the television; and, can get a
little social programming going; prepare, you for more nine elevens;
three elevens; get, a little more waco’d; sandy hooked; anywhere,
there’s training going on; such is being

Conducted, by the service provider; who, pays the police for you
and i; to, keep an eye on all of us; actually, for boney; cause, don’t
forget; if, you saw yourself raking up those leaves; you, owe boney;
let’s, see how much?; twenty cents, for every bucket?; should, be
enough you know; boney’s, gotta be involved in it; boney’s done no
work; boney, shouldn’t; boney’s, just gotta get paid; and, you must
ghost yourself; and,
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Even, though there’s a nice spot in nature; if, anybody asks you
where you live; if, you’re a good plenty blood boy; you, pull out a
piece of plastic with, a number on it; and, in a stunning manner;
you, let the office-whore; whose, not there for trust; but, revenue
collecting only; no, crime exists; no, injury cost or damage; none;
you, gotta go along with what’s victimless; it’s, fiction; cause, you’re
in civic confinement; you’re, in civic entrapment; you, don’t have
any system at all; none; to, honor a single contract;

Happyface, saw how quick and easy it was that no such contract
existed; none; and, that you and i were being joined to something
dead; at, the family slaughterhouse; de-zioned, by a fat taker; for, a
fat taker; to, get a fat taker; and, if not; to, have a fat taker effect be
left behind; have, you ever smelt rotting putrefied flash?; and, stale
urine?; that’s, what happyface could smell at the family
slaughterhouse in downtown new york city; i, was just wondering if
it was all the fried flesh that everybody was eating; but, i really
didn’t see anybody that looked like you’d wanna connect your
friends with;

Most, everyone you’d run into was absolutely ghosted; sick;
hunched over; head forward; happyface, said if you have your head
forward; it’s, very good to hallucinate most of your experience; and,
happyface saw black frocked and wigged patsy criminals;
pretending to be a priest; pretending, to be your honor; asking, you
to swear and go along with that; and, only calling you mister for
some reason; only, ever looking at something in an uppercase
appellation; which, is not you; what’s, that there is a utility company;
that, all caps is a fictional representation of your property; but, is not
you; you’re, being asked to be an agent of that; and, you don’t own
it;

You, can use your autograph; so, no charges exist; you’re, in a
situation where no one knows each other; and, they have to admit
they don’t; they’d, have to admit also that it’s a place of sexism; it’s,
a place of a parendectomy performed; and, it’s the reason why you
see lots of the younger ones there with their family; they’re all
crying and weeping; sorry, but none of those beloved should be
joined with what’s dead;
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Happyface, is reminding you; you, own the earth where you are;
and, pope boney doesn’t; stop, being ghosted; if, you cannot come
right now from an office of trust; abandon, that post; don’t, be in a
post where a ghost is present any more; like, the fence sitters; like,
a little lap dog; or, a little milgram brown shirter; happyface, would
witness; the, transcript being tampered with; and, happyface’s voice
who was engaged in that process; to, re-re-re-re-re-re-re-re-re-re;
pre-, meaning “no” in latin; sent-dead; so, happyface was going
through the process of being pre-sent-dead; by, a gilded member;
that, would go before the bar; to, hear a bleated baaah back; from,
a coded chinese seemingly cantonese legalese maybe; hmmmm;
but, code;

Owned, by a private guild; and, happyface found that that private
guild had occupied the public courthouse utterly; now, all were
working for pope boney; who, was paying for the show; then, those
witness were working for protecting the system; and, then
protecting each other; and, a childlike dakota; would, be seen way
over there; maybe, just be a bit of a speck; could, be several miles
away; but, you’d just be a bit of a speck; wouldn’t be there; no one,
with perception would be allowed to be present; because, a child’s
rights who’s voiceless; had, to be just taken;

Now, you’re living in a time where your positive identity needs to be
preserved; and, this is evermore crucial that valor in deed; arises, in
this time; and, as beloved in the past; their, population was reduced
and decimated; like, right now is going on; in, cunt-trees stock are
being bred only basically; you, can poison the soil for thousands of
years; and, make sure any kids born are deformed; as, long as it’s
not in your backyard kinda thing y’know?; and, you just gotta go
along with being lemminged at this moment; unless, you join with
me in eclipse movement okay?;
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Today, you’re being told a legend; of, a body in a course; similar to
braiding a cloth; making, a dreamshield; dreamcatcher; bonding
stick; or, a lifehouse or a tipi; happyface, is giving you permission to
survive; you,. Have a right to forage; and, you have a right to
survive and make a shelter anywhere to survive right now;

You, own the earth where you are; period; no one, else; stop,
paying rent; to, those who are just rip[pong you off; sorry; we, are
not living in a time now where you can just put up with being ripped
off; you’re, looked at and seen at what the market will bear; you’re,
not coming from an office of trust at all; you’re, coming from an
office of profit; so, stop;

The, longest heroic resistance; of, the incursion of the fat taker;
was, with armed prostitutes that would just kill indiscriminately; yet,
it is the lakota and the dakota beloved that held out the longest;
until, just before the nineteen hundreds; don’t, tell me that’s not a
short time ago;

happyface, would learn strategy; that, was highly ritualized by the
medicine beloved; and, toltec tradition would be honed; and, you’re
gonna be given some deep insights into this in the chapters to
come; as, you get into this work evermore; being, able to have a
training in state preparation as an agent of change; and, an agent
of this eclipse movement; which, is leaderless; headless;

In, the past all were kind; and, didn’t want to really injure anyone;
and, would use more things that would diffuse things easily; like,
singing and gifting; and, that someone would be caught from the
other side as a brave; would, be ever cared for; adopted, and given
love; and, assisted to go back as an emissary; as, a mendicant; yet,

All, hold dearly your being that you’re looking at several
generations through yourself; where, you are and what you’re
doing; can, you hold this dearly?; cause, if you do you’re gonna be
part of this movement of eclipse; to, challenge and defy what is
dead having been put above your head;
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Can, you be like the cheyenne dog brave?; or, the Tokala; the, Kit
Foxes; the, benefit of your kin; that, you can do credit for; is, you
being a brave; you’re, interested in leadership; of, valuable strategy
to forward this i aware society; you, can transfer this i aware
technology immediately; into, the tribe and tribes where you are;
and, relatives and often older braves; by, sponsored being; an,
invitation; a, beloved brave became one; and, ceremony and song
and medicine item; it’s, dressedness of a way of an origin; and, a
legend; society, of this beloved on turtle island; in, tribes;

one, belonged beloved young the most; and, it was montana; in the
late eighteen seventies; just, before the battle of little bighorn;
where, civil disobedience was being shown by the beloved; all,
would see their family members shot; cut, down; run, down like
dogs; yet, i want you to know; at, rosebud; go, ahead and check it
out; you’ve, got stories of such heroinism; you’ve, got the great
buffalo calf road woman; happyface, had many tales of the bravery
of our beloved sisters such; who, fearlessly would defend; all,
would not just stand by and let their children just be taken by brown
shirts;

You’d, count coup; unless, you had joined aspiring; not, could a
beloved young; of, some tribes; we, told and told the detail; of, a
story and campfire around; strategy, was given of camouflage; of,
disappearing; of, sleight of hand; of, use of distraction; to, assist
cause the wounded to be able to manage sufferedness; and, story
of what way and how often beloved around them had been slain
and taken; for, no one really had much defense against the firestick;
who would?; only, one who had been conditioned by a fat taker
effect; you’d, want to really just find another way to do things; you,
wouldn’t want to injure or cost or damage; nothing, could be proudly
boasted such around the campfire;
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A, beloved warrior in these days was storied in ways of saving; and,
not anything immoral was part of their story; these, were not stories
of blind martyrdom; not, at all; yet, counted as coup; of, a kind
indicated to paint with dots and splits and notches; feathers, of the
eagle beloved; a, true mutual beneficialness spoken; and,
understood as so; that, such an object of such sacredness as your
thought; could, be upon the red stone; you’d, be drawn a breath
through; upon, penalty of perjury; a, brave could have some few
others recognize also such an order; in, such witnessing be had;

A, coup would be considered fine; by, being able to have done
something under your beloved’s bad behavior; you’d, take away the
opportunity to have been bad; something, such couldn’t have
occurred; and, this was a coup; and, one could count on a coup
stick; with, a hand a beloved touched; and, this beloved of bad
behavior; armed, fully and not wounded or injured; and, on up
riding; it, could do a coward easy; because, a coup was really not
using a weapon or ambush; yet, a heart’s path; and, though one
could have done something other you didn’t; and, this was the
message; you, ever gave such deed;
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Brave, one was this reckoning to coup; and, have a count of such;
it, was for you to have honor gamed; amongst all beloved; and, this
as the object in any challenge situation; and, you’d have speed that
was supernatural; and, given proof to avoid being martyred; as, a
wearer of a force that was no hocus pocus at all; it, was

Really about your ability to work with natural laws; you’d, have
designed lightning; with, paint of ghost and gopher; with, shielded
medicine; a, pebble or a stone working miracle; and, medicine bag;
and, amulet and protective medicine items a beloved went forward
into the field;

You, can assist all live life more abundantly; such, ritual and magic
happyface would say was full of an affair of ceremonialness; and,
i’d get to participate in some games at night that was called original
coup; and, what was challenging of conduct; successful, otherwise
was a foray; if, a beloved lost standing; lost, leadership; missed,
sorely would not be supportive of i awareness; that, anyone was
harmed or injured; and, beloved went together always generally as
braves forward; and, lived life simply that others could simply live;

Precious, life was; for, all beloved a game that was small; was,
squandered; not, living; all, was a way of life; not, an experience; a,
dictated code of engaging in connectedness involved getting
constructive agreement so no controversy existed between the
parties; a groveledness was not considered really; because, you’ve
gotta be parentless to do that; you, were

Always part of the solution not the problem; and, in the field those
who were the greatest strategists; remained, in the field with their
beloved; not, in some mountain far away; and, in the field such
charisma and prestige was the sway;

For, the beloved around happyface i could see; such, obedience;
and, enforced command to power what no other leader i could see
had any inherentness to do; happyface, is a man’s man; a, man
that other men admire; you, would not be cared of any bad token;
you, around happyface were not of any dream discouraged; of, had
refusedness of a beloved attached stigma; none;
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Mutual, beneficial being is a medicine happyface gave everyone;
and, you as a leader experienced an attraction that would be;
similar, to all the young braves i saw around happyface; for,
reasons that was political; for, as much as it was also
inter-personal; and,

For, as much as it was formed; was, this eclipse movement; that,
many became part of back in the year two thousand sixteen; that,
just spread like wildfire all over; abhorred, general; and, unknown
now since eclipse has had its effect; is, the type of extinction that
you could look a tv back then and see; beloved, having to be
suffered innocently; gassed, by the service provider; peter,
principled; and, a messed nest back then;

Okay?; and, a serious demon-ocracy; a, stupid fifty fifty mob rule
condition; war, armed prostitutes; why, reasoned not to have had
the mind of an infant; and, be part of that tree; and, be underneath
an apparent father; that, really is a ghost; that, had been put sorta
in a black frock; maybe, given a white wig; who, had something
dead above their head; and, it’d be just on a piece of paper’; that,
was all needed;

All, could be easily milgramed; some, sixty two percent of beloved
at the time back then could’ve done that actually; back, then your
kid could’ve just been taken; you’d, look up in the sky and see white
jail bars and be fine with that poison; even, though there was a big
movement to own aluminum resistant trees;

All, had occurred back then because only what existed was
something dead put above beloved’s had; and, the bank that
should be directing currency; had, been acquiesced to be allowed
to be controlled by an entity faraway in a land of fiction; and, one
definitely was being killed; and, their children taken; and, no
property was being protected back then in the year two thousand
sixteen;
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Adulthood, began to signify back then; coup, braves would earn for
themself a name; made, a brave young; in, honor of co-created
challenge; individually; intensely; prepared, for an arena; became, a
mendicant; and, was trained to not have any mini-battle; and, find
out what the weakest whole in the city wall is; and, have gone
through there; and, put forward such a claim; that, to uphold the
past; just, costs way too much; and, tick the box yes you want
reform in banking;

Be, a part of this eclipse movement; you, can been having
participated in the data; not, just a spectator; for, such as your
conduct follows the rules of i awareness strictly governed; and,
tournamented; it, was for me to have played coup on many
occasions before the point of this writing; and, to be engaged and
involved in setting up a training; for, state preparation for change
agents; and, do a communication wellness mastery training; which,
is of course the title of this work; okay?;now;

Maybe, you find yourself sitting; listening, to this story inside; on,
counting coup; you’re, being invited to become the mendicant
where you are; the, idea is that though you could’ve been
burdened; how, well you’ve played this game is you didn’t burden
another;’ you’ve been successful in your outcome; and, in a way
this game of coup happyface had us play; resembled, heaven on
earth here; as, the space between two children who are playing;

Co-creativeness, was always on the outside of challenge; yet,
excitement was always the original beloved braves’ path; in,
following the red road; and, in longing for a better day;
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Chapter Two
Pleasure, and Interest Create Whole Brain
Functioning

You, can perceive; what, you perceive; is, as an object; as, a
reflection only; and, you’d agree that a reflection is equal to a
reflection; you’d, certainly agree that you’re not a reflection; nor, are
you a thought either; the, toltecs taught maximums of being; you,
can only join like with like; you’re, equivalent to another beloved;
you’re, not equivalent to what’s dead in someone’s head; or, written
on a piece of paper; yours, and my faculty to acquire influence of
the future; involves, application of your frontal cortex;

New, information you’re receiving; is, being logged in the frontal
cortex; that, interest is existing; pleasure, is present; then, such
loggedness of what is necessary that you could be remembered of
that was important; perhaps, some instructions that could be
carried out; after, this moment of
our connection; and, as interest is; such, is logged in the frontal
cortex; in, the day; and, then when wakefulness dissipates as a
state; and, dreaming comes to be;

Such, a memory learning and behavior; gets, logged in the
post-motor cortex area; such, is stored in the tissue protoplasm of
the cell; via, colloidal clathrate; which, act as oscillating circuit; just,
like a transistor radio; and, can transmit and receive energy and
information; and, become entrained by such a three dimensional
transform; as, a vortexual waveform; that, is a configuredness of
those synapses; which, are the gaps; that, are engaged in the
activity of your neurological set;
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This, is a holo-fractal transform as a wave; and oscillating circuit
can be entrained; life, is existing even in water; memory, can be
recalled like this; being, given to you; for, up to six weeks; the, more
you apply what is making sense; the, more hard wired the behavior
becomes; try, as hard as you can to go back; you, won’t be able to;
for, water is finding its own level in you; brain, finds a more elegant
path; and, just naturally applies such; gets, rid of the complexity;

You, have a neural efficiency quotient; just, those neurons
necessary for performing a task as you learn it; and, even learning
a simple task like putting a peg in a hole; when, we first learn how
to do this; we, involve muscles and movements that become more
refined; to, be just what’s needed; the, most important thing is; a,
mistake could be made; such, can have the ability to be corrected;
and, not be an error; one, can make mistakes; but, one shouldn’t
really be making errors;

Whole, brain functioning is happening for you; as, interest and
pleasure is existing; for, if aversion was; like, repugnance;
avoidance; negativity; neural, componentry engaging the amygdala
function; neurologically, would other than have allowed;
septal-connected frontal cortex engagedness; and, because the
frontal cortex is only connected to the back of your brain to make
action; via, your left hemisphere; not, your right; more,. Tissue
connects to the front to the back; far more; on, the left side than the
right; and, no left right reversals exist in neurology;

The, right hemisphere is connected more to internal milieu; the,
right hemisphere connects more through the medial forebrain
bundle; into, internal milieu; the, left hemisphere is engaged in on
off type processing; and, the right hemisphere more engaged in
visual-spatial gestalt processing; and, how your hemispheres are
being engaged; as, one neuron; is, important because you have a
greater amplitude; which, is your strength; of, a magnetic static and
dynamic current as a result; you, don’t really have that; as, the
multiplicity of things could’ve been there;
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A, brain is set up for a social paradigm; not, an anti-social
paradigm; your, brain is set up to give a value of positive one to
something pleasant; and, negative five to what’s aversive;
providing, the resource state is large enough; you, can collapse
stuck states into that; so, the work that you’re doing is really
creating a large enough resource state where you are; sometimes,
you really do need to chain states together to build a large enough
neurological threshold to effect change; cause, there’s an all or
nothing phenomenon; if, you don’t have seventy eight percent or
more; no, message is being passed on;

You’ve, gotta have your whole pattern in your brain function; and,
this is happening now; as, interest is inside you; otherwise, not;
you’re, with this greatest master on the earth; as, you’re with this
master of self; so, basically you could say that because your brain
is set up for a social paradigm; it’s, not really designed to have a
memory of pleasant things; no, reason to; but, you should be able
to remember; to, avoid what could’ve taken your life; so, it’s not
easy for bambi; to, forget where the tiger is; but, your response to
that tiger could be modified;

First, your idea of what a tiger is might be completely changed; you,
see how affectionate they can be and are; to, other species and
each other; and, living in a sanctuary; one day, it’ll be very safe;
you, have animals and they can be left with the farmer; in, this year
four thousand sixteen; everyone, is a lifefoodarian; for, even back
then some couple thousand years ago;

No one, else really had looked into things being sustainable more
than happyface; as, far as lifefood is concerned; and, that you could
apply syntax and your sensory motor complex; to, be more
integrated; you, could begin to apply the vestibular sense in your
behavior; and, that you could learn that you’ve got more than five
senses;
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The, vestibular sense is the first sense to form on the earth; and,
regulates and balances the magnetic dynamic and static tonus in
the body; and, all stuck states would have occurred because
aversion can have created limited brain function; and, only caused
you to have been able to rely upon past learned wrote learned;
short-sequenced, memorized words; like, the normal population
can sometimes have a turret moment;

Sometimes, turret’s could have become a syndrome; just, a slew of
swear words might’ve exited the mouth; and, such is evidence of
limited mind function having occurred; one, should know at that
time that who they’re observing; isn’t, in that moment fully able to
function properly; you’re, not gonna ask someone to run one
hundred meters with an injured leg or injured knee; clear, thinking
only can be; whole, brain patterning is existing; not, otherwise; now;

You, can’t do the understanding for another; you, can’t do the loving
for another either; that’s, something that’s inside; and, how do you
process not having been successful; how, you process being given
a compliment; do, you have a warehouse for this?; cause, it’s
amazing that it’s possible to really give a good deep compliment;
and, observe a true manchurian; have, looked away from that;

You, could’ve noticed not much of a warehouse present to store
compliment given; and, a true manchurian; when, you as you
would’ve; had, a trauma reenactment syndrome displayed; all, was
there was the victors behavior; not, the victim’s; and, what was
done violently to control you; was, done first by just not being
around; and, having been aloof; having, distracted; having, made
another’s model smaller;

One’s, ability to process things smaller; and/or, can have also said if
you don’t do this; i’m, going to do that; and, intimidation existed;
and, such psychological patterning behaviorally; ever so, slowly can
have reached a crescendo; in, it’s impact; yet, excitement;
playfulness; adventure; exploration; engage, whole brain
patterning; and, the present as you have interest; otherwise, not;
now;
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When, you pass a message on; you, should know; it, could be only
five words; but, it’s a fact that the second time it’s passed on; it’s,
not the same; what’s, the message being passed on to the tenth
listen-whore?; even, a cough; that, is truly a past condition that
happened; that, mistakenly was thought to be that someone acting
bad was coming; and, innocent beloved were in a village raised
because of it;

Simple, accident and is part of the engagement of all; and,
callousness too; though, very immoral; because, you only can be
very powerful you can have your whole brain functioning; you, have
to have your ability to be able to say you can have got hurt
somewhere; others, can learn from that; if, you don’t it’s a bit silly;
i’ve, seen others get hurt where they could’ve been aware of where
you got hurt and avoided that;

You, can have any forces that don’t communicate to each other;
our, sons can have died often because of friendly fire; and, it’s very
wrong and gut wrenchedness; that, such a high statistic could be;
in, anyone’s forces; yet, it only ever could’ve been that way
because; you, can see that protected disclosure and conduct; can,
have been purposefully been retaliated against; and, that’s
obviously immoral and very wrong;
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The, MENT; is, the mind; and, that’s fictional; thinking, is fictional;
thinking, is not you; you, wouldn’t say that what was written on a
piece of paper was you either would you; but, to govern means to
control; and, ment means the mind; and, from service that’s honest
and reciprocal; of, lacked obvious; and, despite wrongful
enslavement by monies only having been made from debt; and, a
bank directing currency not coming from perception before two
thousand sixteen; before, the eclipse movement took hold;

The, war machinery was given a directness to be so large; it’s, just
beyond a joke back then; it, was just really ridiculous and obvious;
and, just insufferable; it, just couldn't be looked at anymore; the,
idea; the, audacity; the, absolute insanity; of, only spending pittance
in relation on basic education; is, just pitiful; just, really pitiful; so,
everyone knows there's a cesspool in the pacific; full, of plastic;
and, bottles, bags of plastic just roam around the pacific;

Yet, you can see that when you are not involved in having a system
which is perceptive; directing, current of exchange between
ourselves; what, can you have expected; all, that had existed
before this point; was, something dead above your head; and, fear
based; you, gotta understand that of itself; other, than allows whole
brain functioning; and, certainly the family slaughterhouse doesn't;

What, happens when you're only talked about in third party; you're,
just only a subject matter talked about; when, another is only ever
talked about being the object of desire; and, never it is a story could
be reversed; for, you wouldn't have a manchurian anymore; sorry,
but you’re not gonna be able to get an armed prostitute; it's, just not

Gonna really work; you, gotta have a bit more enforced ritualized
learning; you, gotta do barbie and ken good; and, it's sorta really a
bit easier; to, get a little gi joe trundled off to the war office; yeah,
but you know what; what, would happen if you were parentless; fat
taker effect had struck you;
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Now, it's a couple thousand years that everyone has back right
away; all, have backed right up; some, couple thousand years from
the fat taker effect; just, started with a tick the box yes you want
reform in banking; the, world had a moratorium; once, and for all
time all just agreed to say stop; period; take, a break;

Wrong, is being done; what, do you say when wrong is; you, say
stop okay; and, that's what eclipse is; it's about getting the bank
back inside you; the, public number is the time of harvest; an,
indication of qualified easiness; of, what is vital; and, encroachment
legal; and, enslavement to conceitedness of the past that had been
surrendered for ripe;

i, awareness is an indication this compensation just; without, private
property seized and taxed and collected; and, enabled service
provider was easy able to fat taker effect all; as the basis of
psychological stature and victory indicated by feedback; of,
numerical coefficient constants; was, found to be being applied
back then; to, actually destroy the beloved; not, be really a service
for you and i; oh, no; many, had talked about the time being the
great culling matter of fact; at, the time;

Your, consent just wasn't really; wasn’t, really wanted or even
asked for; no; you, were just looking up at white jail bars when you
looked up at the sky; input back then was just a short list of data
given; of, qualitatively important consent; by, trickery; by,
acquiescedness; by, enslaved learned helplessness; like,
stockholm syndrome;

Consent of public indication that was useful at the time was things
like i.r.s. submittedness; forms, that had just been filled out and
numbered; and, pavlovian knee jerk condition; of, you just being a
tax pay-whore; and, by your provided labored slavery; you, could
just be submitted;
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Assembled; just, put to hydraulic electrical function; collected;
become, just a mere signature transfer act; and, a sig-a-na-ture
that's yours is applied behind the scene; to, rip your estate from
you; and, allow it to be privately controlled by someone who owned
a foreign entity far away; that, had been the cause of very serious
peter principle for the world; as, a system before this point;

In, the service of revenue internally extorted; and, brought down
and slush funded out to those who owned the private bank; ran, the
service; that, was a corpse back then; and, apparently that corpse;
your, corpse owed money to; you're, supposed to use your
autograph to have paid that off; and, at the time of writing there's
maybe some eighty grand everybody owes; uncollectable; yet, the

System all found out was of no governedness; before, this point;
because, no informed consent really was; none; matter of fact quite
the opposite; happyface, had found out that many times over he
had given forward things through the post as one could for his boy;
and, would find out maybe a year ago from the mother that his
surrogate parents as guardians; had, never passed on anything
ever; and, wouldn't; period;

The, service provider would connect all through a private corpse
that was an offshore run trust itself; which, was the i.r.s.; and, the
service provider would use programmers and systems; that, would
be weaponized and silent really; to, be availably made; information,
would be of a force; lawful, never; legal, by public dociled obtained
data; acted, upon and operated as a system; as, a weapon really
silently; sinisterly, just having stressed; and, being responsible for
the wrongful deaths of too many parents and grandparents; and, all
who came before that had been suckered by such an insane
system;
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Nebraska, happens to have the largest amount of fostered boys in
the world; and, just it was of an interest of course; the, super soldier
program was also operated by the service provider; and, you really
need a pool of manchurians; in, that time that happyface would go
to see if the guardians would allow dakota to see his father; and, of
course; no one, was purposefully home really ever; and, never got
back to happyface;

Perhaps, only a little more than a thousand beloved; of, the
winnebago; of, turtle island here; live, in thurston county in
nebraska; and, as the lakota beloved resisted the fat taker effect;
up, until the last moment; the, winnebago were run off their land;
and, just killed by the white long legs that were afraid; the,
winnebago beloved had been removed some six times before this
moment; and, they had been driven to this area in nebraska; from,
the blue earth river in minnesota; and, it was around the early
eighteen hundreds; that, the resistance of the beloved held out;
where, blackhawk was joined by the winnebago at the time;
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Winnebago beloved had had to find new dwellings some several
times; all of them; they, had to go to and land they had was up
given; the, beloved were forced by white long legs; from, the early
eighteen hundreds to the mid eighteen hundreds; and, hounded
and shot like dogs;because, at that time they had been goated to
be apparently connected more to the english; which, wasn’t so at
all; yet, by error; and, just that language between beloved wasn’t
too good; during, the war of independence; their, numbers were
very decimated all during that time;

Beloved, were engaged more in landedness as medicine beloved;
and, were involved in tracking; and, others were involved in
visioning; and, the winnebago had such a specializedness in their
medicine path; and, they fully had taken on stories of rabbit and
turtle and the thunderbird; the, night spirit; the, dawning star; and,
the moon and the sun; and, the giver of health; and, the maker of
the earth; and, offeredness;

The, beloved were very much attuned to what was natural; and,
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what was unnatural and supernatural; were, degrees of what was
furtheredness away from what was natural; and, the family of the
siouan; belong, to a beloved of the woodlands midwestern region of
turtle island here; and, though cloud said they were known as the
beloved more from the muddy water; that, winnebago back then
sorta meant;

i, met happyface for a foray and connectedness into supporting the
introduction of the wolf back into the arizona area; and, went to
council meeting to hear; and, give support for the introduction of the
wolf back to the area again; that, had been shot out; and, the
meeting was in the camp verde area; where, the yavapai are living;
some, fourteen hundred there at the moment; and, a
shamanicness; and, the ability to be able to access altered states;
and, focus on a greater good for your family; is, the shamanic path;

Beliefs, there was no such thing as; you, had experience; yes;
otherwise, you had awareness; time, was short; and, up put would
the shelter be; bruch, and primitive actually; such, beloved really
lived in the caves back then and the cool and hadn’t really; didn't
really take to eating any flesh; wasn’t any need to; until, the fat
taker whacked them; and, pushed them around;

Saw, everybody just shooting stuff; there, was bodies stacked
everywhere; and, what would you do everyone was just parentless
running around; and, plants and nuts and seed sand pinyon pine
and fruits and sunflower seeds and mescal and seguero fruit; really,
provided a wild staple for these beloved; they, really had an easy
ability to provide what they needed; no,

Need to resort to kill anything; that came later; wasn’t easy to kill
things; had, to really get your heart coded; the, havupai are related
culturally and linguistically; as, gatherers and as a beloved in
arizona; such, a beloved roamed over the vast plains; and, you may
know them as the apache Mojave; yet, such beloved know
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themselves as the beloved of the sun

Now, you might be sitting; listening; can, you backtrack; can, you go
over some of these points; you, are evermore integrated; can, you
see yourself somewhere tomorrow; can, you see something in front
of you; maybe you could hear something; maybe, you could feel
something; let, such a future moment; that, is to have happened;
trigger, such memory; as, you are able to be remained in whole
brain functioning all your life;

You, are applying all of your total self and giving alm to this
movement; this, eclipse movement can have had its effect; and, a
moratorium was had the world over; all, could see that you could
join like with like; and, a beloved could be joined with a beloved;
but, the idea of having joined a beloved with something dead; like,
in family court; all, realized how evil that was; disgusting;
despicable; insane;

How, dare anyone ever consider that an agency; like a phantom
could have a better parental effect on children than you as their
mother or father; how, utterly stupid; but, anyway; there, you go;
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that, being parentless was part of the condition of having had a fat
taker effect back then; anyway, hope you’ve enjoyed this;

Sit, back and get ready for the third chapter; that, you’ve got this
chapter; basically, is that as you’re feeling pleasurable; and, of
interest; you, are accessing whole brain functioning; okay; thank
you; i, am red dog and i have spoken; and, everyone said “aho, red
dog”;

Chapter Three
You’re, Not the Witness Having Been Separated from
an Object You’ve Been Perceiving

Pleasure, and interest creates whole brain functioning; and,
aversion as a state; is, a state of limited mind function; you, can
have seed that’s good; but, you’ve gotta plant that in good soil; and,
if you’re just pushed to lands where nothing can grow; is, that
okay?; shouldn’t you go where the food is; you, would’ve been able
to do that; why can’t you do that today; is, something stopping you
from going where the food is?;

Happyface, as Cloud Two Children; as, Two Feathers and as Turtle;
traveled, all over turtle island; happyface, would connect in with
beloved; even as far north as british columbia; inland; happyface,
said; the, productivity of agriculture and food; the, beloved are
living; who’ve, been pushed there into a region; that’s, just
geographically marginal in its economic ability to survive; and,
beauty; and, trappers and fishermen; hunters; people, just killing
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animals;

Pushing, nature further and further away; wanna, make sure you
can’t see a deer around eh; don’t wanna see a wolf at the bus
station do you?; such, beloved were pushed; and, such a beloved
of the northernmost northwest; a, transitional beloved between
those of the plateau culture further south; the, slavey beloved;
happyface, would connect in with some beloved in this region; and,
such beloved are living more inland of british Columbia; and, are
related culturally and linguistically; to, beloved further south in the
plains tribes;

Happyface, grew up and experienced firsthand how no oversight
existed; that, lies could easily be put; and, families kicked off their
land because of it; happyface, grew up on some islands; between,
tasmania and the mainland of australia; a, book has been written
about the family as isolationists; having, chosen to be such; out, in
the pacific ocean; happyface’s, father though was a digger as an
australian soldier; as, a medic; stretcher-bearer; first responder; on,
the front lines; and, went in under fire and risking his own life; he’d,
see his mates shot dead; crawling, beside him; crawling, in under
fire to pull american boys; pinned, down; injured; but, alive; quite, a
few;

Happyface’s father, and other diggers in the dark; would, go in and
extract everyone out to safety; happyface’s father, didn’t do that to
have his grandson live under such a communistic pig’s condition;
imposed, on all at the moment on turtle island; and, he definitely did
not do that he could have knowledge that his grandson could be so
easily kidnapped; to, be fatherless; in, a land of queens without any
king;

The, provost marshal; is, supposed to keep an eye on the corpse;
on, the illegalities; non-costitutionalness of a corpse; pro boast
master is supposed to protect your rights to property; not, steal;
government is only supposed to do that period; not, anything else;
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not, steal and rip you off; and, remind you of it by putting up white
jail bars in the sky to look at; pro boast master is supposed to be
ensuring govern-MENT is abiding by contract that it is supposed to
abide by; and, rules are given to that corpse; as, to how it can have
occupied this land;

That, contract is right there in the lieber code; under the uniform
commercial code; and, under the united nations; common, law is
only existing in contract; you, use your autograph; and, have a
permanent postal location; and, given with your signature to the
secretary of the state where you are; permission, to give what
estate you have to the state; your, responsibility for any debt is paid
off; straight away; for,

Immunity from being prosecuted under fictional law; you, gotta stop
victimless crime; no, such thing exists; and, you gotta let all those
young boys out of jail; that, have wrongfully been put in there; and,
you gotta stop the immorality; of, trading with their lives; period;

You and i, are not living in a day where such behavior can be
tolerated too much; that’s, not coming from an office of trust; and,
that’s an order; i’m, a man; ands, i have a right to give this order
and invoice you; i’m, not an entity that’s before you;’ who, is asking
this; i’m, a man; i’m, not a citi-zen; though, my mind may
sometimes elect that; some, benefit was; but, you and i got to live in
a land of self-governance; and, haven't got rid of a private guild
occupying the pubic courthouse of the world; and, all monopoly;

You, make all money right now constitutional; and, everyone owns
it; or, you’re not coming from an office of trust; i, have injury
damage and cost; and, i have a claim; and, i asked if any claim
exists against me so i settle it; but, none does; yet, my son has
been cloistered and kidnapped; so, i’m upholding dakota’s right; as,
constructive agreement is existing; and, always has; between the
parties that’s involved; and, happyface has a default judgment
against the wrongdoers; and, has forgiven them; so, no equity is
involved;

Happyface, wouldn’t put a burden on another man; happyface,
reckons that’s wrong; that, man could’ve burdened happyface; as,
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the service provider sure has; the, service provider has no claim
whatsoever that happyface has burdened anyone; zero; yet, is
there anyone home; as, a man whose in the office in the whole
country; who, can be an independent third party witness; because,

If, you took an oath to follow a foreign entity; which, is communism;
is, that the reason no one’s there at home?; to, signoff that a father
can be restored of his property; not, someone else’s; a, corpse
certainly didn’t make a damn thing; has, no right to own my son;
sorry; the, property that’s existing there is his and my joy; not, a
corpse’s to have enjoyed; how, could a corps enjoy anything; it
can’t;

My, father didn’t risk his life; nor, did any other diggers; to, be
supportive of a cunt-tree that’s been pussy whipped; an, aussie
bloke owned the paper; everyone, knows as a rag; and, you gotta
know the truth; that, an editor is existing in any paper just about;
and, is in bed with the service provider; i’m, an australian too; not,
american; my, boy has been stolen;

Everyone’s, living in a communistic situation here; kids, are being
just pulled from their family; and, put to death slowly; and, you gotta
observe that; they’re stuck with poisons; to, kill and sterilize; my,
boy was vaccinated against my will; and, even though he was close
to death anyway;

Some, young monkey; maybe lie lie lie-sensed; stuck, a piece of
hollow fencing wire in my boy’s legs; and, pumped my boy’s legs
full of puss; and, my boy’s legs when i saw them were huge; i,
brought my boy avocado; something, small which dakota always
had a joy of; and he couldn’t even hold it in his hands; and, not only
that but he did not look human; his, hair was dry and matted; a
young boy as a baby; my, boy i had; dakota, was thinking i’d be
taking him home; little, did he know that the black frocked ignorant
white wigged slaughterhouse worker; had, set up such a learned
helplessness event; to, nearly put my boy to death; a, little brown
shirt woman walked out;

Happyface, asked; “could you step forward that you know that my
boy is not gonna be injured after i leave even more?; please, step
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forward if you can feel that my boy is not gonna be injured by this!”;
that, little brown shirt woman knew for sure that my boy was gonna
be injured; now, did they care that dakota had already been
mistreated?; vaccinated against my will; but, not a single rule was
followed in dakota’s removal nor the cloistered kept condition; yet,
dakota was found with rottinger lesions all over the body;

Now, when dakota was taken the story was about not this; but, no
protection being against whistleblowers; a, court system set up for
the landlord; a, corpse take all; a, little setup for being nine
elevened at the D.A.’s offices; and, absolute and utter
irresponsibility of the city leaders; to have

Gone, along with the idea they would pull all the money away that
would be supportive of those who had quality of life crimes being
investigated; and, such confusion would be between the agencies
managing child welfare and things; it, was an absolute hellhole;
and, if you would say anything about; like, to a woman police officer
for instance; all, she had to be told was “he’s a little crazy; a, pee
brain;” and,

A, man who was put in charge; from, kenya; would, let the police
and the fire brigade know that had assembled that day; couldn’t
even speak english this bloke; he, pointed at me and said; “he, da
bad man”; i, just wanted them to give me access to my boy; cause,
it’s owned lock stock and barrel;

You, had an editor there in new york; that, could completely reverse
the truth logic that was existed; and, wrote an article from someone
that would not give their name; that, was full of lies and deceit; and,
injurious actually; the, journalist who came to write the article;
whose, name was robin; who, would write about what happens to
your kid if they are taken like this; they, were being drugged and
gagged to stop their crying;
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My, father did not risk his life; for, you or his grandson to live under
such a disgusting; despicable condition; that, he would’ve been so
brainwashed to have supported; a, lap dog; a, young bloke; fresh,
out of law school; be, so dangerous; he, was lie-sensed; was,
supposed to apparently protect the child’s interest; but, actually
worked for the service provider instead; fully; while no oversight,
exists of anything such; and, my experience was that lap dog would
just say; all, he had was a POSITION; they, were told to say that;
and, it would nominalize and make it as if what he had was
something you could put in a bucket; probably one of the most
ignorant; someone

Who, i don’t feel good about their behavior; because, he’s making a
living off others’ misfortune; and, sticking, it more to them;
engaging, and creating misfortune; and, that’s the POSITION; not,
a single bit of truth; nor, any law would anyone hear; under, such
swearing; such, lying; and, encouraged to lie;

Matter of fact, all the prosecute-whore could do; was, ask one
question; had, i said i held the mothers’ hand?; which, i did; so,
that’s a big question apparently; that, was her question; didn’t,
matter what i would answer; all, would be completely irrelevant; not,
a single thing was put in terms of the best interest of a child; quite
opposite;

One, couldn’t, adopt kids before these lesbians and homosexuals
were given the manchurian role of cutting children away from their
parents’ rights; happyface, would be run through even under a
different name; that, would not be changed; and, all would be by
default judgment; and, not be given permission; all, rights were
reserved; you, gotta know whistleblowers are not being protected;
and, that’s the most obvious criminal behavior; so, obvious it’s
startling; no, disclosure or conduct can be in confidence at all;
none;

You, gonna say anything?; you’re, gonna get run over; possibly, by
someone hired off the civil service list; like, a little brown shirt; like,
happyface was just run over by; all, under a department head of a
one eyed woman; who, was instructed to level everyone; you,
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would only ever be called mister by them; because, it was the
nazarite way; the, nazi-rites fully were taking kids; at, that
slaughterhouse arrangement;

No, consent was given; and, is the primary victory of the service
provider; to, be able to operate and given no consent is just too
fantastic for that service provider; evidence, of absolute total
control; just, be able to annihilate; make, sure younger ones won’t
be able to have any kids;

Dangerous, anyway cause you’re inviting snakes like that into your
life; that, makes young ones not even want kids today; these, social
workers are surveyed about; and, all surveyed say they’re the
enemy; don’t, do any more enemy behavior; come, from an office of
trust; otherwise, abandon that role right now; because you’ve only
been destroying more for society and having a good ol fat taker
effect;

Animals, farmed is on backward thinking; to, time nothing with busy
busy busy busy; a, monopolized public kept working working
working working working; at, the level of a grade six and below;
and, being entertained; and, given comedy; and, given songs; that,
you as a public can keep being public fool system entertained;
her-story, which is his-torical; and, his story; is, just control you
stuff;

Real, law and real economics; real, math; of, an ignorance you
would’ve been kept in the past; kept, at the public fool level;
dumbed down to be only a subject underneath a corpse or an
agency; a, schooling of importance of reality; not, of a matter by a
captivated issue; social, real; you, had been directed away from
your attention; as, a listener; and, the public an adult you’d be
made; to, be so superstitious and not even have any idea about
that;

You’d, even finally have got to the state that; a, pill from a cabinet
was called medicine back then; poison, chemicals; synthetics;
artificial; totally, not natural; non-food; drugs; the, beloved had been
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calling medicine; back then, it’s hard to imagine anyone could’ve
been so superstitious; and, modern medicine at the time; was, just
keeping people amused; while, nature took its course; and, you’d
be treated by someone a goat had jumped on; and, if not;
someone, a goat had jumped off; that’s all;

Solutions, offered for an absolute insane and easily seen pretextual
condition created; approached, best by running a little exercises
whilst confusing; you, wouldn’t know that the cup’s left on the
bench; where, the bomb is supposed to have gone off; was, a fake;
and, everything would be mixed up a bit too much; that, something
could’ve occurred; lots didn’t was, made to look like it had;

Crisis, actors running around being part of an organizedness by the
service provider; set, up to confuse the crap out of you; when, a
real operation was going on somewhere; and, the most important
thing is if it’s done good you’re not supposed to know where the hell
that’s coming from;

A, pro-fit; meaning, no fit; and, then spell it another way; go, ahead
and say it like pro-phet; both, don’t have any mouth; period; and,
mean the same thing; just, a greedy assed heavy legged selfie;
running around; the, service provider would leave such an obvious
to everyone fingerprint behind; you, just had to let that go after this
had happened; it, was too much you see?; too, much involved in a
couple hundred years of a train; moving, towards being wrecked;
and, a good ol urban wrecking ball applied; you, could buy it all
back for nothing; how, lovely;

Technology, of an automated social weapon of whispered nothing;
all, be just said and put into light you wouldn’t notice; that,
discovery in interest of your own; would, be just so precluded;
priorities, far beyond any fabricated height to your need individual;
from, chatter given shifted around; by, stations being changed all
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the time; and, co-dependent love songs perpetually playing in the
background back then;

Morons; a, created deviation; so, deviant that the public would be
just subject to; a, perpetual non-stop law and his-story rewritten by
the monopolized service provide-whore; who, only had three
orphaned countries left; that, he’d want to make sure beloved would
be strangled there;

Fried, sticky fingers would be the level of hospital care; you’d, find
in the lobby; and, what you really need; you’d, be deprived of really;
it’s, be good ol chatter for you to have going you’d just be food for
junk; excess; jars purchased; bottles purchased; packets
purchased; papers purchased; rubber bands and sticky tape; the,
desire you would’ve had back then was the service provider was
giving you; if, you were in stockholm; you, were noted to be the
most injured; most, depraved; because, there it was back then;
none, could live with each other in that one spot; and,

Most, all had fallen in love with a slave servant monkey relation;
and, were totally fine that children of a man could not see their
father; because, what’s fictional would be far far better had; let, a
complaint be by itself; cause, no oversight exists even to correct a
complaint; not, even a claim is it; no, injury cost damage;’ nothing,
not even a witness; certainly not something independent third party
witnessed; but, go ahead; keep, that brave in civic confinement;

For, the hypocrisy continues to be observed by those intelligent
beloved in the world; of, how absolutely insane the government is in
some cunt-trees; because, it’s absolutely not true that that
government at all or any policy whatsoever; has, anything to do
with protecting your property; total opposite; as, is seen by the
ongoing circumstance of those children being parentally alienated
by the swedes apparently maybe; apparently their government; yet,

Hey; i, know it’s not these beloved; they, are so amazing; it’s, just
that you guys have built a city of danger; no, dog ever could’ve
fallen into the river you created; would, ever get out again; it’d, be
drowned; all, you really see is dog boxes for people to live in; and,
curfewed solemn ashen and seriously ghosted condition;
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Newspapers, like the new york post; and, tv programs; are, ragged
out; and, redacted of any proper topic at all; and, is just completely
of no moral compass; how could it be; it, is an agency; of, a man
who could have some moral compass himself; a, corpse is not
gonna hear you; go, ahead and put that above everything;

Even, an editor for instance; and, what have you got?; obvious,
ragged out biased for the service provider only; not, a beloved’s
news; not, at all; not, a single article would generally be about that
actually; it, would really be to just have destroyed any mind that you
could have for clarity; and,

In, this situation you’ve got an editor; who is willing to lie and
change the journalist’s truth logic; her, name was jennifer flowers;
she, quit she was so disgusted that what she researched could be
so reversed so utterly; that, you who could’ve read that rag that
day; you’d, have been so far distracted away from a child’s welfare;
you, were asked to black that out; can’t have any news stories
about the welfare of kids; no no no no no no; especially, if an
agency like a phantom is involved; so, to this day you still have that
blackout haven’t you?;

Comics, comedy shows; laptops; the, metal would really be flying
out of air now; that, be the title of the bullet you’d be received to
blow your head up; not, metal that’s rusting at doug way; and,
everybody knows it’s being run by the service provider; that’s, not
an office of trust; it’s, an office of profit for sure;

You, need to let this movement run its course; this, is a grassroots
movement; you need to help with this; give alms now; there’s too
much evidence; they have no purpose whatsoever to regurgitate
your private property period; that’s your property not some corpse’s;
and, the media and it’s warredness and sexist violence;

You’d, just have a barrage of your being to be raped; like,
happyface was before the family slaughterhouse; emotional, and
mental attacked; and, affronted; energy, in motion unrelented;
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you’re, supposed to go along with that; you’re, supposed to be
stockholmed; but, nobody’s home there; and, no oversight is there
either; none;

Family, court at the moment is a slaughterhouse; you’re, in an office
there not of trust only profit; your behavior is the enemy; you’re,
someone’s baby; so, have behavior from trust; you’re, being given
this appointment to be happyface’s trustee; to, get resolved of any
matter he has a claim about period;

Notice, has been given to the attorney general; what’s, said here is
correct; and, in employer employee relations; if, you were
underneath; some, official that’s acting in a manner of misconduct;
and, notice is been given such; making, that party responsible; and,
employee employer relations; who, would’ve been working for that
individual; must follow the orders of what claim needs to be
corrected; not, anything else;

Distraction, distraction distraction; activity, that’s physical and
emotional indulged; your indulged self; your, increased emotion;
your, magnetizedness to have been connected as a slave servant
monkey; creatively, technical versed; and, a flow of energy
designed system;

Logic, of math in a good education; and, having a program such as
now is; was, purposefully not by design; and,
was purposefully done that your children would be stressed out
straight away; they’d have cortisol in their saliva straight away after
the first day of school; and, meta-brain function;

Cut, away from anyone you could really learn from; separated
segregated; fed out a tin; plasticized; provided activity of a mental
masturbated sabotagedness of your mind; given, to you to be
deranged by the service provider; and, achieved in a politically
correct way; by force multiplying; and, a hand other of import real
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none of any matter; distracted, disorganized confused;

You’re, being just kept principle system basically ignorant and
undisciplined; you, couldn’t possibly have had any control under
such until you tick the box yes you want a reform in banking; and,
you became involved more in the directing of the current ; back
then you were not; you had to be satisfied looking up at white
jailbars poisoning you; and, go along with the lies; of, needed white
jail bars;

Distraction, distraction, distraction; controlled, gaining weaponized
silence; secured, you’re a method simply; preventing you from
going along with what your real experience is; and, just having had
a water cooler effect; of, a rumor destroying all; that’s, all you
needed then; and, that strategy was the primary condition fat taker
had back then; all, had backed away from; a, couple thousand
years now have passed; and, everyone has backed up a long way
away from that time; of, such insanity;

Each, beloved in turtle island faithfully destroyed; no, currency
existed; of, collasibleness; after, the eclipse movement had its
effect; control, to resistance; that, had been minimized; control,
maximized; blurredness, and the changing of electronic data;

Less, timing of anything proper; and, occasion differed condition
differentiated; a, saluted medal seeking; and, badge-popper;
revenue, collector maybe; but, definitely a god botherer; simple,
problems; boundaries, established; and, predictable greater
electronic transferred;

Computerized, simplified variabled controlled tightened nine eleven
and three eleven type of stuff; and, coefficient simply constant; the,
redacted state of the U.N. never having talked about currency;
would’ve just been continued on; challenged, enforced minimum
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electronic transferred; flow maximized protest; taxed, the minimized
simplicity of programming a computer; so

You’d, be milgramed easy; you, could be robbed of ability to protect
self; very important back then; major thing for bankwhore; make
sure you can’t protect self; cause, you’re gonna be robbed; you
gotta consent to that; australians had their rights taken by a bull
dust story; so made up; fingerprints left all over the place about
such; daddy, white long legs; the,

Gubernator; the, spider man; the, superman; the, father christmas
down your chimney; and, the bunny laying eggs; not, protect your
property; nononono; it’s, the church; of, the sort of unreserved faith
you had to have had back then; to, have your destroyed privacy;
the, attack doled out as a credit; data; electronic transferred; and,
indulged selfie of a greater import; more and more cased in; less
and less given; ankle-bit education; brainwash, you;

A, unit of the beloved as a family used to be just completely
attacked; defense, lowered; a, nice pussy whipping effect; you, had
any information; you’re, gonna be called a pee brain by that ragged
out editor; why, shouldn’t you be; that, editor is not even home; it’s,
someone’s baby maybe occupied that job; but, you occupied it to
injure absolutely; no, question about it; so, the sales would be your
good old feedback point; for, points prices and output;

A, little reactedness required; maybe, a little control to access and
maintain the public fooled occupiedness; but, you know it doesn’t
make sense; you’d, allow someone to just monopolize and peter
principle the world; so, stop; it’s a word you say when you see
harm; and, that’s a moratorium; stop, and let’s get this resolved;
whoever is assisting should be aware how currency is being
created; if, you don’t; fix, the roof before you change the furniture
covering;
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Organized, public less ignorant; public, the kept this to get to do
this; as, a strategy; and the service provider was caught with an
enormous list of stuff; strategies to totally have kept you completely
ignorant; by, bob hoping your patsy stars; paid by that service
provider period; and, a father like happyface certainly could not
ever be a father who could be able to raise his son; no no no god
help us no;

A, controlled situation really; of, substances that was just smuggled
drugs for money style; by, a pig really; corrupted, and acting as a
monkey; and, love to just be murdering of the witnesses; and,
substances of wealth leached and strength crippled; you would’ve
just infirm been preyed upon; an, option of your health utterly taken
away from you; your kids you could see chemicalized in agony;
black frock say okay but didn’t know you back then;

Factors, of social control function legal sheeplized way; of, a
controlled judicial process which was a farce; nothing existed
periods; are we not living in a civilized world; all, had fallen to such
debauchery and pigged out ways you can see that’s been going
that we got where we are;

Individuals, would be profiled by monkeys for instance at the family
slaughterhouse; that, would say it’s a secret how they arrived at the
information; they, owned that; such bloke could have owned boots
made in australia; but, was the biggest coward; made me sick that
my father would’ve defended his father; or even let him come to
screw my boy over; make sure he’d never have a father;

He’d put those boots up though that bloke; and, he’d reckon that
though africa is in kilometers; miles, are there because he doesn’t
know what kilometers are; and, if i said my mother was as pristine
in the sky in my self; you’d, be written up as being lofty and vague
because of that; and, if you said you don’t lie; as a

Whistleblower you’d be called a liar by that bloke; he’d, stick up for
a black frock and a white wig; much, prefer it so his little paycheck
came in; so, he could be munching on a bit of greasy fleshed
chinese takeout; information, written out on the desk; that would be
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returned to; would, make sure that what position the agency had;
was, who this bloke worked for; not you or i;

Surveillance control; and, happyface would see little brown shirts
kidnap the mother and his son; and, hold them hostage and
interrogate them for hours; because, she’d been found washing
some clothes; and, apparently where the little brown shirts said she
shouldn’t be; they’d arrive in a black van all of them; with clipboards
and lots of bling like ready for nightlife; shiny waxed black hair; fat,
though; pimpled and frog necked; formed, taxed and designed to
control to insanity;

Insane, chaos and disorder is the design of the lion king; it’s, the
most immoral story that’s ever been written for children; and, is a
way to jack all beloved here on turtle island; and, emotions
engaged our kids just come from cabbage patches; you, don’t think
about their mother and father; everyone, is aunt or uncle; issues
that are really be completely disengaged; viewed, idiot box laptop
style would be the material monopolized media owned;

A, long time has passed since such advertised controlled slandered
partied by uncorrectable filed electronic transferred personally
fished; for, that a whistleblower who told us all about would’ve been
easy able to retaliate against back then; but, not so today since
eclipse movement spread like wildfire; function, legal control would
keep that beloved in confinement and civic entrapment; so, his
children would never be able to see him; he was entrapped in a
faraway cunt-tree; looked like swede’s govt doing that;

No, claim was existing at all; but, it was ok to absolutely mess with
beloved’s life who is known as a whistleblower; okay; you and i, had
allowed up to that point that retaliation to have gone on; but, it
becomes not okay anymore; it, becomes actually irritating; the,
days that pass by that such a beloved had been held in
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confinedness; and, issues such as a man who held his hands up;
who was shot gunned down like a dog; possibly by same bloke who
waco’d everybody in texas;

Officials, today are government to paid control; isn’t like it was;
because back then you had a service provide -whore that all govt
officials worked for; not you and i; had, a relation to that bloke; that
bloke had relation to you and i but was faraway; force of labor
served to control more the commodity of price; so, price of house
and rent was screw-balled; you'd be paying like a slave; so, stop
that; commodity, of a good and availableness a controlled
manufactured controlled capacity; bank-whore, controlled and
manipulated;

Your, private property was not being protected; rates at bank control
that; capital, control would; material, of war availability controlled by
service and monopolized utterly; all, were communistic matrixed
back then; environment, economically controlled and availability of
good sand service; and currency enough for you and i was never;
no service for you and i; for his pro-fit; and,

Opportunity, to control you and i; as can see from his-story; and you
and i allowedness of having a system like that in the past;
opportunities to allocate; would be sequenced; and, no tax of any
proportion existed whatsoever that’s a lie; and in this day no tax
exists and no debt is either; just an insane system back then;
corrected at the stroke of a pen in a time of a hammer and feather
floating together; and,this path of hollow bones help assist with this;

You and i, are connected more to the outside world by left
hemisphere; yet if all you’ve ever seen on the outside was a
sequenced income compensated by controlled bank whore society;
a, flow of manipulation and situation controlled created as the
output of a monopolized bank whore who had created all wars and
funded both sides;
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You’d have just left with black hat white hat conversation after that
wouldn’t you; but output such like what I’ve given you here is just a
real list that’s short actually; what, you and i observe outside of the
fat taker effect; we, should do a little bit more backing away from;

Purchases, of your utilities and energy recorded; telephone,
publications bought and surveyed; polls, sourced apparently
miscellaneous but not; information, paid and given credit; bureaus,
be banked market stocked; improved, built ugly machinery and
building; tooled, produced factory stamped out; an

Inventory, of stock is all you were; you, were listed as agri
department; like, every other animal; as, human resource to the
plantation owner; invested, as sales; and of commodities priced;
and, with IRS in charge as the private corpse’s own collection arm;
your sourced business inform. Input would be the national
communistically run; it, was easy for you to be mob stalked as
happyface was in new york back then;

Happyface, become the student union rep for some three hundred
thousand students in the northeast in private universities on turtle
island here; and, would often have big toe and others connecting in;
and, the reservations in upstate new york in tonawanda;
cattaraugus; allegheny;

Beloved, now that live throughout the northeast in various places;
yet, perpetuity in violet; landed, this originals guaranteeing; by,
white long legs signed treaty; spitefully, all reservation seneca
beloved; of, the great inundation; got, wiped out in another way
really; by, a dam the army corps of engineer built in the nineteen
fifties;

Revolution, on turtle island; during, a moment in time when the
british were being protected by the originals; and, mohawks joined
the colonials; to, stop land just being grabbed; beloved, would be
part of a side sometimes to stop stuff like that; it, was really lake
eerie and along the allegheny river; that, beloved being told that
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white long legs would protect; and, not let the newcomers just land
grab; and, take preciousness away from them;

Such, beloved would really be just decimated; and, their children
just taken; and, they’d be made all parentless; and, today the
beloved of Iroquois; many, kept still is a lake; of, a handsome code;
drunk; intoxicated, fat taker from abstained to younger beloved; be,
instructed to work hard; do yard work and school work and home
work; and, to farm; which, is for agricultural return of money;
wasi’;chu, style houses built;

To, beloved awakening concepts; to, the perils of the fat taker
religion; iroquois beloved traditionally combined and ever came
more together as a family; and, a leader called handsome lake;
became, the beloved’s Iroquois leader some time ago; all, said they
stood with their sash pinned to the earth;

In, a doorway that was black; of, mystery great; they, were the
keepers of; a federation of united nations; the, beloved were known
in the Iroquois; a, league of six nations; making up beloved such;
were, those beloved who called themselves the seneca; which,
cloud said meant the place of stone;

You, have to know about what was going on back then as solidly as
you can; for, such a contrast to what’s being put in the chapters to
come; is, about pattern of whole brain functioning and recognizing
such; yet, you can see from above; of, what all have now; over,
some thousands of years; backed right away from; back, then you
really didn’t know what associated and dissociated behavior even
was; you, hadn’t learned what it meant to be congruent;

Body, language was yet to be described to you; you’d, be able to
observe whole brain functioning as it occurred; so, this is what
we’re wanting to explore a little more now okay; so, maybe you’ve
been sitting; maybe, you’ve been listening and perhaps doing
something else as well a little bit; can, you make a commitment;
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you, can alm this movement?; for, happyface is giving you this
appointment now; to, become his trustee to be resolved of what
claim is existing that’s outstanding at this moment; that, the son can
be given back his father; on earth; in heaven here; i, am red dog
and i have spoken; and, everybody said “aho, red dog”;

Chapter Four
Whole Body Calibration and Tracking; of, i Aware
States

I, am red dog and i will speak; it, was for me to learn evermore
about body language; i’d, heard happyface say that you could look
at someone’s body language; and, you could listen to the inflections
being made; and, such acted as a window that one could look
through to be observed of the internal workings of one’s neurology;

The, beloved of turtle island had ease of ability to determine the
degree to which; another, beloved was in a whole brain patterned
state; versus, having been in a limited mind function; because, the
movement and muscles that are engaged in these states are
completely unique; and, involve unique sets; for instance,

Support, and power is felt in your consciousness because such is
involving the extensor muscle group; which, raises you up against
the earth’s gravitational field; versus, most learned behavior
involves flexors; and, muscles that draw the limb into itself; and, it
so happens happyface said; that, the beloved were powerfully able
instantly to determine whether another was in i awareness; which,
these beloved called hollow bones; and, this path of least
resistance; involved, you being able to have remained in a state of i
awareness; which, is a state of whole brain functioning;

Whole, brain functioning is about verbal and non-verbal patterns;
that, allow us to live in the whole of ourselves; and, the type of
schooling you had back then was; if, you were becoming a
medicine beloved; you’d, have to had learned to read the body like
a book; you, were taught words of course; but, you were really
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instructed in how to be allowing in your word usage; and, the way
that you would say this;

For, your body language and analogicalness of how you would
have said something; was, easily able to be determined; the,
degree to which you are in whole brain functioning; versus, perhaps
having been in a limited mind state;’ your, movements are very
different you’re in an integrated state right now; and, if you saw
someone in an aversive state; their, body movements and the way
they said things; you’d, be instantly brought abreast of the state the
other was in via the analog you were witnessing;

Beloved, were modeled ethnocentrically; because, parents would
model for you many things in the way to be able to respond in a
kind and gentle way of reminding and allowing simply; a, stitch in
time would save nine; and, the early bird got the worm; and, what
was first was first not second; and, frame things positively; not, two
negatives to make a positive that’s called forked tongue;

You, focus on your outcome and that’s the words you use; you,
didn’t say things like “don’t….. run across the road”; all, beloved
were aware of their embedded commands back then; as, a child is
today the brain is set up and slow but sure a fat taker effect would
be to run two negative to make a positive on you; creep into your
language; and, there you go; if, you said something to someone like
“i, like being hygienic”; fat, taker would’ve said it something like “i,
don’t want to be unhygienic;”

Happyface, would gather tales and story and ceremony from some
eighty odd tribal groups; and, was offering training to all beloved
around the world; a, very rich and lively panorama for you of a total
being; beyond just words spoken; of, the beloved here on turtle
island; so, this chapter is about the path of least resistance; not,
most; that, you’re able to read how someone’s feeling; you’re, able
to read how other beloved are feeling; it’s, gonna make you more
able to respond; in, the modern world one who’s not able to feel
another’s emotion much; is, called Asperger’s; and, degrees of that
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all the way to autistic like behavior;

Happyface, was an eminent road beloved; of, this original tribe
here; and, had spent some thirty years at least running entheogenic
ceremonies alone; had, done a couple thousand of those alone or
so; and, a couple thousand sweat lodges too; all, up until two
thousand four; as, happyface was beginning to finally succumb to
pressure of being mob stalked in NY; happyface was participating
in protected disclosure and conduct of official misconduct as a
forensic expert; and, had been applying such skills as you are
being taught herein some of;

Observing, forensically what had occurred in various claims;
happyface, was primarily working on whistleblower claims;
protecting, police in the interior department; and, protecting a
whistleblower who was a witness to an enormous amount of
insurance fraud during nine eleven; happyface, would see that the
clerk of courts was in one area that he investigated; was, not
rostering cases whatsoever; all, cases were actually being selected
to go to specific magistrates that would have the service provider’s
view;

Happyface, saw that whistleblowers were actively being chopped
off; no oversight existed; those, few that broke the chain of
command where they were; wanted to keep their jobs; got, popped
up into high positions in that time; to do that it meant whacking an
a-turn-on you that was representing happyface at the time; that,
attorney would be beaten severely on one day; and, the transcript
changed by that black frocked and wigged family court work-whore;
and,

The, black frocked and white wigged immature court work-whore
would create a riot in the courtroom; and, more than ten thugs that
existed at the time in the court; that, had been all hanging around in
enormous number that day; very unusual; and, my seasoned a-turn
on you; was, very powerful in civil rights in her day; she’d, be
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beaten so that she’d be permanently injured for life; i’d, get to
witness that and several others;

You, could report things to officials of things going on like that; and,
i saw that any reports that really were done; even, on the brown
shirts; the, disgusting behavior of the brown shirts; what, they were
doing to kids; drugging them and gagging them; taking, parents
through drug court; wasn’t, a drug at all yet was a natural
substance actually; and, a benefit; but, for that; that’s, it;
your child would be taken; fostered; they, had a lovely little fat taker
having specialized in foster care;

Happyface, would write to that man who was brainless; running, a
brainless operation; and, actually just ripping kid away from parents
at the time fully non-stop; and, has gone into high gear at the time
actually; no single person would be followed through with dakota
through his ordeal; couldn’t even speak english the people that
served you; and, as soon as happyface realized those services
were completely opposite what is of love; asked, that those
services be not anything for him; and, be not cared of any foreign
entity or dead corpse; to, have made any decision at all; and, is
giving everyone fair warning about this; not, too carte blanche just
presuppose anymore that someone was dead and only treated
them and being dead; and,

Those, laws written as shall and will; and, because no injury or
damage or cost was; no, claim was existed; all, that had to exist
was a complaint that was of fiction; and, against that; you, have no
voice; you, are only being treated as a corpse yourself dead in the
matter; and, someone else also dead as a corpse would be decided
of that dead issue; which, is not your controversy nothing to do with
you; you’d, be engaged in the fat taker’s controversy;

Though, constructive agreement could be between parties where
you were; that, wouldn’t matter; you’d, be married to a service
provide-whore’s surrogate manager; never, to have made a
decision ever again yourself; but, only ever be told what to do;
you’d be asked to jump through this hoop jump through that hoop;
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your, child would be removed; go, through parental alienation;
things could be found out just made up it would be shown that
you’re NOT guilty; time will have passed by and where’s your
child?;

Is, it possible to have been given anything back?; no; what’s,
separated stays separated;’ that’s, it; if, some complaint was as in
this situation; all, needed to be was that; and, by pretextual reason
of retaliation against happyface; to, shut him up from speaking;
beloved, could hold their jobs and make a little more money; but,
none followed a single legal law; none; the, infractions would be
into the thousands what happened in this situation; well, you can
understand it; you, got a system a corpse that was dead; there, was
no man or woman home in any office; it, was asked could you have
perception and the answer came back no; all, would look in a book
only; and, if something was in a book; and, that book was a code
owned by a private guild no one else could use;

Happyface, would see most beloved at the family slaughterhouse;
with, an extreme head forward condition to start with; so, most had
ease of ability to be able to hallucinate at that point; many, would
have body movements that were left side began and contracted
more; not, as much right side; the, forehead was furrowed; as, a
supercelial muscles were activated; and, the orbital muscle of the
mouth generally had pressed the lips a little more together; many,
sat with their elbows on the desk; with, their hands with fingers
interlocked and clenched;
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Occasionally, a right hand would come out from that grip; shuffle a
little paperwork around mostly right handed; and, the movements
would be choppy and jerky; and, shearing movements; and, the
voice that would come would be very clipped; and, happyface
would never hear any language ever spoken by anyone in the
whole courthouse except by those who had extremely clipped type
of language; arms, would be pulled into the side fairly tight more;
and, the bicep would be clenched just a little because the arm was
slightly contracted;

Happyface, would see the beloved there were no having any ease
in their bodies; stomach often was contracted slightly; and, the back
of the legs had pulled the feet in under the chair; and, magi-strates
that happyface saw a little under hundred times; that’s, how many
pink slips he got; that’s what they gave you for an appointment to
be psychologically raped more by those who; would, have you
there so you’d be talked about in third party; would, discuss the
interrogatories that had occurred beforehand in the chamber; not,
on the tape though;

The, prosecute-whore would go into the chamber; and, speak with
the magi-strate and pop the position of the agency; and, voila; all,
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would only be about that position that’s all period; and, as much as
you could be strung out that would be a really good thing if they
could do that; and, you’d be so strung out you’d lose your business;
and, they wanted to do that matter of fact; happyface, said

“Give me a break; i, only have a little bit left; you’re, breaking me”;
and, they smiled; the worst thing was hearing them talk about your
child; where your child would go; what, your child would do; if, you
said anything you were told to shut up; only, a corpse can speak to
a corpse; though, you’re living; there, you’re dead; their, corpse
owns your corpse;

You, sit there as debtor in corpse position dead; they can do
whatever they like to your corpse; sorry to say family court is
amongst most evil organization on the planet; more, evil than the
military; it’s, there it all begins the fat taker effect; lovely; they're
gonna make sure one parent is gonna walk away and he’s not ever
gonna be seen again by that family; it’ll, be daddy pay and stay
away; and, you must bite the hand that feeds you; you must;

You have to bite that hand so hard because you don’t want to feel a
beggar yourself; nothing is out in best interest of child; WUF, takes
over; which, is white upperclass femaled; she, had been trained to
think children don’t need a father; actively, campaigned to make
sure of such; worked, in white families; none, from red or black
families joined;

Happyface, was asked by cloud; to, have made sure that time was
spent in ground where the beloved used to be; and, had become
extinct; had, been exterminated by fat taker; cloud, said “can you
perhaps do something about this?; maybe you need to go and
really feel it; i want you to sleep on the ground and be right where
these beloved used to be”;
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“I, want you to be the voice on turtle island to give the beloved back
their voice”; considerable, integrity of an i aware culture and whole
brain functioning had ended; and, settlers and other missionaries of
the fat taker program had contact to over time continuously and
perpetually non-stop do what they could to exterminate the
beloved; which, effectively they did; because, the sereno lived in
california; though, they had a long history of contact with fat taker;
such, a beloved’s culture of hollow bones ended; and, all into this
day be eroded of such any cultural integrity that used to be;

Happyface, would go up to the pequod beloved’s lands; and, stay in
the forest there; such, beloved had lived so beautifully in a strip of
land that stretched all the way down from the new england area; all,
the way down into rhode island; at first, the fat takers came and
companies formed;

Illegitimate, young boys had been enlisted to work as trappers; and,
hundreds were being hired; all could go out and just kill as many
animals to get their skins as possible at that time; and, when some
didn’t come back it often was because of having become lost; or,
having fallen ill; or, having had some misfortune;

Many, stories are of that time of the beloved finding such trappers;
and, nursing and assisting them; yet, because of a language barrier
and no knowledge much; other, young boys would come from the
ports with firesticks; and, any beloved that was moving anywhere;
often, it would be the children on the fringes of the village playing in
the water; these, young boys would sneak up on them and murder
them; and, sometimes completely sack the village by burning; and
chase everyone out;

It, would be interpreted that a trapper had met a fate that perhaps
these animals had done that; so, they would have to be punished;
and, it was just an indiscriminate punishment for no reason
whatsoever; yet, because of fear; fear, would kill not the poison
really; and, today the pequod are completely exterminated;
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considered mohegans and pequod; such, descendants had come
down to only twelve in the nineteen hundreds; which, is only just a
little while ago; from, an enormous number of thriving beloved in
the forest there; until, the moment that the last resistedness was of
the lakota;

Yet, by the nineteen hundreds only twelve remained; before, this
time in the mid-eighteen hundreds only forty odd mixed pequod
were left at that time; and, planters of the west indies the beloved
were sold as slaves; to, the new england colonists; anyone
surviving was considered a pri-soner and enslaved after that point;
at one point cloud said there was maybe only six hundred left; all,
beloved of turtle island were weeping knowing their beloved were
being exterminated; chased, and burned to death; slaughtered;
and,

Settlers, would have a turkey shoot; and, would situate themselves
where they could just mow the beloved down in spots; cause, it
would be easier they’d get them to move somewhere and whilst on
that track they’d all be mowed down; beloved were called children
of satan; and, friends of hell; and, the beloved called such by
preachers puritan on spurred by a fat taker effect; the, pequod
beloved were completely conquered by the fat taker settlers by
sixteen thirty seven there was a bloody hand to hand battle; where,
the men and women and children were all slaughtered;

Happyface, often went to a lodge that cloud had built in this area;
that, all could become more aware of how beloved lived back then;
and, so the tribe of the mohegan; as, the beloved originals; such, a
powerful and formidable nation of a chiefdom of a spirituality; an,
original back then was considered a savage; and, one savage in
the bush; if, you’re on the throne you’re really fearful about that;
because, that’s someone that’s really unconditioned; at the

Courthouse happyface would see that most would never look at
you in the eyes at all; facial expressions never really changed
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much; most common words were don’t wont could should would try
but only and different; is, as a word was never used; are, as a word
was never used; shall, and will; though, being put off to a future
moment; that’s what the meaning of it is; because, a law that’s
written from a ment to a ment;

Would’ve, been brainwashed to interpret code written not for you;
but, by a service provide-whore who paid for those laws to be
made; not you; and, only it is from a corpse to a corpse; you, can
only join like with like; yet you’re sitting there and you’re the living
being; to, mute you; to, make sure your dead; to be equivalent to
what’s dead in front of you; you, must be made a ward; and, you
would be considered by trickery possibly sometimes not saying;

These, nazerites don’t have to tell you that just use that behind the
scene; the, dsm-5 manual; has, no reliability whatsoever; is
completely unscientific; because, everything in there is changed so
much that nothing is there that is of any reliability or repeatability;
so, it’s completely unreliable utterly; totally, unscientific; and, what is
unscientific is really the science of splitting a family up;

Today, in the family slaughterhouse; you’re, not taught about analog
sculpting; you’re, not taught about whole body movement which is
called tracking; you, are not taught to look at body part movement
in relation to itself and calibrate such to an internal state; your,
education has just been a head-ucation not edge-ucation; you, only
learned words not even how to speak those words really; certainly,
learned nothing much about body language; and, energy in motion
which is movement as the primitive form of language;

When, you would meet another beloved; you, were to be more in a
visiting frame with them; and, remain such and that would be a
wrappedness of your whole experience; the, reason would be that
as your visitor could feel of a hospitableness; you’d, feel at a totality
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with your guest and what you can get done; the, sidedness of your
body movements; is, calibrated to determine the hemisphere
participation in your mood; one’s, hemisphere is involved in visual
spatial processedness; and, the other hemisphere is involved in
sequential behavior;

One, hemisphere is involved more in memory; and, the other more
involved in construction; if, you asked a beloved in front of you a
question; that, involved coming from memory yet you’d observe that
the beloved in front of you was constructing stuff; would, make you
wonder what the reason is behind that; why, is it when you ask
question when beloved ordinarily come from memory about an
event occurred; it's, possible to see straight away if coming from
memory; or, just constructing and making up in this moment;

You, were able to determine the degree to which someone was
associated or not where you were; you, were trained more to be
observed of body language; which, some are today; but, that’s what
this work is about very much; cause, you gotta know that your body
movement is applied as you’re able to have accessed state specific
behavior; typically, a whole brain functioning pattern you, being
more associated versus disassociated and the body language of
such; and, such would be determined by the frequency of the
accessing cues; you, are integrated as such are more minimized;

How, present is someone you can get an idea of straight away;
because, of clauses of time that are being used; and, your original
state being playful; timelessness, is our original state of being; not,
past or present or some concept of now; and, you also could get an
idea of how integrated and associated someone was; because,
those more integrated and associated would be evermore of a
center of gravity more within your base of support; versus, being
more leaning and disassociated; the, more one became outside
their base of support the more dissociated it was possible to be;

The, chair that magistrate used though not aware; was, a chair that
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rocked; and as the magistrate was nervous the chair would start
rocking; and, so what you'd see is someone black frocked rocking
themselves to get a bit of comfort going; not, look at you too much
but when it did happen the chin was pushed out little more; when,
you faced chin pushed out; of course, this causes one to look down
the nose if doing that; and, looking down your nose; you, do that
you tip your head back; it, causes the perceiver who does this to
observe all out there as being a lot smaller;

The, content that was being spoken by beloved here on turtle island
would be positively framed; outcome oriented; about what’s
pleasant; what is resourceful; happyface would hear most
everything being languaged negatively; most being framed toward
a problem; mostly all about what was negative; and, certainly what
was limiting and no focus much was on the resource; and you’d be
put upon that the state that you were able to access; would not
allow you to be in your totality; and, to have shut you down a little
more;

You’re, gonna get a private gilded coded member; as, a spy really;
who, is not gonna work for you at all; absolutely, not; you’re, really
just the fodder really; just, the grist; just, the chattel shifted around
and ratified; because, you gotta be made into a corpse; because, a
corpse is dealing with a corpse; so, interrogatory talk between
internal departments inside the chamber; and, ex parte
communications outside that; everyone, would speak as if they
completely knew what your affair was for you; yet, not for you really;

Happyface, never heard a single word uttered matter of fact that
was any benefit to happyface; you, only were put into a system of
what was fictional and on a complaint level only; and, someone was
a whining winging hag as a plain-tiff; and, someone else would’ve
been a defend-ant; if, you were just an

Ant, forget it; and, as the state is a plain-tiff; such, is one hundred
percent right today; it’s, just an operation of a slaughterhouse okay;
you’re, not gonna be able to make it better than that; it, needs to be
abandoned utterly as being one of the most evil organizations that
have been set up on the earth ever; period;
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The, fat taker effect is to have made all parentless period; what,
you’re being given right now is a diverse and comprehensive
observation of a fundamental travesty; that, such has continued up
to the point of two thousand sixteen; though, eclipse movement is
asking all to take a break;

Who, is of no vital service too much; because, the system itself is
absolutely insane period; and, only upon constitutional money can
their truly be a proper judical process; until, that time you cannot;
because, the system existing at the moment is completely rigged;
to, be run to assist pope boney not you;

Pope boney, apparently owns your child’s spirit; and, the
bankwhore apparently by deceit and fraud and extortion;
apparently, by presumption owns your child’s body; up, until the
moment before eclipse had had its effect; so, you can understand
the condition that the beloved were in mostly; they, would

Stare at screens in coffee shops during that time with earphones
on; fidgeting, and fiddling with electronic devices; slurping, coffees;
slowly, getting fatter couch potato’d and listening to co-dependent
love songs in the background;

Beloved, were taught to apply syntax; primarily, your body language
to approach a stranger; who, you elevated to reign; that, only this
stranger could fall into you; and, all was of a healing therapeutic;
you, as a beloved are engaged in generally; and, this looks and you
can listen and medicine beloved; some when back then; which, is
evermore of a whole brain functioning pattern; you, are able to be
remained more in i awareness; the, mind is as you're in your
waking state more asleep; otherwise, then when you’re sleeping it’s
dreaming; and,

Your, mind is left empty so it can work; no, mental construct is put
in; matter of fact, whole brain functioning as a work is about
uncreating; assisting, the beloved clear away what’s nonfunctional
in behavior; and, assist install new behavior to take its place; such,
is done in experiential based learning environment typically; as, it
was always done even in the past; if, you had difficulty letting go of
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your base of support in an individual initiative; or didn’t take any
support or took too much; to, walk across a balance beam;

Eyes, could’ve remained level as you move forward in life; or, you
could’ve remained in judgment as you did it looking up looking
down; looking, away from your outcome; you, could be seen
coming in foot over foot; writing, reflex active or not; you, could’ve
come in real easy and gained things; or, rushed at the end; you,
could’ve completed the task by shuffling sideways to move through
the individual objective; and, happyface would see this as a living
metaphor of some total of what was intrinsic as pattern that you’ve
had inside; and, if that was useful to you or not;

Was this elegant?; were, you able to achieve what you needed to;
by, conducting your syntax the way you did?; was your voice
echolalic in giving instruction?; is, this voice more auditory
kinesthetic range; and, are you now hearing this evermore in your
own reading tone?; because, as you are you’re open now to
receive auditory information on what needs to be done after we’ve
connected with each other about this;

Dialog, and analog; form, much of your communication with each
other; and, such involves a communion with the response that
you’re getting back; so, you have to be in up time to be observing
the response that you’re getting back; because, that’s you being in
listen speech in whole brain functioning; for, what you’re observing
as the response allows you to orientate the medicine beloved’s
approach to be resolved of your outcome; and, regardless of what
you can have been taught; or, can have been described or
observed in the past;

Structure, of what happyface is doing; as, this shaman; is, of a
therapeutic behavioral imprint automatic; that, is put into the
subconscious; that, has bypassed conscious objection; and, is
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done evermore two or three levels further away; that, you don’t
have to be conscious that such has occurred actually; now, i've
been present to see happyface cause those beloved in front being
worked with in some moment; to, be completely in a
somnambulistic trance; sometimes, four or five in any one moment;
actually, doing things inside that happyface was triggering; some,
structure was being applied that you can learn more about as we
go forward in this path of hollow bones;

In, relationship to your ability to be able to see whole brain
functioning versus limited mind function; pleasure, and interest
stimulates and engages more right sided and both sided initiated
behavior; whereas, aversion generally is accessed with bodyweight
shifts and movements of left to left; and, muscle groups engaged in
states of pleasure and interest; engage, extensors holding you up
against the earth’s gravitational field; whereas, aversion as a state
is actually more via flexion; and, muscles which pull in and are of
evermore learned response; yet, some reflexiveness is in that; as,
the starter reflex is actively;

The, head of such a beloved was pulled down by the sternomastoid
muscle; and, pushed forward; pushing the chin out; and raising the
trapezius muscles; like, someone pulling their head in but it being
pushed forward actually; is the position happyface saw most
magi-strates occupy as they would be a priest for you connecting
with this dead idea at the family slaughterhouse;

Contractions were more activating behavior which was stimulated
more from the left; showing right hemisphere involvement; right
hemisphere as happyface is a neurologist; happyface can tell you
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the rh is involved more in mediation of aversion; and, as amygdala
is fully active frontal cortex is shut down; for the septal region is
neurologically inhibited that engages pleasure and
interest; which as indicated is what this work is about for such is
what stimulates whole brain functioning;

Now, you can know your own business in whole brain functioning
an i awareness; but, you can’t know another’s; that’s, called mind
reading; i'm, asking you to frame things positively; and, speak truth;
truth, is this which is mutually beneficial; and, not be of some
submission to authority for the sake of some certainty; which, is the
definition of a re-lie-gion; which, that’s what the slaughterhouse was
a system of;

Mindreading; hallucination; dissociated states; primarily, was
observed by all body language; pustulated, skin; happyface, would
sometimes extend his hands to someone but wet sweaty cold
hands could be felt; eyes, of hose behind the desk would be darting
around a little bit fidgeting legs shaking; the,

Building was a jailhouse; disgusting; the, magi-strate; after, having
the a-turn-on-you injured for life; by, having more than ten thugs
beat her in a closed unseeable passage that led to her court; that,
day that happyface’s a-turn-on-you would be set upon by black
frock and wig security guard; who, upon counting one two three;
had, run across the courtroom and had grabbed the attorney round
the neck and thrown her to the ground; and,

At, that point all of those who were unusually there; in an extreme
large number; came, from every corner and chambered into the
court and from behind and rushed in and all pounced on that a turn
on you; dropping their weight as this attorney lay on the floor they
would come in grab her hair and press her face down into the floor;
in that position they come down with their knees on her legs and
ribs; all of them; and, all she asked was to be able to have got her
stuff; she was being asked to get out; and the reason why was she
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had asked what the reason why witnesses were not allowed to be
in the room that were independent third party witnesses; and,

All, had been asked to leave; happyface’s a-turn-on you wasn't
allowed to ask why; the, magi-strate yelled at her; and, a henchman
runs forward and the rest of activity is as described above;
happyface, was being ruffled to be intimidated; happyface, could’ve
easily been locked up maybe for resistedness of what was going
on; meanwhile, those in courthouse have panicked and run to the
exit corridor; can’t, get out and have fallen over each other; it’s, a
riot and an absolute mess;

Officers, present in front of happyface were between him and
what’s going on; doing, harm to his a-turn-on-you; a, puddle of them
on floor at a desk and seat where a briefcase is; and, happyface is
being told get out now now now; officers, have pushed themselves
quickly to be between happyface and the puddle of security guards
all piled on top of each other; and, just ripping and ripping
happyface’s attorneys clothes; and, pummeling with knees with
weight down on her;

And, that’s what’s happening now if you slow things down just a
little bit; everyone, that’s in the courtroom now is being told get out
by this immature and criminal black frocked one; who, obviously
has no children; isn’t, anyone who could possibly be having a
relatedness much with a parent; obviously, this is an extreme misfit;
and, slightly cuckoo; happyface, said that black frocked wigged
individual looked like not having the intelligence to cross a road
without being hit by a bus;

Happyface, is pushed further out but is backed out; because,
happyface is observed and remained a witness to be observing all
occurring on this day; injuries, being done to his a-turn-on-you; a,
couple of witnesses remain behind happyface; who, happyface
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asks also to be a witness and stay; though, these beloved are also
being told get out and move; and, they also are backing up as well;
now, at this point about eight or nine of those security guards are
ripping and grabbing and dragging attorney on floor out; and,

In, a passage that can’t be seen at all to public; just, before you can
be seen round the corner; they, chose that wall to pick the attorney
up by her clothing so they could swing her like a log; and, rammed
her head several times into the kickboard; that, skirted the wall
there; and, before this of course had twisted her right arm way
behind her back and held it; whilst, one thug that began the whole
thing had got up at that point; because, he'd been dragged holding
onto the a-turn-on-you’s neck; hadn’t, been able to let go in this
state; a, fat little bald one; when, he did let go he jumped up and
ran; and,

Dropped, with all his weight with his knees onto her legs into her
thighs; close, to her pelvis area; she’s groaning every time they’re
doing this like last gasp even; and, the henchman is yelling; “she hit
me; she hit me”; happyface, yelled back; “you’re a liar; you were
being dragged whilst you held onto her head through the corridor
and i saw you get up while she was being held with her arm twisted
behind her back; you, have been continuously non stop injuring
her”; at that point they are ramming her; then, they drop her and
one bloke shoves her shoulder and says

“hey, get up and get out now”; of course at that point happyface
does what he can to help; she, can’t walk at this point and goes
around corner to where public is; who, all are solemn; that, day
many officers were there; never, did happyface see as many
officers; they, had even occupied all the waiting area outside; and,
were standing akimbo style; lips, pressed; checking, phones and
things; the, transcript would be tampered with for that day;
absolutely, crazily so if you look at it you can see it doesn’t at all
jive; fits, a bit kinda to hide the fact there was a riot this black frock
one created; and

Immediately, and for the longest time afterward; no one, can go on
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that floor again; the, court administrator is having that floor
completely remodeled; to, be completely not recognizable to be
even what it was; all, that goes on whilst happyface has shifted to
another floor now upstairs; and, is just to watch all the interrogatory
communication and ex parte communication; talking, about your
business as if knew your business; just, position after that; no
matter, what you said; no matter, being tried;

Everyone, was asked to swear before anything said; all, becomes
tweaked more happyface diagnosed what was going on; extreme,
limited brain function is what happyface observed in all at that
slaughterhouse; service provider, owns and pays for every single
thing; and, no such things as protected disclosure and conduct
exists at all; so, obvious matter of fact that all become incensed;
that,

A, beloved figure as a brave was being held perpetually in civic
confinement because only a law of fiction; yet, real injury damage
and cost was ongoing; and, it was obvious that no care at all was to
this braves children or their children; you’d, want to participate if
could you’d want to parental alienate back then before that time;
you, would’ve gone on with parentdectomy going on full on before
your eyes; by, a monster of a pig out of control;

You’re, being given the keys to be able to observe whole brain
patterning or not; for, such is more associated behavior not
dissociated; and, integration involves pleasure and interest; the,
courthouse was of a movement in speech that all was only ever
away from and outside of you; so, that’s called being dissociated;
as, you could communicate about your love for your child; you’d,
see those listening move away from that and dissociate; when, one
would be talking about a child having been taken; all, would be
associated more to that;

The, frequency of movement and access cues was maximized
more; eyes, moving around; papers, shifted sometimes; happyface,
would see the magistrate perpetually continuously shift stop and
block whatever was going on; and, come back with something so
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different;

Movement, done was often never over the center of gravity in that
chair; always, moving back; kicking, back; moving, forward on the
edge of chair and sitting way forward; and, rocking rocking rocking;
eyes, would ever look down and get information; then you’d see
eyes looking up to get information; lips, were never not pressed
together; it, was a rare thing you’d see anyone without a brow frow
and slight grimace;

Rarest, thing it was you’d see someone with a better good posture;
if, you saw anyone sitting like that in a trendy place you’d gone to
connect with beloved; the, body language of those beloved in the
courthouse; you’d, want to have stayed away from; there, was
obviously something not quite right about those who were working
there; happyface, wondered could the slaughterhouse workman be
the actual lowest job?; if, you were a battered spouse as
happyface; and, if you were a whistleblower; and, an unmarried
male; you’re, at the bottom of the barrel;

Language, at the agency; honest to god, would have signs right in
front of you that said; “we, don’t automatically give this child to the
mother”; no, wasi’chu there had any knowledge of the subliminal
language; nor, their subliminal body language; and, the
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psychologist especially was a nerd; someone, that definitely
wouldn’t have had any friends much at school being young; and,
absolutely someone who had no ability to relate to anyone;

happyface, said it's possible that psychologist had no father
relation; most, of the looking was with the chin slightly out and head
pulled forward and down in a slight startle reflex; back, really
rounded out but showing some really nice boots from australia;

The, behavior of that psychologist as a man; happyface, felt not too
good about; because, here was a man who was really participating
full on in parentdectomy; and, he was a definite mysandrist no
question about it; he’d, whack you if you were the battered spouse
as a father; you’d, be run through the mill; and, whoever was your
batterer; if, that was her; she, must be protected;

Honest to god, that psychologists’ behavior was amongst the most
evil; and, the only more evil one was the fence sitter; just, a little lap
dog; just, an ankle biter fresh out of law school; looked, like one
could rest under shade of a crow bar at the beach;

Happyface, spent much time in oklahoma with cloud two children;
and, lived amongst the Ponca and Oto beloved that had been
removed to oklahoma; at, the end of the eighteen seventies; such,
beloved had served the US army faithfully; many, had been
employed as scouts; yet, they all would just simply share the same
common fate of all the other tribes that were removed; you,
could’ve been a bounty hunter for the US; you could’ve been a
revenue collector also; yet, when push came to shove in a fat taker
system you’d get eaten up;

These, beloved had dropped to just a few hundred in number;
during, that time that westbound fat taker effected beloved had
been moving along the Platt river trail westward; slow, but sure just
annihilating beloved as they went; and, only one hundred fifty years
ago really; the, beloved’s population that had numbered some
estimated twenty six thousand; had perished; children, frozen in the
night; beloved left to be just in the cold without housedness; or, any
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means to know how to; and, all just scattered to be put to have to
survive; that’s all;

Now, we’re talking here about the Pawnee; and, the spirit of animal
and natural relation to society; kept, sacred bundles; that, upon
being pulled out an item would you be able to recall the story of
such; and, maintained keepers of the hereditary; and, about how it
was the sky could be given all to; even, observe a supernova; and,
a great chief of the pawnee had given everyone a means to clear
all broken condition inside; such, could be given to the sky; for,
such is so mighty it could absorb all;

Cloud, said the pawnee called a great chief the creator; who, threw
down the sky; called, Tirawa Atius; and, this was a chief deity which
represented a benevolence; a, mode for all of us to exchange in our
being of economic egalitarianism; and, that's really what the
chiefdom was; the, pawnees own name; they always derived
themselves as the originals of the originals; and, as indicated in
other volumes here; grease, and fats would be used to coil the hair
up on top of the crown into a stiffened spike from the crown of the
head in a mohawk like style;

Pariki, cloud said means horns; and, such a name came from their
dress and the style of the way that such beloved wore the hair; and,
gaming was quite prevalent; and, much food was gained as a result
of being cultigen; organized in the very distant past; which, slow but
sure ended up by being phosphated out; by, eating buffalo and
corn; yet, before this time earth lodges are what’s being used; such,
as lifehouse; and i gotta tell you that those tribe living on the platt
river now in what’s called nebraska; are, a large body of beloved
still of the caddoan family; members, you and know today as the
pawnee;

I, am red dog and i will speak; happyface, spoke always in a
jubbdavid© 2023
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therapeutic metaphor; and, all hear happyface requested would be
given you as a therapeutic; preferred, whole brain functioning
meta-sorting programs; preferred, ways of sorting information; is,
going to be discussed in these texts you can be paying attention to;
for, whole brain functioning can be observed as you apply what we
are talking about here; pleasure, stimulates whole brain functioning;
aversion, engages limited mind function;

When, moving forward toward things; and, what the subject matter
is within; such is called being associated; a, focus on what’s outside
and away from you; is, of a more dissociated state; not, being here
now; fidgeting, a lot; being, outside your center of balance; framing,
things negatively; focusing, on what’s unpleasant; figuring, out what
the problem is; what, you don't want; and, what the limitations are;
and, primarily having only polarity in response as a mode of
memory retrieval; that, memory retrieval in the past can have
become state specific with anxiety;

Happyface, would see all of that behavior full on in the courthouse;
as, over a years and a half he would be dragged in there
perpetually for made up pretextual reasons; that, is the fat taker’s
program; for, a politically correct place where parentdectomy’s are
performed; nothing, else occurs there at all; it’s, only mission is that
that’s it; the, process is absolutely disgusting and evil; you’d, only
be asked to be dead about your children; and,

You'd, be asked to participate and allow only a dead condition;
you’d, walk to that slaughterhouse and in the second that you'd be
there; you'd, be walking away from the courthouse; your, child
might never see you ever again; in, happyface’s case that's the
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case; and, in his brother’s that's the case; and, for many fathers
happyface connected to that's the case; and, matter of fact that is
the fat taker effect;

There you go; you, gotta have limited mind function to operate
there; same, as a soldier in the field or a trapper killing beavers for
their skins indiscriminately; make, a few bucks after that; have, a
little pleasure you can cause such sufferedness and pain; as, a job
matter of fact;

Then, you could just shuffle that as it was a dead paperwork as you
don't have to be there; you're, just thinking what you're gonna eat
for lunch; maybe, a dimsum; maybe, some bagel and lox; perhaps,
a little bit of dead flesh; but, whatever it was happyface could smell
the breath of those in the courthouse in front of him; and, was doing
what one could to not smell that; because, it was of a rotting
leftover stale urine in the clothing aroma; and, moldy stale stagnant
air and artificial light;

Whole brain functioning, therapeutics has been applied by the
toltecs for eons of time; and, was the primary mode of being for the
beloved here on turtle island; before, the fat taker came along and
everybody started to only be head-ucated; but, it is known today
that for the mark of your success; is, an r for recreation;

Who, did good in the playground is who did best in life; not, your
book learner; and semantic and sensory syntax was applied more
in whole brain patterning manner; you, would remain integrated and
congruent more; such, was easy to observe as most were taught
this body language; so, come into a training with happyface; such,
is just a smattering but far beyond what you might’ve thought
existed; such, is very much about the map that you have inside;
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being, a more accurate reflection of the territory; yet, it is a map;
it’s, not the territory;

Abstractedness, of an order ever deeper and lower than what you
may be conscious of; can, be related to what’s going on on the
surface; yet, is really more of a deeper structure; and, such
abstraction of an ever finer order can correspond to terms seen in
this work; like, whole brain functioning; integrated, behavior; the,
vestibular sense; and, applying a synesthesia and such; and,
metaphor deeper down and further away is what’s shaping the
structure on the surface; reality, is what’s permanent not temporary;
and, this is empty space of i; which, is the only thing which is
absolute;

What, you experience of this orderly world that all can agree upon
universally is a model of reality; and, through language happyface’s
assumption is transforming your programming; the, medicine
beloved would derive the full experience you'd had as a set; of,
what had come from the deeper structure that you are applying;
and, could read such like a book utterly; and, this was really what i
was very interested in; i, could see happyface doing this and did it
masterfully; not, a single thing was missed; for, such a deep
wisdom was going on of an insight of what was happening below
consciousness; and,

i, gotta tell you i’ve never ever had a conversation with anyone; i,
wish i had but i gotta tell you; what, i was hearing from happyface
floored me; i, could not possibly comprehend how deep was the
insight i was being given by listening to happyface; and, observing
how happyface worked with beloved being healed up;

Ten thousand, having healed up was the miracle happyface had
gone for; nothing short of that; and, that had happened a very long
time ago; for, very few have ever fasted more than happyface;
which, happyface would give everyone a program called cell
rejuvenation; which, is flushing away bile stones;
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Masterfully, you change your behavior and you'd be given true
healing therapeutic; and, that's what i’m caring to give here; as, you
might be sitting; standing, listening or doing some things; can, you
just take moment now and see self tomorrow?; can, you feel
something there where you are in this moment?

Maybe, hear or see something; and, as you are experiencing this
now; tomorrow; let, that which is what you’re doing in the moment
now; trigger, all this you are beginning to recall and apply; and,
evermore whole brain functioning state is in your being; rather, than
only having come from limited mind function in your behavior;

I, got to see happyface apply so much behavioral change work in
an experienced based learning mode; firewalk; sweat lodge; high
ropes; ceremonies; gaming; crafting; building lodges; individual,
initiatives would be applied along with partnered and group
initiative; activities, would be given you; and, all would be learning
how to track others for excellence; and, gifting who you were
tracking at the end of the training with excellence; as, you would
design a therapeutic piece for all; that, had to do with at the end of
the six day training; and, you would get better as you continued on
training;

Yet, you learn to read the body like a book; you, could easy be
observed from body language what is going on inside; quality of
life, index given to beloved afterwards showed enormous increase
in satisfaction of life index that had occurred; remarkable; was,
obvious; but, maybe is the first time you were learning about what it
means to be integrated and congruent; and, have whole brain
functioning versus limited mind function; which, is the fat taker
effect robotized; yet can you see you're being given the keys to
assist to help having cleared away such robotized states;

Whats, anti-social is cleared away now; and, you've read this and
it’s taken over; whatever, was is an overlay now itself; it’s, designed
so that whatever instruction was before forget it; all, trigger words
now are changed and new states are being anchored; and, you're
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being demanchurianed; you’re, becoming whole again more;

Can, you participate with me?; can, you take personal responsibility
for the genesis of peace?; can, you create a world of whole brain
patterness?; can, you have moved two thousand years with me
now away from the fat taker effect?; you've, backed that far away;
you can see the ridiculousness of fat taker effect all had been held
to; before, this point in the coming of eclipse;

Chapter Five
Stepping, Out of a Mysterious White Canoe

Disbanded, formerly not; i awareness; this, path of hollow bones;
and, you and i being able to remain in whole brain functioning; is,
broken effectively; and, the strength of the federation of united
nations also; the, league; in, seventeen eighty four; a, treaty with
white long legs from across the ocean; beloved, became split by
two white long legs conditions and were asked to
serve two masters during that period of time; and, some decided
with one lot; and some sided with the other lot;

All, would just be goated at the time; if, you worked for the other
side as a spy; like, as a scout; you, were eventually killed and your
own family too; because, you were only just being manchurianed;
seriously, being controlled from some faraway place; which, what’s
the reason for that?; is, it because one fat bald bloke owns
everything like pope boney or something; if that's the fat there’s
definitely something dead there; what’s below that is definitely dead
too; which that bloke reckons he owns;

Until, such a time as this; upstate, pennsylvania and northeast of
turtle island now is a force of this powerful league of nations; a,
federation of united nations called FUN; happyface, wants you to
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work for FUN right now; happyface, is ordering you to work for FUN
right now; work, toward having this become all; for, eclipse is of its
absolutely utter purpose; is, to put the bank back inside who can
perceive; and, to stop this utter insane travesty of a system; and,
stop instruments of unhappiness from being put in boys’ hands;

Such, was a league of six nations; this, story happyface told comes
from a moment in time that cloud had come down to the
everglades; and, both would be going out in a canoe; a, beautiful
white barked canoe; all, the students around cloud were interested
to find out; where, did this white canoe come from?;

Cloud, merely said “this, is a gift for us here; and, i’d be cared so
much to look through the everglades here happyface has made
secure; it’s, the largest inland wetlands off the coast in turtle island;
and, because of happyface having been down here; could, you and
i all of us say; this, work of Wakan is actually what’s preserved this
large reserve?”;

Happyface, and blaze at the time had brought trees for the first time
into the city of new york; that, new york city had become treed; but,
wasn’t before that time of happyface and blaze’s campaign
non-stop until it occurred; and, they both also went after trans-fatty
acids in the city; and, they were banned in the whole city; only, city
in the world;

Gorgeous, cypress came down into the water; and, such could’ve
been some many many thousands of years old; very, old growth
timbers in the bayous; happyface, had set up a learning center
called four winds in the area; and, such had a sensory deprivation
tank and ropes course; for, educating beloved about whole brain
functioning; cloud, was visiting; as, here this story i am giving you
now is from notes i took; that, was a moment i heard about this
from happyface;

Beloved, of heart survived; awakening; i, am you you know you are;
a, happyface is inside you; and, not a body somewhere else;
clouds, between two children playing; disappeared, into a sky of a
slowly risen lake of waters; the, way of gliding instead cloud said;
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as, those few of us glided slowly with her in this beautiful white
mystery canoe; “it’s, such a canoe” cloud said; “that, we have
today; for, i’d like happyface to step out of in a moment on the bank
over here we’re coming into;” it, was a beautiful bank of birds that
were numerable of song; and,

The, rustling of the wind in the trees of the canopy above; and, the
sweet smell of tupelo trees; and, at that moment; all, met with those
who had canoed a little bit ahead and had set up a small fire circle;
and, would be waiting for cloud and happyface to arrive; those, that
assembled; it, was with a sound of sweetness that come from the
flute; at, this moment; cloud two children said;

“i, am now taking on the role of the ceremonial chief; and, i’d be
cared to say farewell; and, also what splendor it is for all of us here;
happyface, be responsible for this reserve; ever, having become
such forever”; and,

After, cloud’s farewell speech had finished; cloud, went on and said;
“when, all who’ve come; have gone; and, it’s you nowhere who
have remained; i, want you to think about for a moment; some, few
things that i’m passing this batton on; a, happyface be with you;
have, i now a dispute; is, as advice for our sisters such to go to
enough wisdom; where, your sachems is as let friendship be into
your being among you; arising, out of strife that could’ve been; to,
be turned to let all be such peacemakers; as, happyface is of a
message with you inside now;

“i, have given; a, mother’s clan; a, father’s clan; of, the future; a,
tribe your sisters the wisest choose brothers and mates; you, leave
must i; because, be never can this; your window into the future;
you, can have heard me say; tribes, of turtle island become united
under one roof; one nation; one family; holy; let, this sachem be the
chief become he who is like the great rivers that were joined”;
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everyone, begged cloud to stay a bit longer on; and, cloud was
doing what could be to keep energy in the circle; that, she had
carefully over many years put together; now, were around
happyface;

“I, want you to know”; cloud said; “let, this be a happyface inside
you; amongst you now; the, elders often begged even Hiawatha to
have become the chief; yet, in the east; the, ocean large and the
west; and, a great river between; and, of the lands so beloved; so,
pristine be undisturbed; yet, you’re over understood sway be
sustained; all, beloved of turtle island are born here of a federation
of united nations; and, such a mighty league over the earth; such, a
great unifier”; cloud, went on to talk about how this medicine
beloved of turtle island; as, hiawatha did; who, was this great
unifier;

The, iroquois cloud said enjoy to be known as the Ako-no-shu-ne;
all, wanted to be more known as such; which, means “by these
feathers”; it’s, some words our great beloved had said a long time
ago; who, had joined all again together; and, back then all beloved
assembled; tribe, came together often round hot water; and, the
leaders of such; and, plumes; gave, a backdrop of a sky of birds of
mystery; flying, high in the sky; an, eagle with feathers white;
dazzling, up gathered; rejoiced; this, great unifier who is stepped of
this bank this day from this gorgeous canoe;
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“Let, this nation be one; day, such is this promise here now fulfill;
for, you only have to create a demand and that’s it; for, only one law
exists in the universe; and, that is if you create a demand it must be
filled; and, as this great beloved came to be of five nations; of,
beloved”; wisdom; sachem, the dawning next day was advice
followed; “will, you whether you tell me” cloud said; “tomorrow, me
to come and you yourselves have a counsel amongst all now
retired of a mind and heart; you’re, into a deeper form of sinking
your words; you, have to be for this is the covenant that’s new;
david, talked about; you, need to bring about;

”Let, my words sink into you you come to be whence all are here;
as, heaven is here on earth; this, is the space between two children
playing; and, the northern wastes back into you before you recoil;
will, bad behavior be gone; for, whole brain functioning is obvious; i
awareness, is obvious; water, finding its own level; such, a teaching
of itself is one as a united family; where, the hummingbrid now is
your totem for this work; and, gripping joined hand; braves, of a
fingers of five; the, like it must be tribes you bring together now can
assist nourish you and assist alm this movement;
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“You, build lifehouse again as we always did; and, use the earth to
be such as a cover; you, stop all this stupid energy drain on all
things; you get rid of straight and square; energy is only round us;
and, you can learn all about lifefood agrarianism; and, get rid of all
phosphated big agri farmer looking at the land type of thing; for, you
are this mohawk; a, nation forth be shall you bring from the rivers
our guardians; all, stem from this watershed; of, your teton; a,
canoe managed you construct this vessel; you, navigate both arms
free; you, can assist anyone else sailing; you, trust in Wakan tanka;
yet, you make sure your canoe’s tied up”;

“You, go ahead and start right now; and, build a beloved; you, alm
this movement; you, unify all right now; you, must have such
skillness; to, be of a cunningness of the heart; as, a fox in love; you,
must be as the coyote and iktome; you, put this face of happiness
back in all the beloved; now, it is for me to be reminding you that
happyface be fulfilled of a vision; many, years ago had; it, was for
one who comes early; to, have given a vision; some, days later;
that, turtle happened to hear; who,passed this on; such, turtle said
came from one who walks across the sky”;

“Happyface, has come; a, grandfather gave happyface this name;
now, i know that all the kids think that’s funny; and, laughed a lot;
and, everyone knew happyface instantly; all, thought that was
hilarious; a, brave would be given a name such as a happyface;
yet, it is happyface who came of this feather; dropped by an eagle;
that, had flown over the white house; let, ye be of lifefood you can
plant seed and nut and fruit; foremost, are you a mohawk; such, a
great beloved before you; step, so out of this gorgeous sleek
mysterious white canoe; be, the guardian of this canoe now; you're
managing; you, have skill; for, all be the grandchildren of this great
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peacemaker; you, be this road beloved of now happyface”;

Happyface, looked into cloud’s eyes; and, said “this tribe of beloved
of originals i'm among; let, this oration be the greatest such be
brave; speech, and persuadedness; let, be my foot of a swiftness
be; for, are you not of blood of the seneca? Is this not also a notion
of a partneredness in our being; beloved, council in i awareness all
be known for throughout time; millennium to come; the, oneida; are,
your beloved you have blood connection to;

Nations, of the first here now shall you protect; you, be this storm
who can withstand; can, this be so deep; your, roots deep in the
ground do grow; as, such in the dark side of life; all, be growing;
you, fast spread root now; who, is like the tree of the pine; giant, of
a like; such, you have a power and a strength; a

Butterfly would perpetually be landed on you; you, have such
ferocity in your kindness; a, brave mighty be the tribe you gather of
beloveds; you, are even as the onandonga beloved; who, know
what you are saying here;” happyface, sat in the circle sitting with
such wise braves; and, enveloped with fragrance of sweet sage
and sweetgrass; cloud, smudged everyone; embers, of
glowedness; some, sweetgrass also was put and sacred tobacco
and water herb; from, various medicine satchels cloud drew things
from;

Can you remind people to keep their eyes more level?; and, not go
up there to judge or down there to be judged?; can, you not come
from any weak ego; you've, gotta mega this mega that; bigger, this
bigger that; and, so did all around the fire council; such, a sacred
gatheredness of beloved braves around happyface that evening;
and, the fire would go on uniting; and, cloud would have instructed
the firekeeper you saw; and,

Cloud, reminded everyone that; “this, great unifier in the past; had,
five tribal firekeepers at that time; a, digging stick and pipe; one,
fire; one, you have all; and, downfall means one; that, all you are
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connected to as brothers and sisters you can be remembered; you,
united everyone as one; you, can say hey; we, were born before
with four legs and four arms; and, a priest and politician cut
everyone in half; you, gotta unify my sisters and brothers again; for,
all are my children; here, in heaven on earth;

“Everywhere, destruction and death had spread of the fat taker
effect; a, force multiplying a bit of winter here and there; running,
white jail bars and farming water off to china; sweeping, upon all of
us a law eternal; can, you be about nothing; care, who has any
enemy behavior; you, as a savage withstand; and, those around
you; you, are protected happyface because you have such a pure
heart; all, are a beloved to you; and, how amazing is that; at, this
moment you be suffered to be under a fat taker’s system; yet,

“You, come from the wilderness and you are more savage; you're,
undomesticatable; you, wandered through africa and slept on the
ground for a year and a half; never, had any running water; you,
passed through areas of war where limbs were seen severed on
the track; you, had to flee off the track yourself like all; it was being
strafed overhead by a blackbird in the sky; and, the winter of a
storm like that has been upon us you are to sweep away with this
time of a feather and a hammer floating together;

“Be, eternal now yet nothing who care; no, enemy’s behavior be
more savage than the kindness that you have deep in your heart;
you, have shown not anything has stopped you; even, it could be
here now the son is given back the father on earth here; and, not in
some future time”;

“No, tribe is alone here now; all, are acting as one; uniting, your
name must you; the, nations all be of this eclipse movement now;
nurtured, you this small band here; on this day; you've, grown in
number perpetually; you’re, stealth; you, sit; you've, awaited in the
dawn; you've, seen the weakest hole in the wall of the city; and, you
have gone in there; unseen; and, what you have done is to cause
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all to be realized; that, to have continued not to fulfill your claim you
have; the, son be given back his father; on earth in heaven here;
the, cost to be sustained that such be remained; grows, evermore
and more; that, the cost of such becomes too great a cost to all to
have remained to have been so wrongfully; and, from lack of
knowledge by silent acquiescence have remained anymore”;

Remember, how this movement is for only acting; and, your syntax
of this beloved’s tribe be in i awareness; you would’ve apart drifted;
yet, have your family now around you; and, those who by your side
remain; that, you’ve given two who has two hands on a plough
where you are; you've, allowed those who have on another plough
somewhere; you're, giving everyone an appointment now to come
from an office of trust; and, that's an order;

You're, a man and you're the one who can invoice in your voice; an,
agency can't do that; it, has no voice nor any digestive system; it,
has no mouth; you, get rid of whats dead put above the head; you,
bring the bank back inside; like, what’s in the trees and all of nature;
and, such this bank is what's directing the currency in nature; isnt,
this what's freely given to all?; why, should that be in something
fictional that's ghosted?; you, have to stop that; that's, the fat taker
effect; your, little lovelies having run over all; that, none would be
with any parent right;

In, this beloved family you live; you, fear and have some danger;
common, a facingness; let, this fire council be where your being is
what’s sacred; you, bring life to our sustainable community around
you; for, the villages you had in this beautiful turtle island; and, in
the bayous too; take a

Look, around now; from, such you brought and have this unity; and,
grief and loss; and, limited mind functionness; of, a raw war; like,
war is raw for you; your skin is rubbed off; yet, can you be my
children here?; where, life begets life and dead begets dead; you,
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end the drawing;

This, is you amongst timelessness now; can, you like i be looking
back to see what happened a couple thousand years ago; all, had
backed away from the fat taker effect; you, read this path of hollow
bones and became demanchurianed; you, were done for with that;
you, were given an appointment to come from trust in your office
period; and, with the language of peace and i awareness you can
be put on nature’s operating table;

Let, happyface assist with this deep insight for you; best, i know on
turtle island; happyface, can perform taking fire into the mouth; and,
was given a golden feather; and, was drawn on a string to a
grandfather; and, such it is the vision that one who comes early
had; two days later; one-who-walks-across-the-sky, was heard by
turtle; i, have given you this vision about; and, said to them before
came such a great beloved;

Sacred, in the circle themselves sat such wise beloved and elders;
as, the sachems; assembled, even a council great; the, lake of the
waters; the, light on such disappeared; the, trees all had come
together; cold, a little bit had set upon their group that had gathered
to camp the night in the bayous; some, many days happyface and
cloud would stay with everyone; for, it would be after that none
would see cloud too much; all, would then be left with happyface;
and, as the morning rose as hiawatha would've;

Days, of mourning having known a way all had been carried a bird
of mystery; or a daughter or a son spoken; never, would them tell;
yet, this one who is of a happyface in you who is this beloved now
here where you are; the, beloved of turtle island be delivered; for,
the sacrifice of the son having been taken; this, son be given back
his father once and for all time now; and, for this story to be
finished; and, not dragged on; and, upon approachingness of dead
none; in, silence thus happyface sat the days some more than
three; and, the wippeil; which, is a ceremonial cloth as robe;
covered happyface; which, cloud had given a second one too; the,
first when blaze and happyface got married; and,
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On, the ground it was cloud put such a ceremonial cloth cloud took
off self; and, laid this on the earth; happyface, be sat; and, the
beloved around watched a bit more; the, sky suddenly became
vaulted in that moment; and, clouds just above disappeared and
appeared; and, upward into the sky; a, energy seen spiraling;
cloud, had applied a winding roaring bull roarer; and, cloud then sat
in the circle; and, said

“This, mystery bird; of, wings between; yourself and i you are
seated; heaven is here; as, you are as children playing here;
happyface,my farewell to you of many years;” calmly, it was cloud
had said such; a, blessing in the hand of this mast’s and awakened
one’s hands; upon, this great unifier be; all, remained unmoved and
time stood still; the, grandchildren even as such did in hiawatha’s
time; and, covered the beloved thunderclaps a thousand sound was
made that night;

The, wings of a beat of an eagle’s largest; the, times of a hundred;
the, heavens of a veil of a mystery great; and, the flow such came
lower and lower to the group that had gathered; clouds, out of an
upward looking beloved; that, in these moments all just lay back in
awe at the sky; fearful, some of the sounds of the thunder; yet,
such great wings beat; and, the rivers a hundred; was, imagined
rushing as the noise of an awesomeness came in; such,
suddenness;

You, be like iktome and coyote; cloud, said to happyface; language,
you speak to each and all as your kin you're protecting; you've, met
all; all, will greet you with such admiration; ashore, is stepped this
grandchild of this great peacemaker who is the upholder in the
past; who, brought these great nations together; you uphold and
fulfill now this rainbow prophecy; and, greet this edge of the water
you can stand with this original tribe; as, wise ones as elders
satcans;

Child, yours is this happyface in you bowing bow in; while, this
white mystery canoe tied up here; can, you see guiding this stern?;
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a, long time ago hiawatha sat; in, the mists above; can, you feel
hiawatha now gliding and floating; appearing, to you; and, on the
fourth day in the everglades it was all saw such a gleaming white
magic canoe appear; and, this great unifier step out from having
guided this stern; and, as the beloved had waited for this great one
in times gone by; one day, two days three days; it, was the fourth
day happyface was seen in his gleaming white mystery canoe;

Gliding, in the mist; penetrated, yet happyface had the north; and, a
chief such as big toe would connect in; and, beloved of the hopi
and navajo and lakota; and, of the great iroquois nation of the
cherokee; of the utes; of, the seneca; the blackfoot; and, too
numerous now here to mention; i’d, be cared so much to give voice
to such beloved’s i aware original state; that, by the shore here
where we are all with this fire and the council of beloved that are
formed; and, so it is that as it was in the past such five tribes come
together; and, coming in waitedness and assembledness;

Happyface, advised an assistedness; all, beloved had been given
to who turned to happyface; and, backed away you are now from
the fat taker effect some thousands of years of course; and, the
spreading of this eclipse movement was like a flood over the
beloved burst; such occupiedness that was; all, weak egos were
wiped out; such, teeth apart a tearedness of raw which is war
spelled backwards; no longer was;

Strangers, all ate lifefood; and, no more pitiless existed; no one,
had to be ferocious; no, laboredness of any fruit reaped or planted
was any prey anymore; no, vessel was of any cookedness; of, a
clay fire; baskets, woven didn't have any phosphatedness
contained in such; i awareness, became more this eternal law; and,
common law came back to be fully; just, one law; the, law of the
heart’s path; everyone, just stopped all this crazy regulatedness
that was just for the service provider;

And, a nation untutored; could, you say fierce even; now, i know
you might be sitting there listening or standing; this, could be being
read to you; i, want you just to consider now; for, from out of all the
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wild lakes of great; beyond, the wisdom of the north out of
harmony; disharmony, has no longer been; and, hardship that was
where a government had not protected your private property is no
longer; because, that's no government whatsoever;

Currency, is being spent on the forest and oceans; all, been
cleaned up long ago; prosperity, is existing; no, tax; no, money from
debt; a, life of sorrow of wrongful taxedness; and, wrongful death
happyface was a whistleblower of; had quitom put in and was
active; yet, chose to go about evermore raising grassroots
movement of eclipse; bring, about these universal laws; like, joins
with like; dislike, with dislike; you, are equivalent to another
beloved; don't, let any external entity to you be put upon which only
had victimless crime; stop, revenue collecting now for such heinous
acts;

Love, of animals and nature; beloved, can be kept an animal a
nation; and, it is i see you happyface; having, gone from nation to
nation; as, this path of hollow bones does; and, this movement
spreads across the earth like the wings invisible of a bird; such,
flowing and weightlessness; can, you remind all this is the time now
of a hammer and a feather floating together?; can, you release to
all how it is that the beetle has such beauty in her flight?; can, you
bring about this substance that is between everything else; that,
modifies all?;

Can you give to all this mother molecule; that, can decalcify
beloveds pineals?; and, waters above such floating whiteness and
dazzling; you, collect birch and ganoderma and bear root and
pitcher plant; such, a magic of a travelledness you prosper and
increase all; you, continue to be this great upholder; a,
foundedness of this work you create from such nations even as the
onondagas did in the past under hiawatha;
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A, light comes on in a valley of grass; and, in silver city new mexico
on turtle island first; you, go forward as this beloved in peace;
though, you, are injured; and, walk with an injury; you, became
injured yet over a moment you heal up; you, advise and awaken all;
many, teachers exist up to ten thousand; and, have created a mess;

i’m sorry, but the work you’ve gotta do is about uncreating; be, like
a shrink and disappear things; and, don't take any sides because
everyone here is a beloved; even, the bank whore out there; who,
is someone’s beloved all ever be care of; you, have an
infrastructure here; keep it, and transform it; get, the canopy back
right away and cover turtle island back with trees again; get, back in
the forest and disappear yourselves; get, rid of all this eyesore;

Bring, about this time of the feather and hammer floating together;
you, have such deep insight into; be, with the earth; let, beloved
know where we've come from; not, some puddle somewhere;
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is-real; bring, the skill of beloved parentedness; don't, be just a big
fat mamma giving everyone a hug and love bombing everyone;
look, behind the curtain and see if some work is being done by
anyone; don't, just follow others for a hug; or, to pass a candle or
something; someone, draws a line in the sand and says now when
you come to this circle you're in a sacred circle;

Where were you before that?; focus, on presuppositions where you
are; guide, beloved where you are; look, after them; feed, and
house; give, alms; sell, a rock; bring, money in; you're the one with
cargo; and, be the beauty as it was on the onandaga; that, the
greatest one chose to be among; like, hiawatha;

Can, you be this one who is like the great joiner of the rivers here
on turtle island?; go ahead, bring about this rainbow prophecy now;
alright?; give, everybody this toltec insight of the hollow bones; that,
shape may be assumed of a formlessness as power and love is
such an equalness of this; the, word hue means color; you're, not a
color of a mind; a,s a hue-man; you're, not a mind; you, can see
this tree in front of you; but, you're not gonna tell me you can see
this swamp;

You're, sitting in these bayous; and, so it is that you; a, happyface
as ta-ren-ya-wa-gon; resolved, enemies of the beloved having had
any bad behavior; of, mental sets running around with; causing,
them to have done things that were not empty in their heads so
their heart could guide their tongues whatsoever; so, all there was
was a forked tongue;

All, had been shafted to guide an apparently ability to have been
guided; yet, this service provider the arrows and bows right now is
the word used by that service provider; gave you as a mohawk;
while, such as baskets being woven; and, coup made the weapon;
be, your pen ticking a box yes you want reform in banking; go
ahead, right now and be with this path of least resistance not most;
and, be as the oneidas; as, he as hiawatha gave the oneidas;

Wakan, is this rock; Wakan tanka, is this gift within you; you, gift
this covenant of a language of peace now to the earth; all, of whole
brain patterning; and, all in this time; look, back two thousand
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years; you’re, sitting in four thousand sixteen looking back; lifefood,
agrarianism; gender, egalitarianism; economic, egalitarianism;
animal, rights; and, care for nature; is, this great unifier who gave to
the onondagas; waters, that were turbulent; that, the most all could
guide themselves through; that, a great skill be given; as, is to the
cayugas;

Animals, run swift of foot; as, the seneca; as, my beloved of the
seneca be gifted heaven; and, uphold here you this nation; now,
heaven here being on turtle island once and for all time; and, not
some check drawn in the bank of heaven; at, some later day; go
ahead, and assist to form a proper government on the whole of the
earth; not, just some cunt-tree; assist, all orphaned cunt-trees; no,
black hat white hat conversation; these, are beloved;

A, bank to bank; a, bridge to bridge formed as even a vine; a, wild
grape; would, you've crossed such even as the beloved did across
the mississippi a long time ago?; this, great river that we are at the
mouth of; emptied, into this great ocean; such, is the place i chose
to come sit;

Amazing, that happyface has assisted to be caused of the largest
wetlands area to be now a sanctuary; as, now the pharoah’s
architect and another brave also who assisted such be; and, now it
is you this happyface be of a vow you can not take of any
possession; yet, it seemed to be you’re born this way; Wakan, did
what could to look in your head and found nothing to do;

Let, you go forth all be supported of you; let, you gather braves
around you; all, come because such love be; and, admiration;
you’re, one who has generosity; lucidity, and virtuosity; you, move
toward this setting sun; let, all be wondered as is as the heavens is;
you, can be the upholder of here now; that, the son be given back
the father on heaven here on earth; make, all form properly and not
some formed not and others apparent; clear, away all phenetic
double meant got incongruencies; and, de-trigger and put
overlaidness over any program that was not i aware now;
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Unity Consciousness Dissolves What’s Less

What’s, finer carries all course of vibration not the other way
around; one, learns what unity consciousness is; you, recognize
immediately what is frozen logos instead; find, out what the sacred
cow is and the strange attractor; is, the future paced new epoch
ushered in;

As, anyone would be of your work they could completely be
instantly now de-triggered and de-manchurianed; for, after this the
mind has been gutted; nothing, is left in the mind; no, mental
construct; you've, cleared away the multiplicity of things; let, you
remind the beloved of metals that move on command; and, material
made from water; and, panspermia; and, magnicity;

Electricity, doesn't exist yet its effect does; yet, what is of a dead
condition having been put above the head; that, no family ever
could’ve been; is, this a sunderedness of a vine crossed over; you,
clear away once and for all time with a stroke of a pen; you, ask
everyone just to tick the box yes for reform in banking; everyone,
knows banking is evil as hell and you and i cant keep going with the
debt system insanity;

The, nation of the seneca have grown of one's own inner language;
this, be received as a doorway you're the keeper of;
te-ho-ne-noy-hent; such, a name given back then for you here now
given; Wakan tanka, and such a mountain also inside you; to, be
speaking now to these plains; ga-nun-da-gwa; a

Lake is by you led; ta-ren-ya-wa-gon; you, are touching and
connecting to the beloved who i've left; who, you trigger; and, i
know it's only a handful; but, this is what is happening okay;
everyone, can feel your voice coming forward now not being
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wasichuized at all; and, your voice here i've given you the secrets
to be unfolded; and, you spent four years to get that and spent
another five years with me on the road;

Let, this lake be as is go-yo-gah; and, let the sun sparkle on the
shores; beloved, are leaving; you've, walked to ta-ren-ya-wa-gon;
sighed, with this beloved for all children; and, all animals are
following this one; who, is you who has this happyface inside here
on earth; who, is of warmth and blood not cold; such, a nation of
the oneida is; and, such a happyface is of a speech given; a,
mountain towering being named; others, had things the same;
taught, gifts even as happyface gives you all; such, be traded as
ballast given to be survived; and, an open abyss be of unknown
travel;

You, are rolling that as a tomb would be only having grass grown in
it; you'll, perpetually remain in your youth through all years; and, be
like the eagle perpetually young; you, follow as it is this golden
eagles feather was flicked off and given to you that day; you've,
been on the road now; elders, allowed such a sign was; then, on a
string a grandfather drew you from a hot water you were in with
hiawatha; white feather, who is my sibling; such, a wondered
oneness is with hands of the little ones you've taken hold of;

You, see these children have their own thought; that, you allow for
emptiness in your mind is what this concept is of hollow bones and i
awareness; and, it was seen that everything was named and the
tongue was spoken; and, even as a nation come as oneida did in
past on turtle island; all, grew as a beloved as eclipse movement
had been had; and, surrounding now was huge beautiful forest of a
people of trees that were large; and, as happyface was you be
given this name; ne-ha-wre-ta-go;
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Can you listen to this beat of the earth; can you go for a walk in the
forest?; can, you call out into the forest?; may, this forest be of no
sound to you called back; be, you this last voice of this ancient
forest; yet, all one could see might've been the forest no more; how,
can you buy fresh air; how, can you buy fresh water; whatever, you
do to the forests ; whatever, you do to the beasts; you, do to your
self; for, this is the hollow in the nave; round, the winds spin;

For, when all color is forgotten; and, all worldly things disappeared;
spirit, move in rhythmic silence; and, everything is near; you, look at
all these things in nature; living, out the art of life in perfect
uniformity; in, silent prayer; make, your home in me as i make mine
in you; oh Wakan; Wakan tanka; and, happyface was given for life
what was necessary on that spot; all, took grandmother and all took
peyote; cloud, led all to build another group and command in the
forest that surrounded the valleys; that, rewarded beautifully all be
of hoops found all over the earth; on, such a long journey;

The, sun set toward the beloved remaining who had traveled hand
in hand; children, as little ones again took and lifted up hands in
your name; ta-ren-ya-wa-gon; life’s, necessities given you; you,
give all safe harbor now and safe passage; and, this is you giving
the appointment now once and for all time; you're, asking all now;
giving, an order to come from an office of trust not profit; get, rid of
all pro-phetedness; get, rid of all other sect; you, can instruct fully;
things, which all know here on turtle island; and,

A, long time ago; such, playfulness be in the forest and ways of the
tree eaters; the, longest lived and the wisest; who, all were with fun;
such, gaming and gatheredness of herb and fruit was the flesh all
was given; a, free passage let this be now again; build, the
underpassage under roads now; and, don't dare not think how
nature could get across the road; this, place is not only for you;
disappear, ugliness now; bring, back round and curved; get, rid of
straight square; bring, back tobacco squash;
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Grass, seeds of fruits of nature here is of abundance; learn, how
adirondacks lived; for, they did it perfectly and didn't have to kill
anything; you're, this mohawk alright; you, have such a ferocity as a
savage for what’s so kind a butterfly could land on you; beloved, be
rested to innerstand; can, you be given now a language of peace
forever now?; once, and for all time; you, now are framing things
positively; you, can look and see who is integrated; and, who is of
an enemy behavior; you, by observing body language alone; you,
can track;

Can you gather a tribe as the mohawks did and grow all?; you, stop
all those of divided speech; and, who has been of te-ha-wro-gah;
of, the fat taker; you, stop; for, any behavior of a revenue collector
under such; that, behavior is as the enemy is; be, rid of that; i, don't
have that round; it's, not; you're, not living in a time you can be
such; let

Everybody be given now the ability to survive; you, own the land
where you are; and, bull dust that someone like pope boney four
hundred years ago; who, isn't there; apparently, you’d been raking
up leaves; the, idea that you gotta pay boney twenty cents for that
bucket is stupid and wrong; and, absolutely untrue so stop now;
tick, the box yes you want reform in banking and have constitutional
currency again; because, that's what we all had in the time of the
great chiefdom;

Just, as all was to be rested from this moment onward; as, a great
family let all be from these few gathered around; the coyote; the
looking frog; gentle rain; red dog; iron cloud; rainbow hawk; dancing
otter; generous wolf; loud hawk; and, too many numerous others to
mention; such, be found in encampment where you are all over the
earth; you, educate all about lifehouse and family; that's, few here
that came from some separateness you unite; as, this great one did
ta-ren-ya-wa-gon;

A, river of beauty of a bank; no more, swum between of pleasure
and pain; you, stop the barbie ken; and, gi joe being trundled to be
a pri-soner; or, a sold-ier; you, get rid of sexist language and all
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WUF behavior; it’s, wrong; teach, everyone about WUF and how
sexually rigged this convention has been; and, you again as is
jesus was asked to look around where the water pourer is; cause,
the water pourer is gonna show you where to have a meal; you're
gonna have come into this new age; and, this is one who has a
happyface here on turtle island;

You, follow this sun to the setting ness; and, all of us be remained
in the dawning of such; and, in the hand by hand little children can
take again; happyface, gave you who have no voice back your
voice; happyface, is a voice for you now; you,

Get behind him and alm this movement; and, that's what happened;
great, waters of the great shower came to be pebbles; like, the
summer time in the forests; in, the leaves where we are here in this
bayou; in, the forest in the everglades; happyface, you have saved;
let, me make your numbers around you like the leaves in forest of
this stellar universe; this, galaxy is just a speck in;

Let, you allow all now to be in awareness where the whole universe
is flowing inside self; and, what's magentic is bringing matter as
what you care about; you, say i aware you say care; you're, this
upholder; and, your sisters as braves handsome and brothers
brave into turnedness as children; for,

your slim waist; calorie, restricted way of being; living, simply that
others can simply live; educating, all about whole brain functioning;
and, the vestibular system; which, is for you many things; as, even
how blood formed; ive, learned from you;

You've, seen furthest in anyone i know; and, you have seen from
the furthest out back to us; and, i don't know anyone else like that;
now, you and vision quest evermore; and, give training that all have
a state preparation to be as agents of this change eclipse as a
movement is about; a,

Count simply is formed eventually and votes verified over the whole
earth; and, that keeps going until the service provider is also behind
such; and, ta-ren-ye-wa-gon is you as this happyface now; and, as
in a time gone by such existed; this, protection is a return of the law
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of the land; and, the high water mark is dropped from the top of the
mountains again;

As, all beloved sleep in peace again; you, don't have to be sandy
hooked; waco’d; nine elevened; three elevened; or, pearl harbored
anymore; for, such a fingerprint left behind it was for all of us to be
realized let's take the path of least resistance; and, get on with
eclipse; get, the bank back inside you who can perceive; and, start
directing the currency again okay?; however,

Take a breath cause you need to; and, i know beloved in the past if
you saw harm what would you say?; would, you say stop?; is, that
a moratorium?; you, don't think everybody needs to take a breath?;
such wrong right now is being done;

i, as a species of wo/man order you now to stop all harm; take, a
year off; keep, all essential service needed; you, can be coming
from an office of trust fin you can have perception good; yet, if no
perception exists in that office take a break; you're, causing harm;
just, revenue collecting actually; you, committed such treason of all
beloved; that, behavior is an enemy not you; and, no one has the
right to be obstructed of another's life period;

Let, everyone have free passage; and, this hand be traveled of the
days; become, unto such waters whose rivers are mighty; a,
confluence is existing; constructive; agreement you've got between
all parties; you, feed; you, clothe; you, give to those who have first
this great river as a mouth here as we sit; can, you imagine now
how it was at a cave; refugees, now have gathered

Shivering of a group led; by, this beloved only known trails of what
is been less traveled you follow; to, so a mind that is a ghost that is
an entity only be emptied out it can work; frightened, who had been
the told; disappeared, nothing none necessary exists anymore;
can't, really see where anyone is living;

All, disappeared into forest with lifehouse sustainable community
integrated into nature; and, the children by hands upheld; and, by
children who are small held and cuddled; and, the earth be
descended such a swiftness be here; heaven, now on this earth;
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you, be as this happyface inside; you, are now turning to your self
such a giant devouring entity; like, a spider is so frightening to an
elephant; like, a spark is all needed to burn a city down; as, one
who is the real awakener who can sit with the emperor some three
days and learned all and has added this on now;

So, what was cruel and of a mosteredness and horrifying; by,
pursuedness a terror known beloved observed; happyface, looked
down upon all kindly; woe, and anguish and crying; can, you be still
you can feel a blade of grass two thousand miles away moving;
can, you be silent; you, can hear the background not of universe;
you, can

Hear crying several miles away; can, you be transparent; Wakan
tanka, be shown through you; your, mind be empty; not, of some
mental construct; and, woe be the anguish of criedness great by
disturbedness was of the past; before, eclipse has taken its effect
on turtle island here; and, over the earth heaven comes to be;

The, upholder of Wakan tanka; a, happyface inside you who is this
brave; who, as a family all gave slumber peace; and, revenge
needed not be; the, son was given back his fathers’ rights; in,
heaven here; no, check was drawn in the bank of heaven; about, a
defeated eventualness was the

Fat taker’s way; and, such a chiefdom formidable; a, power of
formlessness came which was the path of least resistance; of, this
great distribution of goods and service again; and, all beloved be as
the iroquois were in times of turtle island a long time ago; this,
rainbow prophecy now is fulfilled; and, so the awakening of
happyface that had been rejected first; came, to be adopted
evermore; as, all beloved became to see that who was ever telling
the truth could have become retaliated against; a

Heightened, sensitivity came to be at time matter fact to stop such;
and, to give free passage and safe harbor encampments came to
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be; all, over turtle island and the earth; and, this mohawk was born
and was a source to some an acordedness; you, could go back
way before the fat taker and be living now again;

As, you take hold of the bees and the flowers coming together;
fresh, water and fresh air; you, don't look up and see the graffiti’d
disgusting trashed out sky of white jail bars; someone, so greedy
and thick legged had been; just, to cash in on water; that, oil was
perhaps not to be the currency anymore; but, would perhaps have
seen that water was;

This, shaman who is this lawgiver and great statesman; who, is
knowledgeable of the law of the land; civic, law and admiral law be
giving you in trust now; and, in common law this path of i
awareness; you, are looking at behavior and you can see straight
away whole brain functioning or not simple; who, is in front of you
look and see are they coming from whole brain functioning or not;

Now, you might be sitting listening; you, might be reading this right
now; could, be preparing things and moving around; can, you feel
happyface in you as this brave?; you, can put these teaching into
the hands of who has pity; all, else are at zero level learning; stay,
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with those who've got two feet here; plenty, enough beloved;

You, are learning about whole brain functioning; i'm, giving you a
smattering here and there; and, i'm doing what i can to give a
healing therapeutic metaphor; transform, at end of story you're
hearing; these, words are my notes happyface is given to me; that,
has triggered the dna of my body; i, am red dog and i have spoken;
and everybody said; “aho, red dog”

Chapter Six

Good Behavior Is Always Rewarded; Fat Taker, Effect
Is Equivalent to Lost Information

Excellence, was always the way of all awakening; on, turtle island
in the past; before, the fat taker had its effect; all, that would be of a
fat taker effect is that punishment would only be talked about;
cloud, said that you could easily determine;

i awareness, versus fat taker; for, whats i aware is positively
framed; and, fat taker is just if you don't do something you're gonna
miss out; and, making sure the embedded command would be
adversive; and, such a conditioning would be important to be able
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to have manchurianed the beloved; which, was the fat taker effect
that all have backed away from now;

How, you kept self company; by, all a pipe; small, and mean; a,
smoke this beloved had; others with ritually one can have not;
could, your extended family; a, beloved having suffered a trauma
reenactment and a weak ego; could, easily be seen; because, one
would want to be making things bigger; more; mega, this super
that; not, happy with just what one was; you'd, have to be a super;
super, this super that; couldn't, be just normal; no; had, to be
tricked; had, to feel that you're not normal; if, you're not above
normal;

Cloud, said; all, thinking originally resulted from engaged and
involved activity and verbs; yet, verbs started to become used as a
noun; where, information would be really lost; for instance, one
could have heard a fat taker effect saying something like; miriam,
has a lot of knowledge; now,

Miriam definitely is knowing something; and, knowing is a verb;
knowledge, is a noun; and, knowing being used as a noun; like,
something you can put in your pouch; you and i, we have no ability
to know what is going on there; you’d, have to turn knowledge into
a question; like, what does miriam know?; and,

You, can start to be recovered of information that's been skipped
over completely; and, information being skipped over completely
describe the fat taker effect; you'd, generalize that your map of
reality would be extremely impoverished; you'd,

Delete information that was very important; and, you'd fantasize
and create a map that you'd be observed you'd be completely
rudderless in the environment; lost, often; you'd, have to be brought
back to camp by the originals; that's, what happened to the fat taker
when such first came here to turtle island;
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Others, ritually would partake of some sacrament together as
tobacco for instance; yet, if you didn't have too good a map; and, it
was because sufferedness is going on in you; everyone, would see
you had behavior of a weak ego; you, wouldn't be congruent in your
behavior too much; you, certainly wouldn't have been integrated at
all; things, would've been fragmented behaviorally perhaps; and,
you can have been observed to be disassociated; and, that is
described of the way that one can have been keeping self
company;

A, ritual of a totality; a, sharing of tobacco; a, sharing of making
visible your breath; on, turtle island; beloved, applied such for
health in total being; no, such thing existed as such having been a
problem; that, can have been what occurred more as the fat taker
took anything on really; the, fat taker effect over ail of a tankard
emptied; petrol, on a fire; was, the beloved in a chatter type of
condition; whilst in turning like that you can't be aware much on the
outside; absolutely not;

A, bartender of an in; in, the big smoke; had, first a fat taker; as,
originals from tobacco; awakened, a messenger of a mutual
beneficialness; yet, emptiness spoken could a beloved be hands
around a pipe; as, above this beloved is of a dance; be, such
praying; the

Inspiration and expiration of your breath; is Wakan tanka’s smoke
making visible your care and intention; throughout turtle island
originals woke; beloved, be given all and no such thing was of a
sharing at all; giving, only existed; how, clean and wet your saliva
was; such, provided nectar;

Here, see you who is old is looking like who is young; and, since
you here on turtle island now that being is sacred; not, something
you made or said; couldn't, ever be because that's not what saves
you; being, is what saves one; and, a
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Participatedness of tobacco and a sharing in the tribe; brought,
partnering; his, himself by a bull; her, by herself; a, beaver dancing;
assisted, with wonder; your head would be emptied out; you,
became more congruent; you'd, nod your head whilst being in yes;
and, shake your head whilst being in no;

Indeed, leaves some brothers showed growing; had, been here in
the field; on, hail not had; wife is equal to life of a fat taker; and
house-bound is equal to house bound of a fat taker; yet, in union of
a beloved all it was of two cups being drunk out of not just one; you
only could be of listening speech; the,

Response you got back was fully the effect of your
communicatedness; and, beloved to out find; to, be remain nobody
not trying to be somebody; again, many beloved as scouts would
be sent out; to, search; a, patch of water herb and echinacea root;
and, bear root and cedar and tobacco; hadn’t, been destroyed by
hail perhaps;

All, after nawak’osis; planting, did the winocs and birdocs; the, most
prized of the tribe of beloved perhaps; others, each all to listen
speech; all, together as seed singly a saved not had; all, left was
empty space of what is eternal and nothing which is what's
absolute; and, your sibledness in the medicine path; tragic, and
romanticness; a, patch of tobacco; a,

Secret; the, destroyed; a, storm of hail was so great; a, nawak’osis
harvested to time was; it, as power is in this i you know you are; of,
no but; and, only and just and try; yet, is and are becomes
evermore; one, know it uses can you also one know; nawak’osis,
such a beautiful plant;

Can, you yet one knows planting; isn’t from just some mental being;
weed, that would've been useless; some, its because you can't;
and, it and no and don't and won’t and shouldn’t and must; yet, life
to begin; you, this beloved brave be powerful; romantic, yet tragic;
a, matter you can save yourself; which, is
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Being only; doing, nawak’osis planting; is, the beloved listen
speech came; a, reflection not you; only, rusted mirror was a fat
taker effect; for, me a sound and song such beloved applied in the
planting be a partneredness; himself, by bull and her beaver
dancing; this can what another one would speak; sibling of the
medicine beloved; told, of the weed to be assisting you with your
sacredness in self; and, planting your partneredness himself by
bull; and herself beaver dancing;

Reality, is only modelled for you as a map that you can listen to
someone; speech, and their syntax; and, that is the linguistics of
that internal neurological condition; and, is based upon
assumptions; that, who you are observing in front of you; the,
challenge is as the shaman; the,

Word can be other than in experience; such, a world that slowly
crept into one's head when they woke; took, a bit to get in there;
wasn't, there whilst you were dreaming or asleep; yet, words and
behavioral syntax can connect you to resourcefulness or not;
connect, you to whole brain functioning or limited mind function;

Every, single word you use has a physiology; and, the fat taker
effect really is that you can be using apparent thinking but; sorry;
there's, an enormous amount of information that's seriously missing
in that condition; and, that's obvious; now, i know that if you've got
the fat taker effect going on; well,

You've got a little bit of brain lobotomized; and, how do you know
what's going on when something’s actually missing from the set;
from, having a full deck; for instance, a stick could all of a sudden
be a snake; a, kiss in the city could have been a snake bite; y’know,
stuff like that;

Yet, by applying whole brain functioning; and, what is your
resource; you, can be mobilizing evermore; a, demandedness that's
equivalent to a deeper structure that actually is challenging to the
shaman; for, recovering is a representedness of the words more;
even the
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Body, language to be more total for you; so, that an experience is
more total; which, is more a full set; of, what one can be of; for, the
representativeness of the words used; connecting, systematically;
is, a method being applied that is giving you the structure that's
evermore deep; the linguistics that's been applied could not
necessarily be complete with a fat taker effect; totally, not; and
obvious;

Can, this beloved learn more whole brain functioning again?; yes,
absolutely; an, ethnocentricity can have only left you with a serious
fat taker effect; of, don't won’t can’t should must try but only; you,
can have really just been listening to fluff; and,

Sounds really good but basically you have no idea really what's
going on; because, what’s an action can just be being described as
a noun; which, its noun; the, activity itself; can, be completely
unspecified as a verb; so, you have no idea how; you, can not know
who because that can be completely missing generally really;

One, can be having no subject matter and not completely be
innerstood of what the subject is at all; and, so there can be a
missing referential index; and, can be serious complex equivalents
going on; which, is really bad and actually really is the fat taker
effect; like, hugging is become equivalent to love in that beloved’s
brain for instance; complex, equivalents are where enormous
amounts of information have been completely wiped out; and, some
just condition knee jerk relatedness has come instead to take its
place; of course, it was a parentless condition it could have
remained that's all;

Very, serious selection restriction violations often going on; where,
you've got to attach to your ongoing experience what's going on
with your own self; where, it's seriously vague; like, can you see the
light; semantic, ill formedness and a cause and effect violation are
rife; and, is standard practice that you have been raised under the
fat taker effect; unquestionably, you'd
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Listen to a fat takers language; and, it's just gonna be about death
destruction; what's not; what isn’t; what the problem is; what's
wrong; what's aversive; what's limiting; what you don't want; what
you haven't got; and, what you shoulda woulda coulda; and, while
you're at it try as well; and, whatever you do only use one sense;
just, use primarily kinesthetics;

You've, had to have a good fat taker effect going; you've, gotta
have seriously blocked and shut down a couple senses generally;
now, cloud said that when the wasi’chu first came; it, was extremely
frightening to be observed of the body language alone; you'd, see
primarily jerky movements; darting, eyes; shaking, limbs; and,
tension in the body where what would be the reason for that; you'd,
be looking at the situation thinking to yourself; jesus;

i wonder why it is you can't be more relaxed right now; i mean, why
can't you have your shoulders relaxed eh? How about your arms
and your face?; i, mean what would be the reason why your
stomach be so tensed; and, legs being pulled underneath your seat
really; why would it be you wouldn't have a nice lengthened
inspiration;

An, original condition is having an inner smile; not, so discernible of
course but it will effect everything; now, if you were not of the fat
taker effect; you'd, know that being slouched over; hunched;
squinting, your eyes; and, furrowing your brow and pressing your
lips together; and, looking down to the left a lot; flashing, up to the
top right with your eyes; applying, these psycho-motor quadrants;
shallow, fast breathing; panting, like a dog; if, the head’s just a little
bit forward under the circumstance of that; everybody knows it's a
beloved you do that sorta thing when you wanna be hallucinating
everything;

Only, stillness silence and transparency; as, a beloved of turtle
island would know originally; your, mind would be working good;
you, weren't supposed to have crazy or any mental constructs in
there; certainly, not little separate parts all built that wasn't
connected to each other; that's, what stockholm syndrome was
back then; hard, as you can imagine it; and, i know it's not easy for
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you now; because, its some thousands of years ago; i, know that
you think this is strange now; how, could’ve anyone been like the
swedes; and, have fallen in love with a slave servant monkey
relation?; now;

I, am red dog and i will speak; now, i know that if you're only of the
fat taker effect; its, a behavior; it's, not your identity were talking
about here; its, changeable so just relax; y’know; you, can't have
really known what was really going on; that's, alright how could
you?; the, brain had been lobotomized by these service providers
even purposefully; before, this moment his-story and hers;

i, know that what happyface is saying here; can, have been causing
the fat taker behavior not to have been able to take a breath yet;
hold on, i can give you a breath in a moment; a, short breath
though; because, we’re gonna just close the passageways down a
little more on the fat taker effect; so, stay on the edge of your seat;
you'll, be able to relax in a second;

Your, linguistic total structure; can, be observed by your surface
syntax in behavior; which, fat taker it has to be impoverished; and,
it is you see; information, seriously is missing that would always be
recovered simply by the medicine beloved; you, just learn to
recover that information that's all; that's, generally all you had to do
often; generally, the art of reframing what was prejudicially only had
up to this point; beloved, are basically virtuous inside; so, the task
of the medicine beloved; is, really to recover lost information; so,
your map would become enriched again;

The, map you've got inside; would, really be a more accurate
representation again; of, actual reality; and, what's being said to
you is; it's, absolutely obvious; if, you apply just a bit of teaching
above; and, learn how to be observed of whole brain functioning;
you're, gonna

See these polytickers and most all messages come at this point
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from the service provider to be extremely of limited mind function;
it's, obvious that it's a ghost jumped on that; yknow; and, if it's not
obvious that a goat’s jumped on it; it's, really obvious that a goat
must've jumped off that; one, of the two; sometimes, a little bit of
both you can observe;

One, can say i feel out of kilter; out of whack; in a tailspin; under the
radar; off, my rocker; feeling, a little loopy; out, of center;
unbalanced; not, feeling elevated; completely, not using direction to
go forward; and, absolutely not be about what's within yourself;
and, primarily be about a lot of up; back; sideways stuff; and, you

Slowly start taking smaller steps; eventually, you see you become a
little stepper; become, smaller and start to shrink; get, a lot more
field mouse going on; lose the big picture; stuck, with a bit of detail
in front; not, able to really step back and take a good look at things;
you, can see the rust in the link of the chain; you’d, know where the
weakest link was; so,

Wakan, is really a focus where you really need to have our
attention; okay; not, where you're running to have a focus where
you're excellent already; i awareness, was really about focusing on
what you don't know; rather, than

What you do; the, fat taker effect always is a lot like being seen
holding on to the top of a church steeple; and, telling your mates
that you’re looking into making sure the kids are gonna get their
education from the florentine monks;

Now, happyface wants you to know that you're modeling excellence
period or not; everyone’s, learning really by what's being modeled;
some, things which are universal we’re gonna be talking about
here; and, what's individual; clear, out ten thousand things honest
to god; just, about the one thing really; which,

is not which isn't; happyface, would see legal document was ever
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written with proper noun; obvious, fat taker; pre-, and pro- all
meaning of course no; de-, in front of words also meaning no;
words, meant for a MENT; not, you who is perceiving; only, an
agency could have a pro-phet; a

Profit; it, means no-fit; you're, not supposed to just rip other people
off and go along with whatever the maximal price judged can be
beared by the beloved; yet, you are looking really at a society back
then at least; and, i know it's not easy to understand how that
could've been;

Beloved, had acted so brainlessly; for, somehow or other i guess
back then it had seemed like it had been exciting maybe to be
lemminged; and, to be run toward all your resource utterly being
spent on a military industrial complex; and,

Everyone was scratching head trying to figure where the baby is;
the, real bogey is the service provider; having, the total insane idea
that a cunt-tree would have a name like is-real; which, is isn’t a
word used in fat taker system; in, family court;

i, wasn’t used either; no, proper noun would ever be used; Wakan
help us; it was absolutely so obviously insane you could tell straight
away that most of these beloved’s behavior was completely
incongruent and of a polarized response only;

Now, i know another type of fat taker response back then was just
having gone over the same stuff; over, and over again; and, over
and over and over again; and, not having exited; so, in whole brain
functioning happyface calls this meta-responding; and, you had to
completely be incongruent and fragmented; that, would be normal
syntax as a fat taker; a, parallel processedness; you and i, being
integrated; being, of interest and being of whole versus of
separated parts; not, relating to each other; you, can have only got
to be of a fat taker effect because info was very much in need of
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being recovered back again;

You'd, all of a sudden be popped to have twelve overtones; its, like
as if light had suddenly flooded in; to, the darkest recesses; right
now; to, brighten everything up; sorry, but it’s just the effect a
medicine person would have on you; itd, be like a program; slipped,
into the hardware;

i, learned from happyface from observation; that, a beloved could
easily be in a moment of a condition of your mind being gutted; you,
could have pooped and peed on the spot and not known what was
going on; just, interesting how behavior could have a response like
that; and, otherwise you could feel great reverence intensely; and,
be attracted and swooned; and

Feel, an extreme accelerated feeling of love; suddenly, you could
have your inspiration be lengthened; and, your peripheral focus
increase so that i know myself; all of a suddenly, it looked like i
could see from the back of my head from such a state; and, i've
done what

i can to keep that since i've had that peripheral focus; before that
all was a narrowing in of focus; closing, the gap down shutting
everything out; reducing; taking, everything down to just one or two
pieces needed like zeros and ones; on, off on off; and, the vast
majority of things you cant even see to count;

Happyface, observed most of the doctors only observed something
they could count; most, never investigated a single thing; with, any
qualitative technique whatsoever; most, everything was completely
irrational at the time back then; very,

little was logical at all honestly; and, footprints could be observed
left behind as tracks all over the place; and, for those intelligent all
over the earth; all, had eyes on the service provider; happyface,
was caring you and i see everyone as someone’s beloved; just, that
it’s you and i we’ve got to do this; you and i, and not anything out
there;
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This, is yours and my ability to move forward in life; rather, than be
perpetually having nineteen gears in reverse; but, those gears were
certainly used back then; to, get us here; it, was very serious many
gears were used in reverse; beloved,

Backing away from the fat taker effect; many, could be seen
backing up in traffic to get away from the fat taker effect; i, know its
not an easy thing to understand how someone could just have
milgrammed anybody; just, hold on to be able to have explained
that; these, things will become clear to you; perhaps, even
becoming clear now; otherwise, a bells gonna go off;

A, bells gonna go off in the field that's right; and, you know that
when the bell goes; that's, for you too; that's, for everybody; cant,
be thinking the bells ringing that's not for me; but, if you had the fat
taker effect the bell could be ringing even like a fire alarm; most,
quickly evacuate; but, if

You had a good little fat taker going on; you wouldn't have a fifty
fifty internal external reference; you'd, rush quick smarts to where
the fire was; you'd, listen to those running the other way; you'd,
listen to those running the other way?; hell no; you, wanna check
that out for yourself; and, you wouldn’t have been able to hold
yourself back then;

You, could have rushed straight yourself to be determined of a fire
for self; and be the only one that perished; others with only fifty
percent of self open survived and are here today; but, keep in mind
that its extremely exciting at the moment; for, beloved traveling to
convention centers; st are farmers;

being absolutely fed up with just having to chase after the juicy butt
of a lamb; just, fed up with that chasing stuff just really wrong; used,
to be able to bend over; reach, out; pick, a grape off the vine; pluck,
an olive off the tree; pick, an apple up off the ground; didn’t, have to
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do anything much really;

You, sit quietly and consider things; but, suddenly all; of course,
extremely immorally; were, celebrating when they saw a fat lamb;
now, i know that's strange because it's not easy to understand
someone could salivate they see a fat steer in the paddock; but, it
would conjure a fried sticky finger condition you'd find mostly in the
lobby of hospitals; most, would be fed to be dead; empty, dead
skeletonized calorie; but the

Real, thing was that the story was that farming flesh; was, being
rapidly industrialized; to, be like picking apples up off the ground;
and, being discovered that all you need to do was pop an umbrella
open quick-smart; and, emily would just do that; and, of course if
you’re a goat just munching on grass in field;

Suddenly, you see this something come from nowhere that's huge;
of course, it's just an umbrella opening; but, it’s extremely
frightening to the goats; and, they’ll bring bread that way; a, that
way the excitement is; it’s, a technique; when, you pop the
umbrella;

Goats, just fall over where they are; drop, to the ground; pin, the
sash right there; of course, didn’t no sash pinned in a thousandth of
a second bam down on ground; it, was instant young beloved just
popped; now, it was extremely frightening to the goat you can
imagine that; and, having dropped to the ground would be seen all
of them all over the field;

Every, single one the same lemminged; twitching; little, twitches;
looked, a bit strange of course jerky jerky twitches and eyes slightly
rolled during that time; and, effect breeded to last long enough of
course of emily to have been comfortable; for, of a moment of time
to tie the goats legs up; and, if

A Hue-Man Only Refers to a State of Mind
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You're like one of these goats; which, the bank whore as the
service provide whore is quietly extremely excited about actually;
because, when you can do it on animals you can do it on
hue-mans; cause, it's a resource; so, listen you gotta know that it's
not a good thing if you're a goat there in this situation; cause,
what’s going on there is that it’s only down the road maybe five
minutes later; that, you sorta slowly have woken up; because, you
can feel your legs have been tied;

It’s, a bit strange and y’know; and, you're moving along and it feels
like you're going somewhere and you're rubbing up against your
neighbor; and, you're looking up at the sky now; clouds, are
passing by; and, it's the strangest thing i know because you can’t
move your legs; your,

Eyeballs are okay to move at this point; move, your head around a
bit cause it's only five minutes later; yet, honestly you're down the
road when you wake up; and, it's really supposed to be about five
minutes later if the breeding is right; so, i know that you may also
be excited by that if you're a farm-whore; because, you definitely
wanna make that like its an orchard;

You, can be excited just as anyone that could’ve named something
back then like a cuint-tree; you, had to come up with ways to think
about what you were doing; joining, common words together; like,
infant cause it’s a state of mind; and, run that in with tree; cause,
you had to be part of the orchard; picked;

Now, i am red dog and i will speak; i, know happyface is still not
giving you a breath yet; and, we’ve only really just been talking
about society having backed away from the fat taker effect back
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then; and, pieces that had been missing began to be recovered
fully more; happyface,

Gave, all whole brain functioning training; all, became more i aware
instantly; and, explicitly gave all a syntax to be applied which was
more real; reality-based, not fictional based for Wakan’s sake; and,
you'd be brought back to i awareness; and, otherwise experience;
and, not a single one had a belief again; just, to control you
absolute; just, use anyone else’s words; could, be so young;

Take on, words of medicine beloved; run, everyone over fire with bit
of ra-ra stupidly; lots, of immaturity and lots of ra-ra; basically, just
seriously beloved that had been love bombed themselves and
monarched fully to the hilt; and, a tiny bit of GI joe in there and
you've got a beloved there that's really tinny; they, really overdo
everything or underdo it; they’re, flamboyant and they’re boisterous;
they’ll, appear in front of you as if in tell but absolutely leading you
down the garden path; just,

extremely to get you excited to; have, back then burned a little bit
more rubber on the road; maybe, build a bigger bigger bigger better
better better house; but, you'd sure be into selfie; and, you could
see that; all, like that would be first seen in slave servant monkey
suit; and, if you a male you'd be looking at her; could’ve, been
asked to wear a dress; little, bit of smile; eyes, like a deer in the
headlights of an oncoming car;

The, fat taker effect backed away from; was, that an enormous
amount of information was missing; project, blue beam pulled on
out; pixels, put in pulled out; fat, bald ones with completely
photoshopped photos acting like its real; letting, you know they can
burn paper with the hand; knock, someone across the room with
energy; do,

Reiki on the battery of their car; reckoning, that anything they
heard; anything, they read could just be repeated unquestioning;
yet, if you were like the beloved back then; you'd, have taken a
moment to chill; and, you actually really back then would’ve been of
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a moment of having been felt like you've been in inspiration; not,
like your head had been held under water;

Now, the manner of you're being; being, whole brain functioned;
being, in i awareness; you, had parents and grandparents; you,
were connected to an order; much, of this you had to be observed
to see this things; takes, time to be developed; good, fat taker effect
is taking kids when they’re three;

Like, beloved in sweden back then; a, good way to get stockholm
going; make sure no parent; about, this time back then five
generations; solidly, sweden had been whacked; had, no father
zero since then; three, generations passed by also had been no
mother; little, on about three popped off the the crash; mommy, and
dad gotta be at the factory; and, the beauty and beast is of course
who was left for the child at the time; tricked, to be in love with the
beast; educated, all for a while; stuff, done scientific today; stuff,
you can clear away with the stroke of a pen as you tick box yes for
reform in being;

Yet, planted be in partneredness himself by bull; herself, dancing
beaver; what, self be said beloved sibiledness; medicine, foretold
weed that could assist you; planted; partnered; this, i you know you
are; himself by bull; her, dancing beaver; went, they beavers into
the back turning; left,

Beloved braves young looking nice; now, a go along with everything
you awakened have you now grown to nawak’osis; for, you become
good at waking; and, you have great persistence and
perseverance; and, this is far better than genius; no, shortage of
genius yet a serious shortness of persistence and perseverance;

So, while you're awakened you can be of your mind asleep; songs,
are sung your singing is; as, a hole is put into a seed in dropped;
you, could've picked up a horn back then from a buffalo just like
you'd pick up a shell at the beach; you'd, have to have come by that
ethically; you, could seed each with a hole; holes, you could make
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with a point; softly, is

Opened up and then covered over; yet, great reverence was in this;
you'd, have to have been mindful not for the sake of something else
that was the fat taker effect; and himself by bull; her, beaver
dancing; you, awakened; dancing, in the wind like a rose does in
the wind; a loose in the soil a little was kept where you were with
this; and, earth really was black and plenty; with, earth brown and
plenty; you, mixed the both together;

Shade, very importantly; none, just popped something out into sun
like fat taker had done back then; stupidly, of course; no idea, about
value of shade none; just, sexy to have chicken and goats flesh
farmed out; cut, testiclaes chop tails kill males east flesh; back,
then beloved say they were loving to see a severed head at the
door half eaten by dogs at farm house; and, definitely not a safe
place for animals back then; yet, your planting be ready now you've
had forethought and insight; you're, planting a seed and you don't
care whether someone said it’s not to rain; or, it may be too windy;
how ridiculous;

You, knew you better plant seed; why?; because, if you didn't
you’re not gonna have anything come up; plant, and put in good
soil; and, so; it was himself by bull; her, beaver dancing; all, said
from listen speech it be the moontime planting is now you'd be
prepared; all, beloved is of this a task; not, just one lot; yet, a

Bundled medicine into such seeds was put; a, beavered man; the,
seed round little covered was; stalks, the top; and, nawak’osis was
this weed; you, could be participated in your being sacred evermore
of an outward lived meditation where you are; and, brought they
such a promise had all beloved come; like, beavers in the night
following;

Now, such beavering can be where its very wet; yet, if you're like a
beaver you just pop back dry from a real wet place; to, do listen
speaking timelessly again; you, arrive and return well into the night
tomorrow; a, bundle of medicine that
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into a bag; a, power of water that represented the surface you have
of your own self; and, all beloved too; which, was your skin really; it,
was skin which everybody knew you by; and, now awakening have
you timelessly be your skin; ready, all is said the beaver;

As, after nawak’osis you'd be dancing and singing; this, would be
really like a rose is dancing in the wind; and, you'd be awakened
because y’know it just is in that day there was ten thousand
teachers; yet, just one awakening actually; the,

beavers manner of the night; and, then such skins that was grown
from the garden would be dried; and, where you’d see them such
would be used in the red stone; yet, the leaves would be tanned
and scraped; and partneredness the skin went; himself by bull; and,
her beaver dancing, everyday; yes, everyday;

So, what was input back then as a fat taker effect was what was
actually being taken out; actually, such was a time of pixels being
taken out; your, brain was what everyone was after; and, wanted
your mind to be so controlled back then so unbelievably; to, the
recordedness of phone publications that's surveyed; the

Poll the market of a stock and improved building would all be run by
a corpse; happyface, would see one could raise rent even five
hundred percent; you’d, be kicked out way beyond normal; why, an
owner had a right way beyond what would be exorbitant to kick you
out; you, never rented an actual space it was actually by design of
another occupied actually;

Your, programming would be purposeful to be omitted of
information; you'd, be just fluffed by a poly-tick-whore of no
substance whatsoever; just, a trumped up stupidity like a too matter
of fact; back then, if you called someone a nigger that was wrong;
and, to act like a tof was the words you could do; be, trumped up
bad; like, you're full of it; can, only be seen in a photo with your
brain gutted; very,

Little space between your eyes; look, like you have some slipper on
the top of your head; a, piece; obvious; a, real died plastic look;
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extremely, pasty but from a bit of paint; and, sleep which never was
back then; on the go, run run run run; and, you had to look like you
were burning a lot of rubber on the road; you, definitely were into
bigger bigger bigger better better mega mega super super; it, was
the obvious mark of an extreme weak ego; coming, from a trauma
reenactment syndrome; okay?; alright, however;

Acquaintances, established that was anti; and, informed insured
you’d police your own brain to have made a report; all, having been
completely absent in your recorded drivedness; it’d, be just nicking
a recorded arresting your own behavior; sorta just be

Love bombing; or, monarching; be a bit lovey dovey sobby wobby
recorded in a fiction court of your own head space of a mental
masturbatedness; is, a little bit of fat taker effect were talking about
back away from back then; behavior, has been modified to the force
you'd be a little work whore you'd just be used to bastardize
everyone else; and, you'd be okay with that you'd eventually see
your own family wiped out; while, it was training for you you didn't
know you were gonna be not invited to any of your underground
bunkers at the time;

Your, habitual program would be to have completely omitted
information badly; you, were even fine back then that ALPHABET
SOUP LAND said something; you'd, have been so dumb back then
you didn’t even know ALPHABET SOUP LAND was an entity;
ghosted, and fictional anyway; activities, and projected words were
the steel that flew out of the laptops; and,

Gaming it's a distraction; posted, of a position like all would have at
the family courthouse; contacts, ex-parte interrogatory styled; not,
of your informed consent no no no just to believe in the easter
bunny; cause, bunny’s lay eggs and saint nick’s gonna come down
your chimney; its, a sensitivity of poly-tickwhore ticks in this day are
actual known as parasites; and, were back then too; such, was
another story keep going along with project blue beam going on; a,
public fool system dumb down;

You, had to have really nice sounding speech but be talking about
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pleasure got from animals horns being scraped; they’d, been
drugged beforehand; you'd, have a bit of testo apparently; and,
then you'd slip into a little something that you'd never have beyond
a few days like something flow from

Breast of another mammal not you; and, you'd be consuming that
full on; and, it never was the case that it didn’t raise insulin growth
factor; didn't, matter if raw or dead didn't matter really; of course,
dead was worse; but, both were wrong utterly; because, both raise
IGF; guarantee, cancer of the breast for a woman and prostate for
a man; but, information be omitted;

You'd, be a card of credit on a MENT of pay of a bile of
automaticity; of, a MENT of pay a house loan; of, MENT not pay;
chased; per being like water; dirty, energy purchased; bills,
telephoned of your payment nonstop etc; time, on pay okay; you,
don't have any time to think absolutely not; you're, just a little
work-whore in that system back then; hard, to imagine slaved out
like back then; sorry, how everyone was; but, its a couple thousand
years everybody has backed far away;

Seriously, backed off that fat taker’s insane behavior; because,
everybody was taught how to see whole brain functioning instantly;
couldn't, get away with any fat taker effect anymore; too, obvious
sorry; its, what created big change; and, currency is being directed
by perception; yours, and mine has been for some time now; not,
by a bank-whore of some peter-principled past dinosaur condition
trumped up;

Reality, you were taught was that ghosts existed; if, you were an
older man you'd be found educating children that ghosts exist; that,
a bogey man is out there; kids, have nictophobia and scotophobia;
no idea, what was real and what wasn't back then; as, said funny
thing everybody could be fooled; say,

Something like hey alphabet soup land said and it was obvious that
there you go; you, see the fat taker effect in action in every single
rag operated by peter principled service provide-whore; you'd,
escape of a method because you’d have information not recovered;
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because, this work recovers you get to see what going on more;

You, get popped into i aware reality; everybody, does read this path
of hollow bones and realizes works haven't ever been written like
this before; i, am red dog and i have spoken;

A, fat taker’s effect was a behavior influenced from factors that
came from a priest or a politician; a, bob-hoped entertain-whore or
a drugged of a consumpted alcohol or pharmaceutical drugs as
honkies did; but, were not being targeted back then whatsoever at
all; all, black young hispanic

Boys would be persecuted; honkeys, left alone; even, though
pharmaceutical poisons are far more lethal; and, cause an insane
pattern of omission of stuff; drug, and alcohol consumption would
change your behavior; and, your ability to be able to adapt and
cope; and, those things seriously being omitted right; and, your
map you've got going on inside would certainly be impoverished for
sure;

Methods, of programming you would be applied by the service
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provider and an adaptability of your covertness; and, sex and love
and pleasure; pain, by suggestion; and, pre-programmed
programming on the idiot box at the time; you'd, be put if you were
a boy certainly with violence on your body;

a, gun would've had to be put in your hand; whats, real is omitted
you see; if, you're cut away from your mother and father like dakota
has been; hes, not been allowed to have a mother or father;
anyone, been put upon by a black frocked white wigged one; is, just
of human trafficking; and, things like cloisteredness; not, letting the
little one know who their real parents are;

Make, sure that little one can never have a relatedness with their
own parent; not, being able to feel another parent come along and
just take your child; but, just go ahead and imagine your childs
been taken from you right now; perhaps, three years old; any, time
you hear a child crying about that age such can have triggered you;
you, can’t have forgotten that

Worst pain and injury of your life actually; extremely, high; nice way
to psycho-logically get raped; and, someone can own your little boy
for their selfsih self; and, dreamcatchers and cards i sent would be
omitted; my, care cannot be said absolutely not; no, not at all; lying,
is the general mode it has to be you see; because, you just don't
steal another child;

You, think you can get away with that?; you're, kidding; happyface,
has always been able to look after his own son; definitely, give
better standard of living; he’d, be cast to be just put under a
fattaker; a, bloke by the name of mr devil would be his trustee of a
foreign citus account; and, a bloke named burns would go along
with unlawful illegal activity; why not?;

Where is the oversight; can you show me?; i, know there isn't any;
happyface, has just been run over; and, sorry but i'm looking at all
things fat taker; this, is you just being run over and you gotta be
lemminged; and, just before you get robbed you gotta be disarmed
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so that's what was going on at the time okay?;

Having, backed far away now some two thousand years from that
ugly fat taker effect; was, to have observed that whatever it was you
were adaptable; disgust, and anger; fear, be recorded of a
psychiatric pain reacted sensitivity; dakota’s, surrogate mother
would be being drugged quite possibly;

Who, would know because even dakota’s surrogate mother would
not have a voice; except, to call one day and break the order of
protection; and, threaten him over the phone; all, witnessed of
course; because, it was a call to another beloved’s phone actually
that was being used to connect with dakota;

After, happyface request dakota be given lifefood; and, that
permission hadn’t been given for him to be where he was; that,
where were your rights?; what, claim did you have?; none, ever
ever came that were verified; everything, that came just would be
made up and forwarded by a completely untrustworthy witness yes
yes yes; and, by bar-atry; and, dakota would be just as a child’s
right be human trafficked; and, still to this day this text is being
written to you dakota is being human trafficked; because, it’s the
year two thousand sixteen we’re talking about back there;

A, boys hobbies would be killing bears on the tv; maybe, little
games also about a lot of killing; for, boys especially; an instrument
of unhappiness be put in his hands; more, likely he be fat and
overweight probably; everyone, wondered what to do with a
kidnapped child; when, would one be able to see you again?;
typically, turned off the parent; if, you were homeschooled right now
in shangan; that's, what you would’ve become; heavy, boots
could’ve come on the plane and taken your son away from you; in
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some, months time he was turned off his parents;

The, beast is really the parent back then; it, was a little beauty and
beast that's all; hans, wasn't around in the story; that's, why boys
didn't want to see that story; like, back then you could see
christ-mass and little caesar worship-whores running a little theme
like having come from a cabbage patch; you'd, see a man running
around certainly homosexual; with, a bent wrist high squeaky little
voice; arms, pulled into the sides; stomach, contracted; head,
forward pulled down and in; so, you're not to question where the
baby came from; why, would you?; baby, came from cabbage
patches; and that's the christ-mass story back then;

So, information had been deleted you can see that cant you; sure
can; but, put boots on and are you gonna be able to feel the
ground?; jump, into a soft bed and are you gonna be able to feel
the earth move?; fat taker, effect is your brains been gutted; now,
that could be changed; and, that was changed; it, was change by
happyface’s work; you'd, learn to apply whole brain functioning
meta-programs; preferred, ways of sorting information; you, stay
with these programs forever once and for all time;

Now, in whole brain functioning missing pieces are recovered
because you're given an explicit way to be able to recover this from
experience; you’re, awakened; you, are taken through a state
preparation of being a change agent; and, given a set of skills to
package and unpackage behavior; and, you give mirror-like wisdom
at this point; and, the structure that's ever deeper is to have arrived
which is really from a map; via, instructions being given to you ever
more totally of a pattern you can be applying; that, can cause you
to have a better representedness of a structure that becomes
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evident on the surface more;

Determining, what the first step is comes about from your very deep
insight into being able to see what's going on inside the beloved’s
brain in front of you; very, clearly with this training; you, become
more like happyface; and, you learn to ready the body like a book;
and, everybody has been engaging that ever since like water
finding its own level;

Imagery, is used by the shaman; for, movement is the broadest
pathway to re-progam the human brain; for, the vast majority of
magnetic activity engages proprioception; so, movement happens
to be the broadest pathway; and, all compulsive behaviors of habit
arise from hierarchical lower brain structure; and, imagery and the
role of such in minimizing; bringing, back what could’ve been
overlooked; the, medicine beloved in the past had language and a
focus of attention to give you experience and awareness of a
presentedness; more, of a verbal and nonverbal total formulated
assisted;

Beloved, from this instrument happyface gave everyone; you, could
see the degree to which another in front of you is coming from
whole brain functioning or not; i, know as i’ve applied this it's
assisted me unbelievably alright; i, knows it’s possible to take a bit
of a breath here; we’re, really talking about i awareness; you, gotta
know that a paradigm is where a set of rules are; and, that set of
rules has caused you to interpret the world in a certain way; for,
instance you'd have to be called pig; yet, had a little incongruency
about it too;

You, could’ve been coming down on the ocean road; and, a sports
car come round the corner; completely, on the other side of the
road; and, the driver driving past nearly forcing you off the road
yells out “pig” to you; you, step on the gas; you, rip round the
corner; a, corner you can’t really see;
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You, smack straight into a pig; the, other drivers had asked you to
avoid; to, have care about; but, you didn't; you, only took it that
someone had said that you were a pig; and, they were definitely in
the wrong; such, just triggered that reaction that's all; sorry; i, know
it’s a bit pavlovian; you, gotta know its pavlovian at that point;

Happyface, is a neurobehavioral physiologist and it was not
uncommon for me to have heard the story; except, for a few brave
souls; ten, thousand mosquitos could’ve stayed in the tank; though,
the glass ceiling and walls were all dropped; and, by the time you're
a big elephant; a

Tiny little bit a thread is all needed to keep you tied to the bush; it’s,
called precognitive commitments; it’s, through generalization and
other brain processes like deletion and distortion; that, all manner
of information is lost; not, there; let’s, hope it’s not there; maybe,
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you'd become an armed prostitute maybe; anyway,

Sweden, invented barbie to have a good effect you know; get, a
little gi joe trundled off basically; as, you and i as beloved are
communicating now to each other; your, experience of the world is
being triggered by these words; and,

Your experience listening is represented via a linguistic and verbal
and nonverbal; derived, from a deeper structure that you and i are
multiple channeled; and, every three seconds something from that
chanel has been modulating the confluence going in; if, you got
something going on in your head it's gonna compete with
neurology; with, what's going on on the outside;

So, whilst you've had a mental construct in there; as, the fat taker
effect was about actually back then; you're, occupied; and, you're
not gonna really have any clarity okay; and, you gotta try to
understand how all those before that point had just followed each
other a cliff; and,

Attention was just purely on ambulances that's all; not, any fence or
sign to keep back from the cliff beloved had been falling over in
enormous droves; just, lemminged all of them; even, hadn’t said
anything up to that point of anyone having any behavior of revenue
collecting; actually, you’d be just asked go along and be ripped off
by fat taker; strange, as that may seem;

As, you're going forward here through this series of hollow bones;
you're, being reprogrammed so you don't have to think about
anything too much; because, it’s certainly a choice to get rid of
what’s painful; move, toward pleasure; don't, have to worry about
that; just, be rid of

Swimming between fear and pleasure banks; you, can see the fat
taker’s effect is really of not a proper choice having been back then;
beloved, could’ve hit the head of a chicken and said it was the
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same as getting an apple off the tree; they’d, be looking at you like
said something; you're, looking at them and thinking what’s
happened?; hearts, coded so one is unable to feel even sexual
mutilation of boys god help them;

Most, who did that look like nerds; penguins, loved slave servant
monkey suits; embarrassed, and ashamed of their naked body;
seriously, immature utterly; sorry, but i know that it seems strange
someone could’ve been that way back then; but, you gotta know
they were serious prudes and stupid things; really, dumb would be
going on back then; like, a

Sex affair; four, hundred sixty million could’ve been spent on that;
and, maybe only four hundred sixty thousand on a nine-eleven
commission in comparison; it, was like the absolute stupidity of
spending all your money which was borrowed; that, you'd go into
debt; you’d, be using the money to have an urban wrecking ball;
and, everything could be purchased back for penny on the dollar;
very, important information being left out; oh, yeah you'd have to be
ragged on; like, obviously not be any beloved on a monopolized
media at the time;

Everyone, had allowed one person to own the whole kit and
kaboodle; kinda, like you and i being boney’d back then; ghost’d;
you, would’ve run along with a holy ghost you couldn't see; it, was
destroyed in front of you what was living; what, was dead would be
far far more important back then; that's

How you would get a little sold-i-e-r; or, be an infant as a part of that
tree; body, would be owned as property; older, folks sit and have
cup of tea looking over; had, both sides been sorta like football
time; same, bloke owned both sides; you'd, just look at the score at
the end of friday; you'd, want to be green police to get a little more
money; and, a little less to those being green policed; just, a black
hat white hat if you could would be the best thing back then;

So, choices from nominalizing; using, unspecified verbs; missing,
referential indexes; complex, equivalents; semantic, ill formedness
and cause and effect violations; enormous, amount of information
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being missing; was, again recoverable via whole brain functioning
technology you were being taught; in, a six day training at the time
with happyface; and, the beloved masts around happyface that
assisted; and, you'd be able to

Learn evermore a sequence of your sensing that you'd be more
whole brain patterned; you'd, be more kinesthetic auditory visual in
that order; and, your statement would be more well formed; and, no
more word salad type of stuff; most, when beloved opened the
mouth was seriously word salad; cloud, said you're living in a time
when a shirt is being ironed with a fish; until, happyface gives you a
deeper insight into the language of peace and ionophoric theory;

Your, program right now is being overlaid over whatever it was;
happyface, had a fantastic ability to be able to forensically examine
anyone’s behavior; happyface, could see for two minutes and write
scientifically for two days what was observed; the, deep structure
that was not social completely receded now and was gone; and,

What's social was just overlaid over this; just, happened in a
fraction of a second; didn't, give you any time to think about it; just,
left you with a feeling of a good feeling; and, at that point you'd run
the sequence back from wherever you were down a rabbit hole;
and, it was like you'd run it backward to go forward really from the
beginning; and at that point you'd be left just an original self; and,

Your, screen just becomes blank; you, all of a sudden just
completely can’t have any thought much about the past anymore;
like, jesus; you've, got a set of what’s original inside and you can’t
put a mental construct in there in your head; you, don't have to;
you're, just left feeling serene; i’ve, seen happyface have that effect
on many that sat down just for a second; and, maybe raise
eyebrows; every, time you had a limiting belief; and,

You'd, see happyface’s eyebrows being raised; to, have anchored
that behavior; you, wouldn’t know that; i, would because i’d just be
observing everything; and, wherever that was useful; like,
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something was going on you really need to have a feeling that was
of a limited belief;

happyface, would have subliminally have raised his eyebrows; and,
he would’ve just triggered that state automatically; because, it
become conditioned and paired with that stimulus as that response;
so, happyface just enlisted the stimulus and i’d just see the
response; thought, man whoa how easy is that; hmm;

Deeper, structure receded away from the surface implied to you
who was trained in whole brain functioning; and, what as
impoverished would be reframed; a, resource state would be built
large enough perhaps just in one hand analogically; and, i’d see
happyface building a stuck state in another; and,

Slowly bring where the stuck state had been built in one hand
towards the other; and, you'd just be left with resource state; and,
you'd get the subliminal of it; not, with words but in the syntax
behaviorally; in, the way the sensory motor complex is being used;
you're, witnessing;

You'd, have to have put up with the idea that if you’re a male; you'd,
only have been the subject matter ever talked about in any story;
and, she was the one that was only ever talked about as the object
of desire; how, stupidly that cannot have been observed up until
this point; yet, strange as it was

happyface had been telling all about this; so, no one wanted it to be
called clittoralized if you were punished; and, to be white-femaled
didn't seem right either; if, something wasn't formed properly it
would’ve been really wrong to call it female-formed; if, you were a
daddy white long legs;

You, could say that light is good and dark is bad; and, a black
woman’s heart would really respond badly to that actually; yet,
she’d laugh a little on the outside with her white sister about it; but,
such has an effect on the heart; just, like to be separated out
because you’re on the bottom of the heap;
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If, you it was on the bottom of the heap not the top; you, could’ve
been called white femaled; you, could’ve been woman-aged; and,
done woman-ual work; you, could’ve got the flicked off sound put
on your form and put in the cold back then; just, cause of genitalia
back then; to, not be born equal back then how bad is that?; i,
guess everyone accepted the bank whores effect; could, help self
but chose to be of a little fat taker effect;

Happyface, is a neurobehavioral physiologist; and, developed the
most extensive taxonomy of our sensory motor complex in the
world at the time; and, put such information into whole
brainfunctioning manuals you could’ve got hold of at the time; and,
skills would be given you through

experiential training that via a new movement experience; you, can
wire in new behavior and be given preferred modes of sorting
information; and, become more in the whole of your self; and,
become more i aware; you'd, be in an i aware matrix rather than a
bankwhore’s matrix; and,

The, language you use would’ve been evident; if, you back then
were in a bank-whore matrix talking about having a higher energy;
meaning, you have a lower one; you, would tell everyone;

“hey, man can you see the light?”; really, fluffy language you'd be
jubbdavid© 2023
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impressed by back then; you, didn’t know you were being fluffed
back then how bad is that; really, is an insane world with not a
single bit of logic or rationalizedness; because, all had been
civilized to have been bothered by a god-botherer; but, what would
you expect; you, have one service provider and everyone back then
would have easily pope bonied themselves;

You'd, sit just with mundane stupid electronic deviced activities in
coffee shops; you'd, mostly be alone; your, face would be squinted
your brow would be a bit furrowed; a, lot of people would be four
eyed; feet, would be turned in a bit pigey toed; or, could be you see
most would be pot bellied piggy chested; head, forward startle
reflexed back then; if, you looked at anyone at the coffee shop;

If, you were himself by bull; and, her beaver dancing; as a young
one in the fat taker time; you would’ve definitely been lacking peace
and having any felt unity inside; yet, the herb as we’re talking about
here; your, mind be eased; a, peacefulness be; and, war-shipped
fat taker anger;

Calm; it, was meant to be cleared away via nawak’osis; and, also in
propriety and the spirit that where restlessness was; raw, as war
was also; and, in a principle broken; and, society of tobacco
smokedness had performed ritual and dance and song guarded
awake; this, state of being non-local; wasn’t, a secret; we’d,
planted; others minded to be clear;

Chanupa, and your breath drawn through the red stone; you, gave
your voice to be a breath that was visible; clouds, would descend;
smoke be inhaled and exhaled; light, of a voice and a vision; soft,
part of a tree can easily hollow out; this, like a pipe; into, such a
reed strange put it; hollowing, a vision; fragrant, and wonderful; the,
herb was cavendished back then; and, bagged was hidden; it, was
put into a fine chalk; and, take this was listen speech; aroma, was
very pleasant gave off; and, therefore the fire it put such a weed;
around, looked the beloved it transformed; it, would say
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Pick me pick me; saying, listen speech; the, oldest amongst them;
like, the eagle perpetually young; and, in a formless way power was
known to be and beloved of a spiritualness; it, was by excellence
and giftedness everyone and all was done; and, providing that the
resource state was large enough you could’ve been collapsing any
stuck state into this; as, we go along; anyway maybe you're sitting;
maybe, you're standing there; perhaps, you're laying down; even,
could be doing things;

Can you look around you where you are and find something you
enjoy?; that, as you are having this peaceful beautiful state inside
of a great wisdom being given to you; you, can make this what
you're perceiving now in front of you; trigger, now your excellence
into being more i aware now; once, and for all time; i, am the red
dog and i have spoken; and, everybody said “aho, red dog”;

Stay tuned for the finishing up of this volume; as, we are looking
back some few thousand years; having, backed now so far away
from the fat taker effect; it, seems a little vague like how could that
be; seems, a bit ridiculous actually; impossible, actually even that
anybody could have been so not i aware; as, an original; okay?;
thank you;

Chapter Seven

Coyote, and the Fat Taker

Now, there was once upon a time; in, a land faraway; there, was a
small fat bald man; beloved, said back then looked a little like
fester; had, the common male pattern baldness look; that, was in a
time where glasses were being used; the, story’s a little vague;
because, it happened way back; and, this is the year four thousand
sixteen; we’re, sorta trying to figure out a little bit what happened;
just, enough to run this with you here; a, story of coyote and the fat
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taker;

Now, i want you to know we’re talking about someone’s baby here;
all, we’re talking about is behavior; not, telling anybody how to feel;
just, raising issues for discussion; and, it is true by the way that
there was a fat little man who was parentless; utterly; now, you
might feel great pity in this situation because there you go;

you, have a fat taker effect going on in the beginning; and, if you
were that bloke; you’d, been given a weak ego; and, you already
would’ve been just clutter-bugged; you'd, be just really into
collecting lots of little things; trinkets; surrounding, yourself with
that; and, you'd refine some of it in some areas; and,

Sometimes, something really ancient might’ve come in which it did;
who, gave it didn't have any knowledge of the value of it; and, it
would be that one little piece would be the piece given to someone
else really greedy eyed; connected, the two; that's, what the story is
apparently; yet, the bloke that all got connected to; he, actually
re-presented an office actually only; but, its an office he wouldn’t
have any perception; and, that office was slowly being undone it
looked like; yet, monies was to be delivered; a

Family would be received of monies owed; their, boys used as
mercenaries in faraway countries; get, the job done y'know; and,
that, money sat in a barrel; which, the heat started to come on;
you'd, need to find a buried spot for that; and, he’d have someone
that would be really easy able to be conniving to keep a secret;

Someone, not too intelligent especially; and, a little fat man was
one; that, little fat man though would use what wasn't his; that, was
just the one thing that wasn't thought would be but was and did
happen; of, course behind the curtain; could’ve, been something
just popped to you; big, sums of money was made pulled in from
others’ misfortune only; and,

You, know there’s a water and things that are fluid; and, your
communion and your intercourse with others should be fluid; your,
commerce and exchange of all should be fluid; and, everything in
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nature is of this currency of an exchange of energy; and, that's a
bank that you and i all of us used to have had; all, of us inside; up,
to the point that that little fat man; would, be at a trough; a, pigs
trough actually; of, a slop; of, blood money; a, thief; dishonest;
unethical; very; and, now when you know you've done some terror;
but, that's not really you;

That's, just bad behavior; but, you're a bit confused; got a bit of a
weak ego; back then anyway; and, you think that you're insane
behavior is you; you, don't know its not; of course, you didn't grow
up in a situation like those here on turtle island as an original; and,
you could’ve where you were; yet, the fat taker effect was already a
little under way could you say; just, not force multiplied as much as
what that little fat man everyone would allow to do;

Now, everybody knows that lemons was the cure for scurvy; yet, it
didn't stop many ships heading out from port; half, those on board
would be dead; about, the eleventh week; and, eleven weeks away
at sea seems a long time; sometimes, that was maybe only half the
time; it, was known that lemons would help this; but, it cost a little
bit of money y'know; why, would you wanna not just have the
cheapest most convenient; for, those on board that ship?; now,

Time’s moved on; and, i wanna let you know this is a story about
coyote and the fat taker; now, keep in mind the fat taker is not
someone’s beloved here; fat, taker’s behavior; stupid, behavior
matter of fact; like, running around in an office where you know
there’s no perception; now, coyote would easily have seen this;
and, coyote is very sensitive; man, im telling you; everybody, knew;
don't, go

Walking where coyote was on the plains; coyote, would hear
you;you'd, be located; pinned; now, coyote was kind of brave; and,
would just be ‘ye know not really looking for anything at all; just,
roaming around; but, there was just one peculiar habit that coyote
had; that, just couldn't be shaken; try, as hard as coyote could for
coyote’s self; coyote, could not shake that habit; now;

Coyote’s, ears as we know are really good; way, above average
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actually; and, that coyote is generally not seen just like you think;
ohhhhhh no; no no no; no; now, coyote; they, have packs; oh yeah;
coyotes, live in packs; serious, packed family; and, they have order;
so, it is i gotta tell you; if, you were the kinda person that was a little
bit shivering in your timbers; for, no reason; none; coyote would see
that; he, might be the kinda person who had a story maybe; like, it
was an ogre; or, a beast somewhere; in, the bush; coyote’d, see
that that was bothering to you; that, was a bother; maybe, you
couldn't really think right yourself;

Coyote, would see that that would be the slight sorta thing that
could cause people really not to notice stuff; cause, all that would
be just unnecessary chatter; maybe, it was a little bit of precognitive
committed silliness; could’ve, been a bit of water cooler effect going
on; coyote, could see a lot of beloved had been milgrammed; in,
other words it would be popular to have said something like “allah
ahkbar” and cut someone’s head off; psy ops, operations type stuff;

Beloved, would be blaming the insects and saying that it was the
insects; and, having poisoned them; could, be all the oldies be put
somewhere; could, be something like a story like those being just
useless eaters; but, coyote would be seriously listening i'm telling
you; coyote has no ordinary ears; you'd, not be able to have a story
like that around coyote; now, wherever trouble was that was the
one habit; coyote, god help us;

Now, everybody has got stories of braves having pinned their
sashes somewhere; and, the problem was that coyote knew coyote
had pinned a sash somewhere for sure; just, couldn't remember the
bloody hell that was; knew, the mission existed still; didn't, know
where it was; it, was the one problem coyote knew; coyote, had
been struck by; so, it was really not a good condition at all; coyote,
would see that fat taker effect immediately; and, that was the
enemy; it, was just for coyote a bell had gone off in the field or
something a long time ago; and, coyote i guess hadn’t even known
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there was a recess or lunchtime or anything;

Bell, had gone off for everyone of course and coyote was certainly
listening; like everyone you'd think when the bell went off that was
for you; trouble was, as we’re saying here; is, that any story
whatsoever; where, trouble was; there, you'd see the coyote;
having, faced right up to that; coyote, would've gone right there;
not, minced any words; not, wasted even any time;

Now, i know that we’re not really taking any time to build coyote’s
character; but, i'd just like tosay a couple things; because, this is a
short story; i, don't want to mess around; only, got a little time here;
coyote, was known for just having woken up in the morning; and,
the only thing that was needed was to have had a shaman’s
breakfast; which, was a piss and a look around; now, i know some
people feel a little turned off that a crude word such could be used;
just, relax a little;

i, know it's not nice to say things like that; but, i just wanna build
coyotes character for you because we don't have time to mess
around here; another, quick story is that it was seen; perpetually
matter of fact;

Relentless; unthinking; you, could distinguish the coyote from many
others; because, the coyote would wake up and already; be done;
nothing to do; ready, for action; coyote’s, teeth gleamed white
shiny; coyote, had this twinkle; could've, been just rolling around in
the mud; but, for some reason you'd see coyote even twenty
minutes later; like, someone had been poodled at the hairdresser;
now, granted not everybody is as good looking as coyote; but,
anyway it is a fact that coyote would be; as, a brave; be, ready for
action in the morning; coyote’s bed would have already been done;
nothing to do there;

So, coyote would just have to wake up that's all; and, beloved
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started to take to calling that sorta style; waking, up like a dog;
already, done; there, wasn't any mirrors in coyotes den; coyote,
didn't spend too much time looking at self in a pond anywhere;
mostly, coyote saw the sky crept in from the edge kinda thing; take,
a drink; so, you're not gonna have polar bears; polar bears,don't
know about crickets; and, vice versa; why should they?; so, it’s a
fact that it is true; everybody, would look and see; coyote, was
among the most handsome; and, coyote never knew anything
different;

Other, things about coyote was that because there was no mirrors
in the den; not, a single bit of time; nothing; was, spent reflecting on
a single thing; nothing; no; see, that was the one thing about
coyote; quick mind; so, fast sometimes you could scratch coyote;
and coyote would think coyote’s leg was actually doing the
scratching; now, everybody felt that was really funny; but, some
good things about coyote; but, the story were getting back to; just,
that coyote’s got some built character; okay;

Now, that fat taker; which, of course is a behavior we’re talking
about not someone’s beloved; was, an extremely sharp trader;
sharp, teeth; sharp, claws; and, nobody ever got the better of that
fat taker; no no; now, its said that it’s a scary thing; you, gotta know
back then; some, beloved; could’ve, dropped dead; from,

Having even seen a spider; now, that was just in two cunt-trees; so,
you know where you've got a few people died from the condition;
you, gotta know that probably other beloved would be maybe
injured at least y’know; now, another habit which was really bad;
which, the fat taker had; which was really obvious;

So, obvious matter of fact fat taker had to be careful; and, that was
whacking any beloved that had participated in any speech or
having any conduct matter of fact; and, pointed out the obvious to
everyone; came, so gleaming as a matter of fact because of a
couple of conditions that had come on and was running at the time
matter of fact; now,
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Everybody knows a river; doesn’t, ask a priest which way it is to the
sea; and, hard as it seems there was a nun in the bedroom for a lot
back then; it, was a bit like a nun taking a bath; prudes;
embarrassed, and ashamed of their nakedness; nappified; ankle,
biters most; they, were the lead-whores actually;

Just, left skid marks in their underwear all over the place; fat, little
rotunders themselves; longus bervisis; back, then it was a good
thing you're getting a bit more horizontal; smaller, brained things
like that; that, was an effect really; a, gardened effect; an, orchard
gardened effect of the plantation; and, that little fat bugger had
weaseled his way in there; and, he got the title matter of fact to
everyone’s body; strange, as it sounds; now, a few other families
that ripped everybody’s spirit; owned, it; little, certifi-cates;

Monopoly, money; in, someone’s drawer in their head; so,
everybody had been boney’d after that; just, boney’d; you’d, have
to pay boney if you were found raking up leaves; you, gotta know
that you didn't own those leaves; they’re, not your leaves; gotta,
look and check that neighbors didn't see you; because,

Twenty cents for every bucket of leaves there; boney, owns those
leaves; you’d, find yourselves in those days just having sat in a
bucket of stars or something; and, you'd have just seriously
codependent love songs softly whispering four forty in you; get, the
four beat run on you; otherwise, if you were smaller you get the two
beat; that's, it that's all;

Strange as it would be; nothing, would ever have to be said; you'd,
have just fallen into that; and, never been able to get out of that;
you'd have done it automatically; anyway, this is the sorta thing that
really disturbed coyote; and, these are things where coyote just had
no choice about; as, we said coyote had actually pinned a sash
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way back; on, the ground and everybody knew was still running
forward; protecting, everyone; still, with that mental set; not,
untuned;

Untamable; unstoppable, matter of fact; now, coyote would list; and,
im telling you; if, you ever ever touched anyone; who, had
participated in protected disclosure or conduct of any officials’
misconduct back then; you, would seriously have a powder keg on
your own hands; you, better understand this if you're listening; now,
coyote would be very dangerous; to, anyone who is listening;
cause, like you'd find water rising in your own self;

Now, back then a stupid thing had occurred; really stupid; i mean,
real dumb; a, brave who only had said that brave would defend
innocents if life was threatened; that's, all; which, was a principle;
many, were holding on to everything to protect themselves for; and,
that brave was heard saying; if, it was on a piece of paper that’s all
it had to be; even, looked like it came from someone of authority;
though, it didn't and wasn't absolutely not;

Rogues, could’ve been paid by a phantom man; come, right over to
your backyard; now, you can have done nothing whatsoever; to,
have threatened anyone’s life; god help us no quite the opposite;

You, even could've been a grandfather; you, could’ve had twenty
three grandchildren living in utah and other areas on turtle island
back then; now, that brave wanted his life not to be in vain; and, not
to be remembered in vain; and, not to be forgotten dear one; that,
you had to martyr yourself for all of us that day; that, you

Knew that it only had to be written on a piece of paper; someone,
thought was official; you, could've been ghosted yourself; cause,
this brave with his hands in the air; got, out of his carriage; to, face
a pre-meditated murder; it’s, lucky that other innocents were not
killed; in, the absolute insane work chore that was done for the day;

Now, that is being milgrammed alright; that is being milgrammed;
and sixty two point five percent before this moment; they, would’ve
killed you; sorry, but before they read hollow bones; sixty two,
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percent would’ve whacked you because they saw it on a piece of
paper;

Now, if you were a fat taker back then; and, you were honest to god
committing insane crimes; and, assisting those from beneficial
trusts; you'd, keep someone in charge who had already committed
crimes; you, had to do that; so, it was a funny thing because the
same bloke who was involved in massacring; seventy, six innocents
apparently; and, the other ten were killed by friendly fire; a, couple
had been tagged as having seen a little too much drugs for money
stuff back then at the time; in, a psy ops operation it was possible to
mop up things quick; and,

You'd, have the same kind of exercises exactly running on that day;
don't, tell me your safety is at stake for something you can’t see
around you at all; at, the same time that's why you have exercises
to scare everyone and confuse; a, lot of their psy ops were really
messy; every, single one of them; and, all pointed to a single source
of the one hand above the government that paid for all the
centralized police; and, of course none had ever been invited and
ever would be invited to an underground bunker; no no; anyway;

It, was a story that's just a little vague; because, a lot of information
was purposefully being redacted; that's, how this was found; you,
could see that no voice had been for banking or currency; and, if it
was for anything like that; if, you were a whistleblower you were
being whacked; and, that became the obvious thing back then; you,
already had a few triggers for it; so, we’re still holding to the fact
that you are someone’s baby; and, lets get with the path of least
resistance; you, understand id’ be paying attention; anyway, the
sharp teeth of that trader were more white artificially; and,
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sharpened even;

A, little pedicuredness of the nail to have a good effect; nobody, got
the better of that trade-whore; also, people had said back then that
until one day a man went and told that wasi’chu; which, was a
behavior of course just a way of having thought; not, you the
beloved; you're, being given a sign right now; in, some volumes that
i’ve heard a coyote is carrying around; now, i know that you being a
wasi’chu couldn't know who coyote is or even heard about coyote;
but, coyote happens to be; actually, your brother; and, coyote’s got
these books; and, it's just pointing out the obvious okay;

So, coyote would do things like that; coyote, would find whatever
needed to be; run, it right where it need to be; now, if you’re fester
and you've got the greedy fat legs like what we’re talking about
here; you're, listening; pay, attention and listen for once now very
deeply; more, deeply than you've listened before; there’s, a bloke
called happyface who is behind a movement; called, eclipse; it’s, a
movement about bringing peace; giving, the earth back itself;
stopping, the mayhem; it’s, really the path of least resistance; and,

You're, being asked to let go right now; matter, of fact you're being
ordered to; why?; because, you've been not coming too much from
an office of trust?; maybe, only profit, sorry, but you gotta hear this
order now and this is the appointment you're being given; the, bells
gone off mate; don't, say it hasn't; so, don't run around say it hasn’t
gone off for you; this, is the bell; you, put the bank back inside who
can perceive right now; and, its okay; i, reckon everyone knows that
anyone would’ve got themselves in a position like that bloke did it;
it’s, a peter principled spot;

Just, fund this movement; because, it's the path of least resistance
alright; you're, someone’s baby; i, wanna take care of that; i, don't
want to hear anyone say anything other than being i aware and
keeping things safe for you; now, im the captain not you; and, many
people have told me this wherever i am; and, i know you think the
brain is upstairs; sorry, to tell you it’s so untrue; if, you're like me;
which, i know you are; cut, from the same cloth; you, want to
integrate everything back with nature; fast; and, it was that coyote
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said very clearly; and, you could hear this matter of fact’ coyote
said;

Happyface, has a path of such an easy path mate; yeah; its called
economic egalitarianism; its, about currency being equivalent to
love; and, everybody working for fun; now, i know it sound a bit silly
but it's not actually; it, means federation, friends, family; fun; and,
you; the, you in there; it, means you; it, means ahh; like, collecting
everything; and, that means united; universal, if you like; the, great
uncreating if you like; anyway, that's okay; its, just you that all; you,
can assist; you're, a brave; it, means you; so, you; and, you have
federation in front of that; and, n; it’s, a nice sound; it, means the
end; the, end the end;

Nnnnn; it’s, a sound that's made when what's' supraluminal has
slowed down and become earth; you're, not gonna come up with
another sound that's it; that's, what we need here now; and that's
nnnn; that’s nation; now; nutritively; nicely; neatly; all, in the nick of
time; so, that spells what; that spells fun; a, federation of united
nations; and that's what we begin working for; and, it's about putting
the bank back inside all who can perceive and not inside something
fictional; and, corrects the system that's existing; brings back
government to protect property; that's, the only reason you have a
government;

Now, i want you to know; that, it was one day that this white fat little
man; with, a bald head was told; that, there was this nobody; that,
was a movement; leaderless; wasn’t, about a revolution; but, a
breath; and, the word moratorium was the one being used; and,
you better understand what the meaning of it is; because,
happyface is asking you and everyone else to take a breath if
you're not able to have perception in the office; and, you're not in an
office where you're being given this trust;
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You're, now living in this time the son wants to have back his
fathers rights in heaven here on earth now; and, not at some future
date; now, the story is that your work-whores can and do just steal
from the coffer to pay themselves; and, happyface was sure to
make it that notice was given as a gentleman would; and, no equity
was even involved;

happyface, had forgiven the heinous act ongoing; of, the kidnapped
cloisteredness of his property; where, no claim existed; for, the title
of such; and, you could not prove you owned that which happyface
made; his, property his joy his son’s joy; not, yours; okay?; and,
that's the immorality that gets wiped away now; and,

You, assist; you fund this; you fund this; you, purchase the rock; its,
a funny thing but you do; and, i know it's only a million dollars; just,
the price of a house; you, don't give a million though; no; because,
you're fed up with people even wanting to build a house; and,
bulldoze the forest to do it; now, happyface has got the answer; it,
was in those four volumes; it, was in the fourth volume there was a
story in it; and, all grocked about the path of hollow bones; and, it
was the path of least resistance;

One Cannot Know What They Don’t Know

And, beloved said that there was no one that could out-cheat you;
at, anytime and anywhere; now, happyface had reviewed all the
literature of which you’re aware of; happyface, heard and sat and
listened to you; though, you don't know it; coyote, was your brother;
and, came and told happyface okay; happyface, has got ears right
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where you are; and, you don't know it; its, okay though; happyface,
loves you; happyface’s, father; clipped, to his neck and his legs;
saving, american boys; dragging, them out;

Now, he worked all night with his other diggers; on, the front line;
you, created; and, you didn’t know it back then; just, given his heart
as a brave would; to, pin a sash; no one, rested that could move; if,
you could be applied; you, had energy; you'd, crawl out under that
fire right now; cause, you could see your brothers; some, still
breathing; having, a smoke even; and, in the night you'd go in
there; you'd, not rest until all injured wounded and pinned was
brought to safety;

Now, if you're like happyface’s dad; who, happyface spent a lot of
time with; you, wouldn’t feel too good if you were the provost
marshal; if, you were the provost marshal; how’d, you feel; you’ve,
got children; many, of those children are here now; because, of
happyface’s father; that's, dakota’s grandfather; you, really didn't do
it for this communistic system; you’ve, gotta

Re-establish currency; and. constitutional currency is what needs to
be period; its. gotta come from a grassroots movement okay; and.
this is the movement; be. careful; don't. do anything brash; or. let
anyone else do anything brash either; it's. too sensitive mate okay;

You've gotta let the other braves go you've been holding; you, can't
hold a brave in civic confinement anymore for what's fictional; no,
you don't have a claim okay; but, if you do show me where that is;
but, so far no one intelligent has seen any claim you've got; you,
don’t have a claim; but, happyface does here;

Now, you can have read these four volumes; you might come to a
deeper insight; and, it is that happyface has sat and listened and
learned; everything, you've had to say; and, you know a lot really
it's amazing; and, after the three days that happyface did sit with
you; just, to know what you really know;

Happyface, has now added this on to what you know; that's, all; its,
missing from the deck; now, this doesn’t just come out of nowhere;
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although, yes it is; you, have to really learn; what’s, fragile; whats,
precious; like, the petals of a rose mate; at, the end of the day; of,
the wind and the rain and the sun; it’s, precious petals of this rose;
which, is the finest expression; this, bush is

Giving forward to you; is, giving of its fragrance freely to all who is
passing by; you're, not gonna be able to cut this fragrance in half;
you, don't even know where it begins or starts; its, just like the most
sweeet gorgeous fragrance on the earth; i, know something you
can smell; and it’s wafting; its wafting and coming in; pervasively;

Calling, you; calling, to you; to, come; come, to this fragrance now;
it, could be jasmine calling you; for, love in your being; in, this night
side of your life; let, not those who died today; they, looked down
the barrel of a gun; happyface, wants to give everyone a home
mate okay; maybe, they can have quickly got this in their hands;
would, it be good at least that you could know; yeah; the, earth can
be safe?; how, about it eh?; even, jesus mate was asked; and, you
know he was; all, the wise ones know; jesus, was told what to do;

You, look to find this water pourer; given, a sign to you now; jesus,
was asked to follow the water pourer; you’d, know where this meal
is being had; you, can see now where this meal is being had; this,
is the sacrament; and, your body is this abode as the temple; and,
It's just not a sustenance that has to have passed your lips; that,
you're extremely been hungry for; and, very thirsty too; this, is
what’s not passed your lips; that, can have satiated your hunger;
that, can have quenched the thirst that you’ve had; and, the thirst of
what is nature inside all;

Who, can have this in a moment into the future; let, this be what’s
drunk such; for, what this is about is a nectar you have inside ; you,
don't have to have too much need; Wakan, has given this to be you
inside; someone, can have gone purposefully without for ten years;
they, can give a thousand meals away and have not said a word;
who, has raised the bar a bit actually on anyone else whose been
up to this point; just, refused to believe one person being assisted
was the miracle that’s all; ten, thousand are; why, shouldn't ten
thousand having been healed be the miracle now?; cause, that’s
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happened;

Let, the son have back his father; on, earth; let, heaven be between
two children who are playing; and, this is the space between them;
you’re, the provost marshal; you're, the actual provost marshal;
those, that are fat takered; parentless; rudderless; greedy, fat
legged; dollared, up; its, been made rain for these cowards; they,
even have done the dirty work you know that; on, the rest; you,
have to put a stop to them; okay; they’re, just stealing from the
coffer mate; happyface, even gave a notice as a gentlemen about
his boy; and, do you think anyone gave a crap about that; not, a bit;

Do, you think any even raised an eyebrow as the issue was about a
man’s boy who had been stolen?; this, is someone who could’ve
protected your police mate as whistleblowers; alright; it’s, enough;
you've, been given the appointment; you, can't come anymore
having an office; You, cant

Drive to that office anymore; without, actually having perception;
and, you don't want anyone else driving to offices; which, they are;
which, are offices empty without any perception; cause, you've left
everything so that even property of someone is clearly being held
by wrongdoer; it’s, a situation where there’s not a single scrap of
controversy between the parties;

Constructive, agreement is between these parties; all, you've
needed to do is provide a service at least; those, that are self
governing; as, happyface has put forward this claim to your
office-whores; all, have been asleep; none, having given a crap;
that, a son could be given his father; at, this point it’s been fine for
all those office-whores to be engaged and involved in trafficking
that boy; supposed, to protect that boy; yet, how could one
brainless who worked for guild; so, the brave that had his hands in
the air; was, the last straw mate; he, got shot with his hands in the
air; thugs; of, course someone’s baby too; had, been fat takered;
that's, the danger; you, know that;

Happyface, is here to stop such harm; you, can only do things that's
social; not, anti-social; and, children are being born out of a form of
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discretion in the year four thousand sixteen; as, you look back; and,
it is lifefood agrarianism which you can have learned about; which;
you don't know;’

What, this is is a product; and, it's got a life cycle; its, far beyond the
lifecycle of the projects you've got going on; most, are only a couple
years; but, this is it; this, is what's precious; this is the notice; the,
notices that were given to your work-whores that you better know
this now; you’ve, got no third party independent witness there that
can sign off on a claim; even where no

Controversy is existing between the parties; and, your work-whore
doesnt want to just be known as a lynch; that, acted that way
actually; but, is someone’s baby; we’re, just talking about behavior
here remember; cause, i wanna talk to the bird in the cage; and, im
sure you do too; you’d, be just fed up with the bottom of the
cockie’s cage okay?; anyway;

Coyote, went straight to the emperor; and, told the emperor
basically that there was someone that could completely out beat
you anytime and anywhere; at first, the fat taker said “gee that's not
possible; ive, had training posts for many years; and, i've had ease
of ability to cheat all the originals everywhere”; anyway, it was said
that;

“im sorry” said coyote; there's, a force out there that can completely
beat you in any deal you’ve had; it’s, a force matter of fact that's a
bit like niagra; it’s, like the water falling; its, a torrent mate; its, not
something you're gonna just easily stop; you'd, have to just get a
little idea in your mind right now about it; so, hold on; just sit back a
little; take, a breath;

“Imagine, now you're looking at the biggest ball you've seen; big
ball; its, on top of the mountain and you're right up to; its, a big
boulder; you, look down and you can see whoa that's a long way
down; if, you can imagine that boulder was loosened; you, can
imagine that boulder has been loosened in your mind; anyway,
that's what has happened; that, boulder has been loosened and it’s
starting to roll mate; now, you can see that it's slowly started and its
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picking up speed; it’s, picking up momentum; got, a bit of velocity
now it’s really moving; got, velocity; so, now;

“I'd like you to sit back; and feel; feel the force of this boulder
rolling; just, the power; that's, the force of eclipse mate; it's, like
water finding its own level man; you're not gonna stop that; how,
are you gonna stop this?; its, about a kingdom inside; presided,
over by a master mate; this, is a master of self who is your
servant’s servant; take, it from the mouth of a beloved who has
slept on the ground; for, a year and a half in africa; didn't, have any
running water; from, the mouth of a savage; who, grew up without
any schooling; isolated, on an island; far, away; and, this is from the
mouth of a beloved who in one day at the age of fourteen; met,
more people in one day personally; than, had ever seen in the
whole life;

“that's not possible”; said the fat taker; “i’ve, been funding
everything to have to have control by fear; and, the only way i’ve
been able to do things is with a big stick; yet, i know that those that
would look back and see that that hasn’t been good not at all; and, i
know the words like ‘is’ and ‘are’ don't appear in the guild’s work;
and, no proper noun does either; and, i’ve occupied the public
house everywhere with my private guild; and, i know people don't
want to learn chinese; they, don't want everything put into chinese;
its, a language i own called legalese; and, its a code; and,

“In, that code is a code of everyone being treated as dead in the
head; just, to be of an issue that would settle a decedent's account;
so its bad; its, really bad having that practice in family law; that's,
really bad sorry gee; i, know also i’ve got beloved that are just
acting like morons; very, indiscriminate; and, i don't like the idea
that kids can be taken from their mom and dad; i, can observe to
see an agency doesn’t take the place of a parent; just, creates
more fat taker; and, that's a behavior i’m actually in fear of myself;
but, i’m gonna let you give me what i need to know; because,
you've told everyone they’ve been stockholmed; and, how did that
get healed up?; cause, you're looking back and i wanna know that
bit”;
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And, coyote explained to the fat taker; “well, there’s a part about
loving; and, it truly is unconditional alright; it’s, not something you
give or receive; its, something you have inside; that's, one part it a
bit broken; it’s, a part that should be integrated with everything; so,
how about getting some birds?; bringing, them in; how, about
getting a small female bird in first;

Give, a name like pandora; then, you can bring in another bird; one,
that's been caged up; they’re, just longing for love; you, can see it;
they, would groom braves; geez, it’s amazing to see birds in love
taking care of the braves around happyface; bit of a shocker to see
but you don't have to believe me; it’s, the voice coming from the
coyote but it’s the voice coming from resistance;

“it’s, the face of a clown mate; and, inside that it says ‘who owns the
growth of a hundred dollar bill?’; it’s, small; you, gotta go up to this;
its, a face; its, a mask; its, a happy face; its, a mask; began, as a
mask; could, be known by all sorts of things; but, its a face of
resistance; yeah; okay, now you can see this is the face;

This, is the face; this, is the face of resistance; its, the face of a son
whose property it is to have fathers’ rights; okay?; just, simple stuff;
if, you've got constitutional money you’ve got perception; cause,
you’ve got to have perception where the bank is would you agree?;
of, course you do; so, let’s go ahead and have a moratorium; stop;
game, over; done deal;

“This, movement can’t be stopped; think, about that boulder we
were talking about; it’s, rolling and you gotta get out of the way;
don't, be sitting; you're, in the way of the boulder you better move;
don't, think you have machinery to hold it back you haven't;
because, this force that's sweeping over the earth is like niagra;
and, its draining your false high water mark you put on the top of
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the mountains on all the land; just, pull the plug on it; cause, this is
the law of the land not the water; we’ve, only ever had one law; not,
ten thousand; so, what’s the law of the land is as you know the law
of the land; and it's not the law of the ocean;

“Now, happyface can help you; seriously can man; cause, he’s the
mendicant like his daddy was; brave; so, he’s a bit like the coyote”;
coyote, was reminding this fat taker this; as, coyote did pin the sash
back there a long time ago; and, has just been running blind to not
have any control of any stupidity period; just, being guided by what
makes sense; what, does make sense; so,

Coyote reminded the fat taker; “be very careful now because
there’s just too many of these whistleblowers lives that have been
wasted; and, the last one you did that with had nineteen grandkids;
and, i know you didn't do it see; the, fat taker system did alright;
now, you gotta help happyface stop that”;

Now, this is the message that coyote gave; because, it was right
there in the path of hollow bones; in, volume four out of a series of
ten;

“Now, you've told me and i’ve heard it; you've, said that you've
cheated all the originals around; you've, called some indians;
which, means not in the day; you've, called some ab-originals;
which, means not originals; and, happyface has united all of them
as originals in one tribe now on the whole earth; and, the game is
up about all the separated cunt-trees; now, everyone is aware
they’re just plantations being run; and, office-whores are all working
for you that's all;

“so, i want you to know that”; happyface went on as happyface was
sharing this story; “coyote is the one that can beat you out of any
deal; let’s, see if coyote can; happyface, said; where, is this
coyote?; over, there; that, smart looking brave; its, a brave who has
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no predictable routine; and, is disappeared; cant, be found really;
this, is not im sorry to say; coming, from a single head; this, is
headless; leaderless; this, is a movement; this, is eclipse”;

Now, i am red dog and i will speak; now, that wasi’chu trader; went,
right over to the coyote; and, sat down in that living room; you,
could hear the sound of bourbon crack those ice cubes; and,
glasses being clanked; and, sure as the day is light; that, fat taker
said;

“hey, let me see you; let, me see who this is and what it’s about; let,
me see what could’ve outsmarted me”; and, a voice came back;

”i’m, sorry” said the coyote; “i’d, like to help you out; but, i can’t do it
now; you’d, not let me have my cheating medicine”; and, with this
the fat taker smiled and said to the brother;

“i’ve, got this in my head; your, cheating medicine ha; you, can go
and have this”;

Now, coyote said; “these volumes; are, five miles away from here;
and, you've got to give me the finest horse you have; you’ve, gotta
lend me the fastest horse you have; there’s a rock out there; and,
it’s the rock; yeah, it’s the rock; it’s, the only rock that’s been left
unturned; yet, it’s turning everything else; oh, yeah it’s turning; it’s,
turning; it’s, the rock that you bought in the story; a, famous
architect has got the rock at the moment; and, it's in a secret place;
but, it’s light blue basalt; beautiful, dressed; it’s a rock which is of
materials which assists with agriculture it’s placed on the land”;

Now, the fat taker leaned a little more in; a bit closer to his brother;
and, said “ha; i, don’t have this feeling that it’s possible that i could
be outsmarted; let, me read those volumes and check it out
alright?”;
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“I’m sorry”; said coyote; “i’d, really like to help you out with this; but,
it's’ just not possible for me to do that unless you can just let me
have cheating medicine”;

“Cheating, medicine?” said the fat taker; “ha; that's, not anything;
go, get it; i’m, gonna give you a horse right now; the, fastest steed i
have; go, ahead and you can borrow it; go, on back to the home
now; quickly, if you could; bring, me what i need; let, me see it; i’ll,
be able to grock it and that's okay; you, can have your cheating
medicine alright”;

And, coyote said; after, having a small sip; noticing, that coyote’s
brother also took a sip; coyote, leaned back in the chair just a little;
noticed, the fat taker leaning back a little bit too; just, real
noticedness matter of fact finally actually; of, great rapport between
the two; coyote, had really won it to give you the truth; coyote,
wasn't really just a yes beloved; wasn't, the kinda beloved that
would go around love bombing everyone; or, pulling a rolex out of
the air and reckoning it was manifested; and, tricking people; not, at
all; no, way;

You, gotta know about the past; you, gotta imagine a canoe made
out of white bark and birch; gliding; you, gotta see this now coming
toward you; you, have to have this vision; maybe, it could cause
you to dream it; cause, you're looking right now; in, the mists of
time; and, it's the fourth day; this, great brave has taken three days
with you sitting; on, a bank made in the everglades; in, a sanctuary
given back everything to itself; and, you have vision; gorgeous;
sleek light; gleaming white canoe coming toward you; in, the flat
waters through the mist;

You, can see this brave; in, the stern; guiding, this vessel; toward,
the shoreline where you are; this, is this great one; you’ve, heard
about; brought, tears to beloveds’ eyes; because, it's a story of
hiawatha; the, one who brought the great rivers together; in, a time
gone by; it’s, a story really of a brave who in his own village; such,
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deep teaching hadn’t been taken hold of; but, it was

Living in a time back then; of, having a fat taker effect; and, it's a
story also too of a child; having, been taken; hiawatha’s; kidnapped;
and, a father didn’t give up; not, a day passed by mate; no;
hiawatha was this voice; for, all who were voiceless at the time;
yeah; so, y'know that story didn't end so well; hiawatha’s, child was
killed; let, this story end good eh?; how, about it?; the, deck looks
good know what i mean?; you, can do it; do, it; with, stealth; okay?;
now,

This, is a story really; from, someone who really is of a blood mate;
deadset, YOU don't EVEN KNOW it; yet, could you see someone
revive the old church?; which, truly; this, happyface doesn’t call it a
church; comes, from an old word kurt which is scottish; kurt, comes
from cers which is latin; and, that word comes from the greek word
for sorcery; you, gotta know about that archetype; not, a good one
really necessarily; but, it actually is an archetype which is about
something;

“So, if it's okay with you” coyote says; “i'd like to borrow the horse
and i’ll go home and be able to get what you need and bring that
back with the horse okay?”; and,with this the fat taker leaned back;
and, took a puff of a cuban cigar; “well, friend are you a good
rider?”

“Yes” coyote said; “im, the best”; and, with this coyote agreed; and,
the glasses were filled a little more and chinked; everyone, else that
was there looked around the beautiful garden; and, books and
other things on the table where they were; and, then coyote looking
out of one eye sorta slightly said;

“You know what?; the, only thing is i have a feeling; your, horse
could be just a tiny bit afraid of me; and, i’d be a bit afraid of that
situation; so, i just wonder if it would be possible you could give me
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some of your clothes; my, office has really been at the bus station
just to get here; ive, been really doing by stealth stuff just to take
care of you; and, the horse is gonna think i’m you; gonna, act like
i’m you; and, probably that should be a good thing right?; now, i’ll
borrow the horse go over and pick up the first four volumes of
hollow bones; i’ve, got some new copies i’d like to give to you; and,
i don't think that anyone you've looked at or into can have more
sense; it’s, genius really; it’s, a national treasure”;

“Well, okay” said the fat taker; “my, clothes though; that’d, need to
be modified; i’ll, do it quick for you fast;” and, sends everyone away
quickly to get the alms and supplies needed; get, the information
fast now; like, to have totally reviewed everything before the next
day breaks;

“Good”, said coyote; and the clothes were brought and horse was
supplied; my god coyote thought; this, was the most finest horse;
and, the clothes; im, telling you coyote popped them on and was
seriously looking the part; and, took off at breakneck speed; and,
returned with a small satchel over shoulder; and, saw some family
members close to the edge of the serene vista; that, the chalet was
nestled against; in, a mountain backdrop;

Forest, was at the entrance and it was there that it was said that
coyote was seen dismounting from this fine steed; and, delivering
four of the volumes as promised to the emperor; and, apparently in
the story it is that coyote, just, took off; took, off with the horse and
the fine clothing; and, it is said that the

Fat taker had come out and was standing looking; and, observing
jubbdavid© 2023
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coyote ride off into the distance; on, the fastest horse in the finest
clothing; and, all this it was whilst the fat taker was standing; just, at
a road; was, getting ready to take a hot tub; but, was happy;
coyote, had promised and delivered; this, new covenant; which,
other things had been said; had, come back into the emperors’
mind; gee, the emperor thought; i, just remember coyote saying
something about a new covenant coming to be over the earth and,
that this new covenant involves language; hmmmmm; the
emperor’s thinking;

The, books were delivered quickly; geee, they look like fascinating
interesting curious; they, looked new though they were well read;
even, the cover was designed like it was old; whoever, did the
covers was thinking they’d design it to look really old; yet,
something modern too; seemed, to me the emperor said; that, the
books even seem to be a teaching; the, emperor was slowly feeling
like some feeling was of an opening up; suddenly, there was a
sense of a small feeling of grief; a, vision of a young boy; maybe
eleven or twelve who is to know;

Living, somewhere with a surrogate family; just, traded; it, was just
that here’s someone who is voiceless; powerless; unknowing;
innocent; yet, what beauty; shouldn’t, this child have parents’
rights?; much, it was; it, had been; story, of course; that, a feeling
was of just being trafficked; and, how could anyone have
knowledgably participated in that; it ,just was a little disgusting
actually; and, all the emperor was left with was a feeling of a slight
horror; that, someone could be just trading kids; and, even be given
notice that this child has a father actually; begging, for the child to
be back; yet,

Even, the emperor’s workers and system wasn’t providing even a
third party independent witness; that, was a magi-strate; that, could
use his or her autograph; to, sign off on an order of a claim; of, a
man who is not an entity; who had only been held as an entity; by,
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an entity; which, of course is wrong; because, you've gotta have
someone there whose perceptive; and, how come no one had been
home with that issue; it, just seemed a little bit disgusting that that
actually was going on; a, bit of a shudder it’s possible that's going
on all over the place; not, just there; anyway;

The, fat taker just could feel good inside; a, vision of coyote riding
off on the best steed and good clothing; but, having delivered the
books; hmmmm, the emperor thought; god, i just can’t wait to go
get into this tub; i’d, like to read a bit about what this is about; i’m,
gonna go straight away right now to volume four; i, have no idea
what’s in the other volumes; but, if there’s anything there i’m just
gonna not even bother with the rest of it; i’m, just gonna go to the
back of volume four and read the last chapter; who, cares what’s in
the front of it; often, it’s just diatribe who’s to know; i’ve, got a lot of
books; but, coyote said this to me; and, coyote’s my brother;

Coyote, wouldn’t have just said it for nothing; absolutely, not; no;
something’s, gotta be behind this; and, the miracles that was said
had been performed; just, slick; the emperor felt like; hair, start to
stand up on the back of the neck a little bit; just, a slight chill;
goosebumps; just, serene; silence; and, retired to the tub and was
just soaking; ahhh, gee; had, a vision of getting up out after having
soaked good; and,

This, vision was of the excitement of going straight away to the
books left by the beds on the bed stand; servants, and everyone
had just gone away quietly; done, left alone; just, have a moment;
hey, it’s amazing just to search and find something like this; maybe,
be the first one to get onto some stuff y’know;

i’m, altruistic; the, emperor feels; i’d, like to put energy behind who
could be the most god-like; i, know that there's gotta be someone
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that's frugal; cause, someone that's fat doesn’t fit; gotta, be
someone who has probably suffered; deeply, actually really; and,
has been okay kinda; well, has been acting like a gentleman;

i, reckon it could be someone who has come from pretty good stock
y'know; why, shouldn’t it be; but, it’s gotta be someone whose come
from the outside i’m swearing; i, don't know but; i, know that it’s
gotta be someone who has definitely got the will for this in them; i,
know that; hmmmm, the emperor just relaxed; body, was just
relaxed; such, sweet music came; like, angels; sweet, sweet; it,
almost sound like a harp or something; no, no no wait a minute it’s
a dulcimer; whoa; sounds, like maybe native american; someone’s,
singing; sorta, a style like native american;

Wow, its beautiful god; and, was just dressing to prepare self;
makes, a little something to eat in the kitchen; looks, around at the
flowers that have been brought in; looks, over at the fire; logs; nice,
warm feeling you know; cozy; salt lamps, also; light, indirect and
beautiful; well, so it should be; put, things away and retired;

Kicked, off the slippers and laid back; and, adjusted the reading
light; and, fixed up the glasses a bit; took, the first three volumes off
the top of the stack and put to the side; was, looking at the covers a
bit; covers ,looked nice nice titles and things; picked, up and the
book and was about one hundred sixty pages;

Feels, good; designed like the cover looks like it’s an old book; but,
its new; crisp, gorgeous; its, like something i’ve always done;
something, i’d like to keep is this; it’s, for all time; i’d, like to keep
this; it, just looks beautiful and well made; flicked, a little bit and
caught some of the images; sorta, like native american images;

Looked, sorta style of a cross between; the, art has bear prints on
it; and, images of beavers and spiders and coyotes and turtle; and,
art sorta that's gotta indian looking dances; with, wolf and animal
and bird heads; feathers; really, nice because sorta like a native
american style;
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Emperor, flicks through a bit and looks at some of the title; looks,
good; flicks, to the back and finds the last chapter; looks, at the title
and sees “Coyote, and the fat taker”; sees, turtle images on either
side of the chapter; looks, nice; and, looks at the back of the page
on the left and sees a gorgeous picture of an indian bent with a
flute; and, closes the book for a moment;

Looks, at the back and sees a symbol on the back; it’s, a back to
front c; flat, on top and flat on bottom; opened, up on the west side;
got, a crescent in it of a moon eclipsing it; maybe, on a thirty three
degree angle; that's, a symbol that's on the works; looks, really
nice; like, something really organic; and, something going on
actually; anyway;

The, finger had been kept to the place that the emperor would start;
just, bent the book open and creased it to stay open; noticed, it was
stitched really good; no, ordinary book was a really good book; and,
the way the cover was connected seemed like it was very well
made; seemed, like the right amount of pages and size; for

$19.99; could, be someone who knows about numbers even; i’d,
say it is the emperor thought; anyway, this author is certainly
obscure; i, haven't heard anyone or nothing much about this; sorta,
new; coyote’s, on the cutting edge i know that;

This, is just brand new; this, is just out; its, very good; strange, it’s
like four volumes and it’s already out; hmm; might’ve, been done
the same time i don't know; this, book is this year now; so, this
seems like this could be written; this, is published just right now; it’s,
only published could’ve even only been some months ago actually;
yeah, eight weeks actually; eight, weeks ago hmmm; anyway, i’m
not gonna tell you the rest; happyface, said; and signed off; now;

I, am red dog and i will speak; i, want you to know the emperor
apparently had opened to the page the finger had been kept in;
and, pressed it again a little more; and, just laid back and with
some beautiful music in the background which is gorgeous; and,
started to read the last chapter; and, it's a chapter that's sorta
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interesting cause it’s called “Coyote, and the fat taker”; it’s, a funny
thing he said; that’s, a great title for a story; looks, artistic; poetic,
actually; gee, it’s written really beautifully; man, im telling you this is
like a bedside book;

This, is something you could actually even put in the drawer by the
bedside; anyway, and it’s said that the emperor started to read;
and, ever became more fascinated; ever, more and more; until,
suddenly; the, emperor had got to the end of the chapter; and,
realized; could, my brother have been coyote in this story?; takes, a
double glance; huh; that’s too funny; ahhh; i’m, letting you know;

“Hmmm”, the emperor goes; “my, brother; he, is such a slick cat; i,
wouldn’t put it past him actually to actually have even set this up; i,
bet you he even rode off on his horse and even set it out for me to
be five miles away; he’d, come and ask me for the horse; and, he’d
even ask me for some clothing a bit; that, slick cat; he’s, so slick;
wow, he’s always been known to do stuff like that; he’s, done it to
me; it’s, just; wow; jesus; he’s, so slick in the way he does things
my brother;” the, emperor thinks;

“He’s, set it up i know he did; i, mean the horse; the, way he gave
me the book; i, have a feeling that he wants to be the one; but, im
telling you if there’s anyone like coyote; he’s, the most; i, know it;
he’s, the most genuine; he’s, the most genuine amongst us in the
family; and, he’s someone i really trust;” the

Emperor just felt a warmth; like, such, a love for this brother; “he,
doesn’t know it but when i see him tomorrow; im, gonna pop him
and call him the coyote; anyway, i couldn't stop; i, read that chapter;
the, emperor thought; i, couldn't put that down for a moment; and, i
slammed it down; just

Popped it in the drawer right by the bed; and, i took the other
copies off the table; and, i’m telling you there’s nothing like it; and, i
haven't read anything that's four volumes that quickly either; i’m,
not saying i can repeat it to you; but, this is remarkable; truly,
remarkable; it’s, real; and, i know; oh my god,” the emperor thought;
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This, scene if you can observe it; the, emperor is in a
somnambulistic trance; arms, outstretched;

“i, can feel such an angel; such, purity; it’s, like this is a voice from
the forest; a, voice of an ancient echo; something, very deep; and,
silent; and, mysterious; i’ve, not for the likes of it seen anything
more sophisticated; i, know that; that's, what i know; hmmm, could
this be the movement that sweeps actually everyone?; that, i could
really get behind?; i, mean honestly; cause, i’m not gonna let it go
to nothing; why, should i?; but, i can steward it a bit; and, be stealth
about it; cause, i’ve got my front;

Here, it is; here it is; it’s, the path of hollow bones; it’s, the path of
least resistance; it’s, giving us back what’s been an amnesia for
something badly needed; i’m, gonna start this; hey; it’s, just gonna
happen you know; i’m, gonna pop that boy back; why, shouldn’t i; i,
can do it; hey; let, my signature be the one; why, shouldn’t it be;
how, long has it been now; i, can do it; what’s, that; i’m, making a
phone call now; that's, it;” now,

i want you to know that; that's a serious ending i know; it’s, just like
it was; now, i know i’m not recalling all the detail; some, was
purposefully left out; some, it is possible for me to share with you;
such, kindness i want you to know; anyway; if, you're sitting there;
is, this rea?l; is, this something going on now?; a, bit like you've
been taken in and out of reality of a story that could be unfolding
now actually; and, not something just made up; but, could you
assist with this?; could, you see yourself doing that?; can, you
participate with me?; and assist happyface with this?;

Can, you participate in the data; and, not have been just a
spectator?; well, maybe you're laying down as the emperor was
reading that last chapter; maybe, you're sitting; but, i know you've
been listening; cause, you’ve got all the way to here; hey, i’m
excited for you; i, sure am; cause, i know that it’s just too short; i’m,
doing what i can up to this point; and, i wanna give you the
download; and, i know you gotta learn more about brain function;
you've, gotta know more about how to have healed stockholm
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syndrome; cause, it’s just a part that's built that's about love; and,
that's a part that's really about a part you heal this up;

The, path of hollow bones itself being read and taken aboard is
enough; you, feel great peace actually; and, you do get hold of
some birds; maybe, it’s your mates actually; and, you see how
gorgeous and affectionate they are with you; find, alternative ways
to love that's one thing; then there's this

Other, part is a part that’s been to do with the terror that you know
about; and, that you can feel this having happened to you; and,
that’s very important because it has to be acknowledged; and, you
know that’s not you; it’s, just bad behavior and you can talk about
behavior;

Identity, is pristine just like the sky; it’s, not your attitude; your,
abilities; not, your environment; your, identity is pristine like the sky;
so, the other part that’s really to do with the terror that you know
about; this, is you can be felt is been acknowledged; and, so these
parts; a,

Resource state is built over a moment of time; you, become to be
aware more about happyface in yourself and being; and, the part
about the terror is sorta been acknowledged and that’s the
important part; and, the other part which is this resource state; and,
that’s these four volumes right in front of you; a

Powerful resource honest to god you're feeling; and, you're so glad
to be alive to put forth energetics; that, this is something that
happens smoothly; because, this is the path of least resistance
okay?; you, understand?; and, happyface did say he has asked you
to be his trustee in this matter; to, take care of this for him; and, to
come from an office of trust not profit; and, he has said this to other
as a gentleman; just, have to be

woken up; and, i hope you've been enjoying this story about coyote
and the fat taker; i’ve, enjoyed working with happyface to give you
this; in, the many years past i’ve had the opportunity to take aboard
these maximums; like, only joins with like; a, workman is worthy of
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hire; and, these deep insights must be added on to what is known;
okay?; definitely, no question;

The, emperor quickly went out to find the other six volumes; of, the
path of hollow bones; and, anyway i’d advise you to too; anyway, i
am red dog and i have spoken; and everybody said “aho, red dog”
and howled like dogs; and, red dog took off then; was, busy to
make sure that everyone was getting supplied with the path of
hollow bones; it, was just too

Exciting for all to put down when they got it; and, most everyone
wanted to purchase this for others straight away; they, were just
looking for the number where they could find it; you, gotta get this
straight away because you got to be on the cutting edge; i, hope
you're on the edge of the seat; i, hope i’ve kept you there; sorry,
about that; i, am the red dog; aho mitakiyue oyasin; and everyone
said “aho mitakuye oyasin”;

Afterword Part I

A Past of Negative Economic Inductance

Control, via negative economic inductance; via, a corpse which is
dead; and, your and my acquiescence to negative economic
inductance; yours, and my having acquiesced to allow usury; and,
unquestionably allowing a monopoly to monopolize the earth; with,
it's de-zioned news; the, earth really needs eclipse; the, bank needs
to be put back inside who has perception; and, everyone agrees
one cunt-tree having spent seven hundred fifty billion on a war
machine; yet, the earth only having spent nineteen billion on basic
education; is, dumb;

A, certain type of destruction apparently is planned isn't it; just, like
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a nine eleven three eleven; for, what would be the reason so many
guillotines would be ordered?; who, ordered those into turtle
island?; happyface, honors all creeds as beads on this one string;
this, string is this blending of the heart and the mind; as, i
awareness; doesn't, all have to be forgiven?; isn't, this a true
reset?; for, don't put off to another day what you can do today; via,
eclipse;

Common law, and love overcomes all; and, via eclipse you fill
yourself to the brim more; with, such energy; you're, able to be
compassionate and that's familiar; not, being compassionate is
unfamiliar; running, down a communistic road is extremely not
familiar; and, fat taker as you’ve read the works is bad behavior;
you, reward good behavior; and, you model excellence; you, focus
on excellence; period; after, you’ve focused on excellence; then,
finally it's possible for you to consider excellence only; it's, a set of
what your outcome is; you, stay focused with this; okay?;

Be, kind gentle and allowing; have, courage; to, forward what's
familiar; and, have a reset; a, planet where no one can say civic
confinement and entrapment is; you, used to be able to travel
around; after, eclipse you can; but, before eclipse; don't, tell me
you're not in pri-daughter or pri-son; government, isn't protecting
property; absolutely not; happyface's claim is verifiable;
non-controvertible; notice, is been given to the attorney general;
enough notice to all;

To, be responsible; such, officials are given information; and, as a
man and a woman; no one, is home in any orifice; no, perception is
existed; how, can a corpse have perception?; eclipse, is this fine
frequency; that, carries all coarser vibrations; not, the other way
around; common sense prevails; and, negative economic
inductance is defeated; this, is your future; and, your

Children's for several generations; many, are virtuous happyface is
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connected with; and, elite global deep insight is existing; and, don't
tell me that the vast majority of people are not seriously jaded by
this unfamiliar territory; all, being run into; being, state sponsored
domestic terroristic acted on; and, displaced;

War, is created by banking; period; negative, economic inductance;
is, the real holocaust some three hundred fifty million since the first
world war?; of, truth which is mutually beneficial; and, integrity of
beloved of a genuine virtue; the, world be filled with; ye, keep your
faith in this reset; eclipse, gives you; don't

Tell me the world is not shattered and broken; and, in here who
responded some blame you cannot; an analysis of the fat taker
effect is correct; here, in the path of hollow bones; alphabet soup
land, advantage would've continued wouldn't it?;

Before, eclipse it's just a downline straight set of an up propped
artificial communistic condition; a, flow stopping any right to
property; parked, and laundered money that's funny; inside, a
controlled utterly; but, everyone in england just woke up and had
been robbed by twelve percent of their earning; and, that's what's
going on right now; you, don’t have

Constitutional money; you, just have someone running the show for
their own benefit before eclipse; eclipse, is a reset; all, debt is
eliminated; new, currency is created; and, the symbol of eclipse;
which, is currency; not, moaney; and, new currency is only what
can be applied to pay a debt to any government funded project;
and, as all the banks have new reserve of this new currency; the,
old currency is retired;

ALPHABET, SOUP LAND's bank-whore scammed printing; no, one
can say that major shifts in banking hasn't been underway from
insider trading perpetual; and, would continue on that way; you,
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don't tick the box yes you want reform in banking; and, have
moratorium; ad, you're asking government to take a break from
making any policy in banking for one year; whilst, all are learned
how currency is created; and, constitutional currency is restored;

A, wildcat economy is what exists after eclipse has had its effect;
positive, economic inductance; is, what is created; and, check and
balance comes on government; and, the judical process; via,
common law being instituted again; industries, that are new; more,
total and advances like the radiant energetic dynamo; and,

Lifehouse sustainable community; lifefood, agrarianism; gender,
egalitarianism; and, i awareness comes evermore to the world; and,
dirty fuel dependence is disappeared; plastic, is got rid of;
happyface, is of a verifiable claim; that, is non-controvertible; and,
as a man; is, ordering you to come from an office of trust; not, profit;
and, resolve happyface's claim; give, the son back his fathers'
rights; on, earth here now; and, not some check drawn on the bank
of heaven;

Technology, engaging the jc quantum as a pixelated dot;
revolutionizes, science; a, deep insight into magnicity; being, the
fundamental forces of the universe; cause, inexpensive energy;
and, ultra-efficient plasma and zero point is applied; and, remember
you're living in a time of a feather and a hammer floating together;

Ground, up is usury; for, you either eclipse now; or, apocalypse
later; otherwise, underneath ALPHABET SOUP LAND you've got a
lemminged condition of most being milgrammed; that's, not familiar
is it?; all, care to move forward via a path of what's familiar; not,
what's unfamiliar;

You and i, all of us as a grassroots movement need to do this; not,
some chrome dome out there; nobody, can say that negative
economic inductance hasn't hi-jacked turtle island; for, the last
hundred years or so; such, infiltrated depth of communism; is, a
task that's monumental itself;

Eclipse, clears up; because, that's what eclipse is about; otherwise,
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hey; no, common law eh?; is, that a familiar path?; dislodged, is
any corpse; that, has no central organized nervous system; from,
wielding any control over property; after, eclipse is put of a proper
reset; where, constitutional money again is created; negative,
economic inductance is the world's biggest parasite;

This, is real; and, this movement is not about that being some
stagnant puddle somewhere;fought, over wrongfully; that, had
caused the misery of beloved; who, after eclipse aren't controlled
by exterior forces anymore; it's, not a familiar path to be heading
toward marshal law is it; it's, not a familiar path to disarm all before
they're being robbed; a, bit frightening isn't it you’d be run into a
condition of no common law; no, pigeonhole existed at the federal
courthouse in phoenix;

You’re, living in a day right now before eclipse; wrongdoers, can
have kidnapped your child; and, can have perfectly got away with it;
for, where is the system that can void a void court order?; is, that
the way you want to go?; to, militarize a big old hard push of
peacekeeping?; no, agreement made by any alphabet soup land;

Before, eclipse has had its effect; is, of any use whatsoever; all,
agreements such have been made by a hand above the
government; before, eclipse; you, can tell deceit; for, you must be
more of your own critical thinking; and, for this you must start to
search for an answer; and, not be suffered to be left helpless; or,
with stockholm syndrome;

The, very reason why i'd care to let you know right now; about, how
to detect deceit; and, who would be deceitful; to, other than be with
what is the law of the land; you, put yourself under as a beloved;
you're, not free that most cunt-trees don’t have any common law;
and, you’re not free that you have to be perpetually interfered with;
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maybe, sometimes you gotta wait a day at the border; if, you cross
from mexico into the united states; for sure, you can see not a
single service is really existing for you and i; totally, the opposite;

An, entity you’d agree is fictional; you, can only be joined to a
beloved; not, some entity; you, don’t want anybody foreign making
decisions over your life; where, as what has happened to dakota;
dakota, has had to suffer medical and legal battery; before, eclipse
has had its effect; you, don’t have common law; you’ve, only got a
law of fiction; and, family run over; that's, the secret weapon for the
quiet war; don't, tell us there's transparency at the moment; you,
need to be able to detect deceit; you, need to go over this
information; and, flag it; the

Face, of least resistance; is, who owns the growth of a hundred
dollar bill; wake, up; you, need to know how currency is created;
yet, that you don't; let, those who can look into this; be, given the
chance; and, i'll tell you right now; not, a soul would come up with
the system that's existing at the present moment; for, that for sure is
peony' and, even the service provider recognizes the system is out
of control and such a reset needs to be; and, why should this not
come from a grassroots movement?;

To, fathom such is very easy; to, tick the box yes is the path of least
resistance; you're, putting the bank back where perception is; and,
you're coming back out of the rabbit hole you went down through;
pay, attention to this path of hollow bones; assist, this movement;
you, with your energy; you, alm this movement; you, work toward a
federation of united nations now; you, need boots on the ground
where you are; there, is no such thing as what's not politically
correct;
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You, don't go around allowing others to commit mayhem in other
beloveds' backyards; you, don't do that; that's wrong; there, is no
such thing as any single cunt-tree; all, is just one plantation run by
a bank-whore; and, all cunt-trees is this bank-whore's plantation;
overall, before eclipse has had its effect; and, a possible wealth that
was captured; as, a bank-whore propped up by the sale of drugs
and war machinery; illegal, narcotics;

Insider, tradedness; is, the effort of a gap stopped; as, eclipse has
stopped this unfamiliar path of a failed economic system; of,
negative economic inductance having been applied; and, having
been allowed; all, the insider movement of goods not transparent;
is, to have continued war; before, eclipse has had its effect;

The, black hat white hat conversation you’ve got to know to rise
above; because, that black hat white hat conversation is
purposefully created before eclipse; you, need to look at what's
going on and be good at discovering deceit; alming, via all you can
you give; a, vessel can be put for sea watch; with

Eclipse on it in red writing; on, a white background; and, who is
virtuous be for what's bad behavior is identified; and, that is too
obviously of a limited mind function; to, have been engaged in that;
and, what's coming is no reason for tax and slavery; as, has been;
and, money not being created from debt basically; otherwise,
common law prevails; after, eclipse has had its effect;
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Constructive, agreement is got between parties via eclipse; for,
common law is applied; where, it hasn't been before this point; just,
that the banking system is a weapon of war upon all; before,
eclipse has had its effect; all, must be reset via eclipse; you, either
eclipse now or apocalypse later; all, the misused information about
weather and technology applied; be, just for the purpose of
extortion; and, economic plunder; via, negative economic
inductance; shipping, that and betting on it;

The, moon is one four hundreth the sun's size; and, is four hundred
diameters away; and, such isn't by a mere coincidence; that, you
have the ability to be able to see this total lunar eclipse; that, marks
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out such a moratorium; january, thirty first two thousand eighteen;
to, january twenty first two thousand nineteen; you, can have been
conditioned to accept it being okay that there is no transparency;
you, can have turned a blind eye to what you apparently love; most,
don't find it hard to grock it at all; that, all have been deceived;

Afterword part II

in, i awareness awakening is modeling excellence; as, reflection is
noble; and, experience bitter; this, series of communication
wellness mastery; these, four volumes in the path of hollow bones;
is, about analog and dialog; it's, about body language and your
word choice; for, you've been awakened to this insight of
consciousness being multiple channelled;

You're, in up time to notice; you're, picking up what's going on; for,
both dialog and analog; is, applied to detect deception; body,
language and word choice; and, usage volunteers generally way
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too much for you not to have been able to detect activity; that, is
deceitful; and, other than about i awareness; and, what is not about
economic egalitarianism; or, whole brain functioned;

Normal, deviant speech is scrutinized via you learning how to cross
reference such behavior; against, some observational reference
point; such, an observational reference point; of, what is normal for
you; or, who is in front of you; for, for instance significant
incongruencies can be observed; for, instance there can be longer
or shorter intervals between speech pattern incurred; for, there's an
average number of words that's chosen per sentence; a,
changedness of such shows deceit; and, some inner turmoil;

You'd, see reversing of direction; aloofness; not, connecting; poor,
eye contact; and, pretextual retaliatory events more beyond a
matter raised; and, inconsistencies in treatment; and, this is the
type of thing that acs brown shirts did to dakota and happyface; all,
were full of such reverse direction; and, nothing was not abnormal;
and, most all the behavior was incongruent;

Thousands, of pages made full of redacted information; and,
reports redacted; and, incomplete; and, not written out by any
single being; even, using boiler plates to create accusatory
instruments; and, even having published another beloved's case
wrongfully; and, beaten happyface's a-turn-on-you up; and,

The, little nipper having changed the transcript; on, the day the
a-turn on-you was beaten; a, couple of days matter of fact;
because, the little nipper created a riot in the courthouse; had, to
change the floor around after that; a, bit frightening; information,
you could’ve got out; changing, the floors around; of course, if you
were the court administrator you'd have been able to pop that one
wouldn't you have?; you, only can join like with like after eclipse;
and, this is you applying i awareness eclectically; via, whole brain
functioning training;
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Such, is revealing the reality of the accuracy of your own internal
map; and, that such was impoverished; you've, reframed such; for,
all you can say is that when you didn't it was just a missed
opportunity to have learned how to frame things more positively;
most, are in deceit inside themself; and, lying are you; no, i; the,
disguise in lying can be identified via whole brain functioning
sensory motor training and tracking; and, whole body calibration;
your, body and mind disclosure; is, a direct read out of your internal
condition;

Pursuing, a path of what's familiar; as, far as what this eclipse
movement is about; is, obvious; and, detecting fraud and deception
against such is explored here; for, decided will you; a, narrative
point of switched to present tense; what, you’re supposed to be
recalling; those who are being deceptive can be careful; and, do
what they can to keep things straight; by, mind reading and
rehearsing; and, a phantom as events of the past; for, the tense
being switched around to present used;

Momentary, sensitivity and micro-expressions; can, be indicated via
resistance and lack of ability to apply tense in a proper manner;
and, applying present tense inappropriately; this, to have shifted the
speaker's narrative; to, a point of attention; you, observe how
present tense verbs are applied; and, where missing referential
indexes are;

Unspecified verbs; nominalizations; complex, equivalents; and,
semantic ill formedness; can, have been popped on you; whilst,
describing some past venet; a, sticky investigated past; of, a
reluctance like wrongdoers to respond to you for instance; though,
such wrongdoers who've kidnapped dakota; have, been given
notice; because, common law doesn't exist; wrongdoers, are
connected by a gubernation; of, fiction; as, a black square; a, black
frock and a white wig; a, civi civi; a, dead to dead; being, allowed to
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be remained;

Something, occurred before any crime; then, there was a critical
event; and, some aftermath; it's, a fairly general condition that who
is innocent is generally going to spend at least twenty percent of
their being in truth logic; and, telling of what's called the prologue;
meaning, what happened before the critical event; which, leads
typically sixty percent being described of what the critical event is;
and, afterward twenty percent; where, some component is shorter
or longer; information, is redacted; it's, obvious to a forensic expert
that deceit exists in the narrative;

You've, gotta just get rid of usury; negative , economic inductance;
you’ve, got to have government protect property; which, absolutely
hasn't; and, this is happyface's claim; very, serious actually; yet,
keep a focus; you'd, observe that where deceit is used against this
movement; things, are not being kept simple; yet, redacted; not,
transparent and brief; generally, not being too creative; because,
making stuff up is a bit of a risk isn't it?; and, minimizing your
connection; like, the wrongdoers who have kidnapped dakota;
you'd, cloister wouldn't you?;

For, you'd see that here is a boy that was transported illegally
across state lines; and, has never had permission to be there; not,
to be given some inferior food; and, inferior life; than, what dakota
had; yet, incongruent evidence; where, things are kept simple and
brief; fewer, facts exist apparently to show what's false; yet, via
seemingly inconsequential detail; you, can analyze verbal and
analogical pattern; for, the behavior of truth telling; otherwise, a lack
of detail; like, the article in the new york post; comes, from a
spokesperson of no name; you're, given information from a no
name; yet, that's a brown shirt; and, also an editor in bed with a
hand above the government;

Any, alluded action taken; like, inquiries made; in, the department of
investigation; yet, no oversight existing; all, be without any
performativeness; of, any word applied; yet, apparently you’re
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supposed to have performed every action you alluded to; in, any
truth telling; yet, where mildness exists; and, vagueness;
purposefully, deceitful terms applied; for, those who are guilty for
retaliating against happyface; for, having participated in protected
disclosure and conduct; of, official misconduct; of, ACS brown
shirts;

Liars, like all the little brown shirts of ACS in new york city; want, to
deceive you; as, a lot more moderators are in such a brown shirt's
speech; and, you have sprinkled extra superlative words;
qualitative; quantitative words chosen; yet, as you know; a, face
validity exists in fact; verified statement and behavior; one, feels
stands of itself; yet, applying non-committal verbs; unspecified; like,
a belief; which, is of nothing sensory based; or, guessing; or,
applying equivocating adverbs; like, almost just only; and, being
vague in your qualifiedness; like, having an observation; that's, a
comparator; and, therefore

Having, no observational reference point; to, have made such; and,
wrong medical diagnosis; and, no verifiable claim; and, trespassing
against happyface's trade name constructively; after, being given
notice; you'd, observe liars doing what they can to respond to you
with a question for a question; far, more often; your, deceit that any
existed as an antic; can, be detected; by, all verb tense antic;
deceptive, beloved generally apply; and, language that is of no
referential index; that, is of a reduction to any reference to yourself;
and, any events described in some passive voice; that's,
substituted any you for i;

Omitted, self referenced pronouns in speech and body language
gesturedness; can, easily be read out by an expert in whole brain
functioning; who, is trained; you, can definitely detect anomalies; in,
what's being applied; to, describe an event; and, many
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micro-expressions generally easily give that away;

So, a missing referential index; inappropriate use of i and you; for,
learned helplessness; where, your activities can have not been
equivalent to the response got; that, you learned you’re damned if
you do and damned if you don’t; you’re, lack of care to have
transparency; for, what you don’t know; observing, starts now; that,
with this path of hollow bones; a, quest that you want to know; you,
can have feared how to see better; where, transformation was what
was the necrosis;

Before, eclipse and chatter and internal dialog experienced; mixed,
rich the product; willful, be constructively trespassing; on,
happyface's trade name; stealing, happyface's property; is, the
product of psychological deafness and blindness; to, have allowed
a child not to have any fathers' right; here, in heaven on earth; as,
heaven is between two children playing; and, to not know such;
you, can have ever been made more powerless; and, that's not a
proper path to have gone down;

Don't, underestimate the transformation; for, you are not an
automaton operated on; for, your own neurology changes via the
use of your whole brain; and, your focus of the big picture; of,
common law and the law of the land coming back again; and, the
plug being pulled on beloved being governed under commercial
law; combined, with virtuosity to diffuse a capacity inside you; of, a
cultivated kind gentle and allowed tendency; and, any paradigm
paralysis that was; is, the fatal diagnosis of economic negative
inductance;

Danger, is it you'd have cared for non-transparency to have
trundled along eh; before, eclipse; and, to pretend to know; you,
can only agree; you, can only have made yourself powerless
evermore; and, blind to a flaw; you, love as is innocent; flawed and
failed glossed over; is, not you who is loving; for, such is actually
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intelligent; no one, needs to be convinced that the present system
of banking is a horror and must be corrected; and, currency being
created for a bank where perception is existed;

Not, ticking the box yes; you, would’ve remained in the blindness;
willful, would’ve been your escape; unconsciously, found to
question; yet, to question your own reality; a, tragedy of imagined
love; and stockholm syndromed you'd have been looking at the
negative as positive; and, such is blind;

For, isn't illusion supposed; you'd, be able to endure; yet, in i
awareness lovingness is based upon an empty center and caring;
and, not from some trick perpetual inside; of, your botherednes
about your self worth; now, you'll eclipse now; or, apocalypse later;
for, unrelenting love; can, have been a cause of a psychological
deafness and blindness you, allow a belief to have existed; that's
not sensory abused;

Yet, the fat taker effect; is, of no preferred routes in the beginning of
life as a child; yet, developing a river deepens from a creek; of,
continuous water flow; as, resistance is the least; and, newly
created and followed; likely, is more water formed; and, such a
creek carves a valley; of, randomness completely; water, flows;

Initially, the riverbed gradually imagined; you'd, see what's familiar;
not, what's not familiar; can, you eclipse?; and, expand all in the
public interest?; rather, than narrowing your horizon; you, would've
allowed usury and negative economic inductance to have
remained; and, you can have not followed happyface' appointment;
an, order for you to come from an office of trust; not, profit in this
time; that, you satisfy happyface's verifiable non-controvertible
claim;

You, don't let simple brain limits cognitively inhibit you from what
can be all known; for, notice can't you what's missing; you're, able
to filter and edit what's taken in here; and, what you've chosen to let
in; that's, not crucial; be, examined for no single driver is; except, a
fat taker effect overall; and, a lack of parental training;
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Predicted, conceptualized; is, obvious what's social; and, any
influence that's virtuous; after, eclipse; and, negative economic
inducted conditioning beforehand; is, so obvious; and, such self
efficacy; versus, a learned helpless condition; i awareness, and
whole brain functioning training is for you relief; like, a semi-colon;
not, an end; and, stems from seminal research this researcher has
done into hemisphere participation in mood; and, is accompanying
body language;

You, can learn how to be integrated; and, you can learn where
disassociated incongruent behavior is existed; where, one is not
exiting; yet, just going over the same information as a response; or,
responding and sorting information by polarization; using, a lot of
don’t won’t can’t should must try but only just;

A, positive integrated response is obvious; or, you can have
observed suppressed competent conditioning; you're, your i aware
self; such, conditioning stimulates; such, consciousness and this
message of the path of hollow bones; be, put into the hands of who
has pity; and, preferred modes of the story and information; be, put
for your professional growth be harnessed; and, be essentially
positive; and, any negative explained factor is important;

From, the standpoint of the execution of responses; you, can learn
how to note what's congruent and integrated; pleasure, and interest
cause whole brain patterning; otherwise, neurology is of a limited
mind function; and, your patterns of socialization; you, forward an i
aware society; is, a potent force; interacting, with professional's
psychological structure; and, where events of life be undesirable;
coping, a susceptibility to disease; helplessness, and depression;
was, before eclipse has had its effect;

A, collapsing dollar; negative, economic inductance; martial, law; is,
yesterday's solution; yet, eclipse now or apocalypse later; for, such
a challenged solution was only before eclipse; is, given of this
innovation; of, a bank once again being put back where perception
is existing; and, informed consent; and, egalitarianism is;
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You're, fed up with being given a pre-meditated problem; and, then
having to be received of a service provide-whore's solution; eclipse,
effectively solves such a condition monopolizedness; and, learned
helplessness; of, subsequent solved; and, a beloved passive led;
learned, a future imparted condition; where, actions you take are
related to responses you get back; and, that where there was a
learned helpless condition occur; that, any action you took;
would've been unrelated as an event in response; discovered, here
a learned condition is arisen; and, inescapably exposed;

To, the path of hollow bones cause you as a beloved to be more of
a controllable condition; versus, uncontrollable; out, of control; and,
just to stand by and observe beloved drowning; be, such an
uncontrollable condition to react; as, is where helplessness was
developed; beloved, acting from more whole brain patterned states;
exist, after eclipse; for, before such fear only imprinted a limited
mind function; and, that nothing had been modelled much up to this
point; and, learned helplessness; learning, that responses and an
outcome was independent; becomes, recognize for what that was;
simply, stockholm syndrome;

For, cognitive; emotional; and, motivational behavior; is, radically
changed by learned helpless events; and, a retarded initiation of an
voluntary response alos; and, a reduction of motivation; to, have
been outcome orientated; and, the expectation that some response
would be futile; and, that challenge did exist in the required
response to produce an outcome; becomes, known for what that is;
a, fat taker reactedness;

Whole, brain functioning responses; versus, non-whole brain
functioning; and, your self esteem; i, awareness is a factor; and,
your perception of what you would expect; yet, where the response
back from your actions wasn't equivalent; and, uncontrollability in
responses; you, can have been in a paradigm paralysis; where, any
new situation; would’ve, called forth some state specificity of a
similar condition; to, the state specificity where learned
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helplessness in the past was generalized; and, therefore

A, deficient response; not, ticking the box yes you want reform in
banking; and, outcome of a limited mind function; and,
manchurianed fat taker style; only, extends also to highly dissimilar
stimuli; generally, in what would've been newly encountered;
before, eclipse; what's, unconscious is put to be outside; and, finally
a relegated and long lasted stability is;

As, this is the path of i awareness; this, is you who is perceiving;
and, this is real; and, not considered localized; yet, of a
non-localized mind; of, an empty center; caring; for, this is your
internal arbitratedness; and, learned helplessness is obvious; for,
it's generally associated with depression; and, an enormous
amount of internal chatter; ninety, percent of thinking is what other
people are thinking about you; which, is mind reading; and, such
chatter; which, is not beneficial; can, have utterly been accepted by
you; before, this path of hollow bones;

Negative, life changes is responsible for disease; civic confinement
and entrapment is responsible for the onset of disease; elevated
levels of cortisol and adrenaline; in, the saliva of children; when,
they first go to school; is, an indicator leading to heart disease; and,
sudden death is frequent for who is depressed; for, who has been
depressed for at least a week to some months before death;

As, reactive response triggered by free behavior being restricted;
the, feeling of response is generally of a hostility and anger; and,
the enhanced care to obtain an outcome; yet, learned helplessness
would of course put a negative cognitive set to such; and, anchored
by society; you're, damned if you do and damned if you don't;
causes, learned helplessness; personal, helplessness; and, a
non-contingency between actions taken as behavior; and, an
expected outcome; fatherlessness, causes a greater disposition to
personal helplessness; and, less life satisfaction; and, greater
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expressed dissatisfaction in general is the rule;

Helplessness, can have confined you to a pot of apathy; immobility;
and, collective impoverishment; and, negative reinforcement is this
passive helpless behavior; you're, either i aware master orientated;
or, learned helplessness would’ve been what was; or, what had set
in; helplessness, as a topic in childhood development; and,
society's role; is, crucial; to, what view is featured;

Social, competence development systems and features; and, family
emphasis; on, a court system that only rises to the level of fiction;
and, a rigidity; and, specificity; to, condition learned helplessness;
and, a relationship of an adult personality; you, mitigate such
learned helplessness by ticking the box yes you want reform in
banking; eclipse, as a movement being had; is, the path of least
resistance;

A, better way is the rainbow prophecy being fulfilled; and, you and i
having got rid of usury; and, negative economic inductance of a
collapsing dollar; and, of a monopolized elite; yet, wealth cannot be
without you be with your health; coming, from an office of profit;
you, trust in self governance and common law; of, what's ecclestic
and familiar; and, the inertia of a not too friendly alibi; of, marshal
law; and, no government protecting property; eclipse, is the
movement that's standing up for such right;

Eclipse, is a moratorium; saying, stop to making banking decisions
by government for a year; until, during eclipse; from, january thirty
first two thousand eighteen; to, the total lunar eclipse january
twenty first two thousand nineteen; is, a period all learn how
currency is created; after eclipse;

The, monopolized past; of, a shielded performity; and, just obeying
impulsivity; and, a conscious denial having existed; along, with fear
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of a collapsing dollar; and, government having not protected
property at all; what's, familiar is moved toward; and, what's
unfamiliar and of no transparency is moved away from;

Love, is blind before eclipse; for, such was you only as a slave
servant monkey; and, not having known you haven't had common
law; and, no check and balance on the corpse; none; you, admit
into what pumps you up; yet, filtered was it any story about banking
in the united nations; or, any story of eclipse before this moment;
for, what unsettles; is, belief; and, the most fragile ego;

For, what you choose to let through; and, let out; is, important;
you're, learning more about communication wellness mastery;
you're, aware that sensory input is edited; to, have made a map;
via, generalization deletion and distortion; and, a mind not in i
awareness; your, cognitive brain can have not let you do two things;
that, are diametrically opposed to each other; for, both behaviors
share neurology;

Can, you apply whole brain functioning principles; and, become i
aware?; grand, and minute matters succumbed; to, phenomenon of
your brain's capacity to perform; a, multiple caused condition is
existing; of, no single driver of blind willfullness; collectively, or
individually; a, mind i aware; is, of the path of least resistance; ye,
be you with this face of least resistance; ye, be doing what is
fashionable;

You're, fueling a backfire effect; like, the boulder's rolling; or, the
power of niagara; you, eclipse now; or, apocalypse later; for, you
can have overcome the inertia; of,. the fat taker effect; of, your own
made up alibi; for, such is paced and explored herein; and, learned
helplessness could’ve conditioned one that any action that you
would’ve taken; any, response received wouldn’t have been
equanimous to each other; is, cleared away once and for all time;
via, a child's right to parents;

For, much harm injury cost and damage was done; and, no whole
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brain functioning was existed; before, eclipse movement has had its
effect; i, am happyface and i has spoke; stay tuned for volume five;
called, communication wellness mastery volume two;

What’s Not Ecological Can’t Be Defended

Reading, and listening to audio of fact collected and widely known
in the year four thousand twenty-six; was, how a new epoch got
ushered in; a, big mistake CB-cowo made as the criminal banking
cartel of a one world order and it’s east and west gray council that
runs the show by legal name fraud and common law trespass;
which, you can learn about;

You’d, see in a future as i write this; yet, maybe you only receive
this now; you, could have got a hemogram of your blood; most,
tests even for blood clot like D-dimer; all, could look normal yet
what is invisible as graphene oxide is highly modulatable; it’, as a
toxin has extreme permittivity to an external magnetic field; so, is
highly conductively lethal in certain environment; so
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You’d, see people dropping dead and wondering why; yet, yknow
you’ve got graphene toxin which is really small like a needle in a
haystack yet there; maybe, you just have a smoothie and your
standing next to an antennae and its sayonara; you’d see graphene
had been put into shots and have been put into a whole range of
other nutrient as Nutoxin; and, a lot of false narrative is like CO2
climate change;

You’d, see doomsday weapon caused Tanga to blow; and, you’d
see the largest eruption of the land and water in modern day
history; twenty, years of draconian manipulation after that; because,
that sure does create heat water does; a, short time after such you
can see 1.5 degree celsius warming;

Doomsday, weapon joints and hydrothermal vents open up; get,
synthetic parasite like red worms coming out of the skin; and, the
lifecolloid terrain change within; graphene, is pennies on the dollar
to cull the population of earth; all, know the USA didn’t go to the
moon; and, that brain cells in a petri dish integrate with Ai circuitry;

This, is a story you should wake up to; it’s, the extinction of beloved
as collateral damage; you’d, see DEW weapons to light fires and
germ theory deniers would be considered worse than flat earthers;
a thirteen, nation pact would be behind food production being lost;
because, the military burns more fuel in one day than what is
domestically used for the whole year;

Denver, airport has murals of the masks; glutathione, is produced
by athletic conditions which could assist break graphene down;
with, this along with lifecolloid which helps assist break such down;
if, you’re a neurologist at sixty five you got a much heavier dose in
the flu shot; what, is non ecological as an ingredient no one can
defend; yet, for this strange attractor you find having got set up;
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Codicil

The, meaning of eclipse; is, as you as this beloved; have, been
suffered; and, are suffering; the, moon is really a symbol of this
which is of a care to return back to center; and, symbolizes the
structure of common law as a MENT; of, the law of the land; all,
belong as such a covenant in being; and, beloved of virtue; as, a

Mendicant of divinity; be, symbolized now by this eclipse;
especially, the lunar eclipses chosen; january thirty first two
thousand eighteen; to, january twenty first two thousand nineteen;
there’s, the moment of government being asked to take a break;
from, making any policy in banking the world over; and,

Such, a light being perfected; as, is a happyface within; for, virtue
be symbolized by the sun and the moon; in, such a conjunction; in,
effect with the earth; this, which is real; isn’t, some geographical
spot; yet, non-localized; and, eclipse marks out the congregation of
beloved; all, over the earth; and, this is real; eclipse, is the trial and
tribulation of the dispensation of this which is real; such, a moon
and of such an eclipse; is, symbolic of this i you know you are;

Returning; and, during such a red blood moon; darkened; the, sun
is; and, such, is in a wakan second; a, symbol in this time; of, the
mendicant; such, a moon be of this heart’s path; colored, copper
and red; be, such of a blood being; an, appearance of the moon; is,
made by the earth and the red light and such; in, such a time;
some, light is blocked a bit by the earth; and, such magnicity travels
around the earth; and, causes a bit of a ring of colored light; and,
such a red blood color of a moon eclipsing; total; is, not an
uncommon kind of condition;

The, moratorium of eclipse movement; ends, january twenty first;
two thousand nineteen; with, a total lunar eclipse; seen, over many
countries of the earth; as, the moon passes from west to east;
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through, the shadow cast of the earth; can, you see all have
become aware how currency is formed; and, how you create it; at,
this point; you, can again make decisions in government regarding
banking; a, run of history poised; as, a dollar in demise; of, currency
being created from debt; and, negative economic inductance being
in this time before eclipse;

Before, eclipse what you've got is really monopoly only; all, over;
and, what collapsing of the dollar is shouted; is, some falling of the
sky; and, a screaming little chicken; like, henny penny; most,
reports are full of exaggeration; yet, don't tell me that you don't
have evidence of waking up one day; and, all of a sudden having
twelve percent less of what value you had; that’s stupid; sorry; yet,
you've got correct thinking as you've focused on getting rid of
negative economic inductance; and, all peony only means that;

A, price that’s steep; is, apparent confidence regained; a, soaring
market of stock; easy, boy; yet, a world in a constant flux of the
service provider providing the service; and, monopolizedness of
ownedness of the money supply; and, suppose two thousand eight
wasn't a stock market crash; can, again crash; the, us dollar
relevant; underminedness, of evermore currency status creation;
like, the yen and the euro; is, a marketed monopolized force;

Before, eclipse; and, challenges of a bundle; is, plagued an
economy; in, a year of stand still; all, sputtered of negative
economic inductance; the, currency market is like a casino; the,
biggest in the world; for, it’s all inside of connected and
monopolized; and, all the currencies are being put out by some
bloke; sorry, that's not a good situation;

Everybody, could be up in arms; because, your currency could fall
by ten percent against some other currency overnight; like, recently
occurred in england; don't, think that's just a light amount of money
lost; for, if that was the united states’ budget; it, would be something
like fifteen trillion in volume; to, have changed the dollar such; the,
forex market that today is some near eight trillion today; and, that's
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just a dwarfing of the stock market;

Tick, the box yes you want reform in banking; currency, has got to
be made from asset backedness of value of what’s preserved; or,
created new; like, clean water in china; plastic, cleaned up in the
pacific; means, of achieving proper water conservation; instead, of
wasting it on a big agri farmer idea; that, isn’t of any concern
whatsoever; of, sustainability; there’s, much that could be said and
done; and, yet for all things unsaid and undone;

You, living life more abundantly; is, always on my mind; you, can
tell me that this sweet love; is, to survive; you're, given a chance
once and for all time; to, again have a movement more toward
common law; constitutional currency; and, getting rid of the idea
that a corpse can own land; property; or, ever putting a corpse in
charge of what’s living; you, only can joined like with like after
eclipse has had it’s effect; otherwise why should not this matter of
eclipse always be on your mind?; i’s happyface; and, i has spoke;
aho;

Eclipse, really is you taking action; beloved, accountable with an
oath that’s been violated; and, who has made such; and, a form of
abuse curtailed and disparaged; to, order in a jury that’s grand; in,
common law such be established; and, again once and for all time;
an, absolute certain check must be once and for all time period;
such, is mentioned in the bill of rights;

Let’s, get rid of the high water mark; being, at the top of the
mountain; law, of the land is coming back; you, have constitutional
money; you, have the law of the land; why, should you not have
economic egalitarianism?; don't, tell me negative economic
inductance has not run its course; stay, tuned for volume five as
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you're learning about whole brain functioning technology;
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